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Abstract

Both anonymity and accountability play crucial roles in sustaining the Internet’s functionality, however there is a common misconception that increasing the anonymity of Internet identities necessitates diminishing their accountability, and vice-versa. This thesis argues that by implementing accountability mechanisms and anonymity protections at the application layer of the Internet, rather than the network layer, it is possible to develop a variety of different types of accountable-anonymous virtual identities tailored to meet the needs of the great diversity of online applications. Examples are drawn from case studies of several identity mechanisms used by existing applications, including e-mail, the virtual community Second Life, the Facebook social network, and the review site Yelp. These case studies focus on potential “points of control” for each application, as well as the ways different proposed identity schemes can leverage these control points to help mitigate the problems observed in existing identity frameworks, especially the issue of “discardable identities,” or online identities that can be easily and cheaply disposed of and replaced. General design patterns for implementing accountability are discussed, with particular emphasis on the design of application-specific identity investment-privilege trade-offs, conditional anonymity schemes, and aggregated, identity management systems, as well as the role of scoped identities and linked identities in promoting online accountability.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

I can imagine no reason why an anonymous leaflet is any more honorable, as a general matter, than an anonymous phone call or an anonymous letter. It facilitates wrong by eliminating accountability, which is ordinarily the very purpose of the anonymity.


In Peter Steiner’s iconic 1993 New Yorker cartoon, a black dog, sitting at a computer, instructs a fellow canine: “On the Internet, nobody knows you’re a dog.” In the nearly twenty years since the cartoon’s publication, the Internet has grown at an astonishing rate, welcoming millions of new users and thousands of new applications, but its fundamental architecture remains largely unchanged, including those elements that enable the online anonymity highlighted by Steiner’s dogs. It is still possible to browse and post information on the Internet without anybody knowing who you are—a feature that can prove deeply liberating in some circumstances, but highly problematic in others. In a speech on Internet freedom, United States Secretary of State Hillary Clinton (2010) noted, “On the one hand, anonymity protects the exploitation of children. And on the other hand, anonymity protects the free expression of opposition to repressive governments. Anonymity allows the theft of intellectual property, but anonymity also permits people to come together in settings that give them some basis for free expression without identifying themselves.”

Online anonymity can be hugely beneficial at times but, as Clinton points out, it can also pose serious security threats. As the number of Internet users and applications has increased rapidly, so too, have the number of instances of online malware, denial-of-service attacks, espionage, spam, harassment and bullying. It can be more difficult to hold online users accountable for these types of misbehavior when they are anonymous. Terminating their online identities—which may take the form of anything from e-mail addresses to Facebook accounts—is often an extremely ineffective means of punishment, since malicious users can usually create new identities instantly, at no cost, and immediately resume their previous behavior. In light of the challenges of holding online users accountable for their actions, some advocates have called for the Internet’s underlying protocols to be redesigned with accountability as a higher priority at the network layer.
1.1 Accountability at the Network Layer

Without effective mechanisms for holding anonymous Internet users accountable for their actions, some security proponents have proposed that the only solution to this accountability problem is to strengthen the attribution capabilities of the Internet’s architecture, so that all online activity can be traced back to the responsible user’s real identity. Former Director of National Intelligence for the United States Mike McConnell (2010) advocated such an approach in *The Washington Post*, writing: “We need to reengineer the Internet to make attribution, geolocation, intelligence analysis and impact assessment—who did it, from where, why and what was the result—more manageable.” Researchers at Carnegie Mellon have proposed a design for a “Future Internet Based on Identification” based on this model, in which users are given Internet “ID cards” by the government that encode their real identities (He, Leon, Luan, & Sun, n.d.). Some countries have already taken steps to try to retrofit related user attribution schemes on top of the current network. South Korea has implemented its own attribution methods under the Law on Internet Address Management, which requires Korean websites that have more than 100,000 daily visitors to record users’ real names and national identification numbers (Fish, 2009, p. 85). In 2009, several news sites in China instituted the same requirements with the announcement that they were acting under a “confidential directive issued . . . by the State Council Information Office” (Ansfield, 2009). It seems likely, therefore, that proposals like McConnell’s to embed attribution mechanisms more uniformly and universally at the network layer to improve online accountability could garner support from many stakeholders in many other governments worldwide.

Knake (2010) likens such visions of “perfect attribution” to “the idea of giving packets license plates . . . Access to the network would require authentication, and each packet produced by the user would be traceable back to that user.” Such an approach is technically feasible, Knake argues, but not desirable for two primary reasons: First, it would have tremendous implications for user privacy, turning the Internet into “the ultimate tool of state surveillance,” and second, it would be unlikely to have any significant impact on our ability to identify criminals and attackers. “Ultimately, such a system would restrict the freedom and privacy of most users, while doing little to curb criminal elements or state actors who would find ways around the system,” he concludes (Knake, 2010). Other researchers have raised similar concerns about the dangers and shortcomings of network-layer attribution schemes. “A public, personally identifiable packet-level mechanism is neither appropriate nor particularly needed or helpful,” Clark and Landau (2010) argue, noting that such a system would do little to help with tracing multi-stage attacks, which go through multiple computers. Thus, embedding a strong attribution scheme at the network layer could fail to solve some of the most pressing security issues associated with cyber attacks, while simultaneously posing clear threats to the personal anonymity enabled by the current Internet architecture.

Both anonymity and accountability play important roles in sustaining the Internet’s functionality. Without anonymity, a broad swath of users, ranging from activists living under oppressive regimes to people wishing to discuss their sensitive medical
conditions, might be unable to pursue their online activities in comfort and privacy. However, this anonymity also encourages “anti-social” action, or malicious behavior, on the Internet (Tresca, 1998). Anonymity lowers users’ inhibitions, both when it comes to expressing opinions, emotions or personality traits they might otherwise be embarrassed to display, but also when it comes to exhibiting hostile and damaging behaviors they might otherwise suppress for fear of repercussion (Suler, 2004). Without accountability, it is impossible to curb the numerous forms of online misconduct that interfere with users’ online experiences and threaten the continued utility of the network. Reconfiguring the Internet to eliminate anonymous activity would perhaps help mitigate some of these negative behaviors, but it would likely do so at the expense of many of the important, positive anonymous behaviors enabled by the Internet. Clark and Landau (2011) point out that even if a network-layer attribution scheme is designed with the best of intentions, reducing cyber crime and deterring attacks, for instance, “once a mechanism for attribution is put in place, we must expect that it will be used differently in different jurisdictions.” Clinton alluded to a similar risk in her 2010 speech, stating that, “Those who use the Internet to recruit terrorists or distribute stolen intellectual property cannot divorce their online actions from their real world identities. But these challenges must not become an excuse for governments to systematically violate the rights and privacy of those who use the Internet for peaceful political purposes.”

How can we promote accountability on the Internet to more effectively prevent continued misbehavior, without sacrificing all the benefits afforded by online anonymity? One of the central arguments of this thesis is that achieving this goal requires us to implement a variety of different, context-specific accountability mechanisms at the Internet’s application layer, rather than a single, uniform mechanism at the network layer.

1.2 Accountability at the Application Layer

Clinton’s recognition that there are circumstances where strong authentication and rigorous attribution schemes are needed and other cases where these same mechanisms would be both harmful and inappropriate is echoed in the United States’ 2011 “National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace” (or “NSTIC”). The NSTIC lays out a proposed framework for an “Identity Ecosystem” for the Internet, but does not recommend a single, centralized authority for authentication of real-world identities, or a requirement that users identify themselves with a nationally recognized credential, in the manner of South Korea or China. Instead, the NSTIC recognizes that there is a great diversity of Internet activity which merits a diversity of identity schemes. It states:

There are many Internet transactions for which identification and authentication is not needed, or the information needed is limited. It is vital to maintain the capacity for anonymity and pseudonymity in Internet transactions in order to enhance individuals’ privacy and otherwise support civil liberties. Nonetheless, individuals and businesses need to be able to
check each other’s identity for certain types of sensitive transactions, such as online banking or accessing electronic health records. (2011)

It is this variety of Internet transactions, and the desire to tailor identity schemes with the appropriate degree of both anonymity and accountability for each of these transactions, that motivates our approach to implementing accountability mechanisms at the application layer of the Internet, rather than the network layer.

Affixing “license plates” to packets or otherwise embedding accountability at the network’s lower-layer architecture imposes a single, uniform identity mechanism across the entire Internet, meaning that every online user, website, application, transaction, and communication is subject to the identical degree of accountability. This one-size-fits-all approach is at odds with the rich diversity of Internet applications and their vast range of varied functions. Clark and Landau (2011) explain:

Some applications such as banking require robust mutual identity. Other sites need robust identity, but rely on third parties to do the vetting, e.g., credit card companies do so for online merchants. Some sites, such as those that offer information on illness and medical options, are at pains not to gather identifying information, because they believe that offering their users private and anonymous access will encourage them to make frank enquiries.

Forcing the same identity framework on medical advice websites or political discussion forums that we do on online banking sites fails to allow for these differences of function or account for the fact that these applications necessitate different degrees of anonymity and accountability. However, when online identity schemes are tailored individually for different applications, it becomes possible to design systems with the appropriate balance of anonymous protections, real-identity attribution capabilities, and corresponding accountability mechanisms. It becomes possible to treat banking applications, political forums, and medical support websites differently. It becomes possible to share the burden of holding users accountable across a number of different points of control in the network. Perhaps most notably, it becomes possible to create identity schemes that allow for the coexistence of both accountability mechanisms and anonymity protections, instead of sacrificing all anonymity in pursuit of perfect attribution.

The notion of creating identity systems for individual Internet applications is not a new one—in fact, it is the basis for many online applications today. A user who wants to join the popular social networking application Facebook first has to create a Facebook profile, an online identity specific to that application. Similarly, Internet users who wish to send and receive e-mail must first create an application-specific identities in the form of e-mail addresses. Indeed, most websites you visit or applications you use probably require or encourage you to create a new identity, or account. So, if there is already a system of application-layer identity schemes—if it’s already possible for individual applications to tailor identities appropriate to their function—then why does accountability remain such a problem on the Internet? The answer to this question lies primarily in the widespread misconception that it is
impossible to create online identities that are both anonymous and accountable. By examining the strengths and weaknesses of existing application identity schemes, it is possible to identify effective methods of establishing anonymous-accountable online identities that leverage the power of multiple control points on the Internet and can be used to improve the identity mechanisms of the vast number of applications which benefit from both some degree of anonymity and some means of holding users accountable.

1.3 Thesis Organization

This thesis begins by laying out a four-quadrant framework for understanding the interplay between accountability and anonymity of online identities; it then reviews a series of case studies of accountability mechanisms used by popular Internet applications, and concludes with a discussion of different application design patterns for accountable identities derived from these case studies.

The second chapter addresses the notion of an accountability-anonymity trade-off and proposes an alternative, four-quadrant model of accountability-anonymity axes intended to more accurately capture the nuances and diversity of online identity schemes; it also looks at different control points in the application layer and addresses the problem of “discardable” identities in cyberspace and the ease with which bad actors can create new, free identities as soon as their original ones are terminated.

The third, fourth, fifth, and sixth chapters present case studies of four popular applications: e-mail, the virtual community Second Life, Facebook, and review site Yelp, respectively. These case studies review different types of malicious activity observed in each of these applications and then examine the identity schemes and associated accountability mechanisms employed by each to help mitigate or deter this misbehavior.

The final chapters explore broader methods of combining anonymity and accountability drawn from these case studies. The seventh chapter discusses potential design patterns for applications that allow users to decide on a personal trade-off between how much they invest in a given online identity and what privileges are associated with that identity, so that larger investments lead to greater privileges within the context of a given application, while users who make smaller investments are given correspondingly fewer capabilities. The eighth chapter focuses on conditional anonymity schemes, including methods of identity escrow and cryptographic protection of real identities. The ninth chapter addresses issues of accountability in identity management schemes and aggregated online identities. Finally, the tenth chapter summarizes the key lessons gleaned about how we can best characterize the space between perfect accountability and complete anonymity for Internet identity schemes, as well as how these schemes can be implemented—and by whom—to provide different combinations and forms of anonymity and accountability suitable to various online contexts and applications.
Chapter 2

The Anonymity-Accountability Axes

The problem isn’t anonymity; it’s accountability. If someone isn’t accountable, then knowing his name doesn’t help. If you have someone who is completely anonymous, yet just as completely accountable, then—heck, just call him Fred.

—Bruce Schneier, “Anonymity Won’t Kill the Internet”
Wired, Jan. 12, 2006

There is a common perception that online anonymity protections are irreconcilable with effective accountability mechanisms, derived largely from the broader idea of a “privacy-security” trade-off. Former National Security Agency code-breaker Ed Giorgio, who worked closely with McConnell on cyber strategy, described this trade-off succinctly to a reporter from The New Yorker, explaining: “We have a saying in this business: Privacy and security are a zero-sum game” (Wright, 2008). This claim that security and privacy stand in direct opposition to each other persists to an almost surprising extent, given how often it has been called into question and criticized by experts. Schneier (2008) writes, “Security and privacy are not opposite ends of a seesaw; you don’t have to accept less of one to get more of the other . . . Security affects privacy only when it’s based on identity.” It is in the online identity space, therefore, that this trade-off between security interests, as represented by accountability and attribution advocates, and privacy rights, as championed by anonymity supporters, remains starkest and least reconcilable.

Davenport (2002) embraces the idea that anonymity and accountability constitute a zero-sum direct trade-off. He argues:

By allowing anonymous communication we actually risk an incremental breakdown of the fabric of our society. The price of our freedoms is not, I believe, anonymity, but accountability . . . Accountability requires those responsible for any misconduct be identified and brought to justice. However, if people remain anonymous, by definition, they cannot be identified, making it impossible to hold them accountable.
2.1 The Four-Quadrant Framework

The widespread belief in this direct trade-off and the corresponding notion that it is necessary always to choose either accountability or anonymity in designing an Internet identity scheme may be partially responsible for the failure of many Internet applications to incorporate both features. However, the idea that accountability and anonymity are a zero-sum game has also been criticized. Farkas, Ziegler, Meretei, and Lőrincz (2002) argue that “full anonymity may present a security risk that is unacceptable in certain applications; therefore, anonymity and accountability are both needed.” This sentiment is echoed by Johnson, Crawford, and Palfrey (2004), who write:

Anonymity does not need to be prohibited to allow accountability. There is no particular reason why a receiver needs a real-world identification of the source in order to make decisions about whether to accept a message or not. We see a key difference between authentication, on the one hand, and identification, on the other. All we need is to be able to tell the difference between the case in which a speaker (message sender) stands by a verifiable reputation (including the reputation of a pseudonym) and the case in which there is no way to tell anything with confidence about the source of the communication.

This insight that accountability can exist even in the absence of strong authentication is an essential one for designing identity schemes and associated accountability mechanisms that are appropriate for many of the applications in existence today. The pseudonymous reputation systems that Johnson et al. emphasize are one example of how this can be achieved in online applications. For instance, popular review site Yelp supplements every review with a detailed description of the “reputation” of the user who posted it, including information ranging from how long they’ve been a Yelp member and how many reviews they’ve posted, to the distribution of different rankings in their reviews. Notably, none of this reputational information is necessarily tied to the user’s real-world identity.

Reputation systems are not the only means of combining accountability and anonymity in online identity schemes, however, and several other applications have found equally clever and effective methods for achieving their own balance. To clarify the range and variety of accountability and anonymity options available to application designers, we propose an alternate framework to the “zero-sum” model that conceives of anonymity and accountability as a direct trade-off, wherein having more of one necessitates having less of the other. This traditional, “one-dimensional” notion of accountability and anonymity is illustrated in Figure 2-1.

An alternative, two-dimensional framework for understanding the more complex ways in which these features can be combined instead of being treated as a direct trade-off, is illustrated in Figure 2-2. The accountability-anonymity axes represent spectrums along which different degrees of anonymity and accountability may be combined with each other, and the resulting four quadrants provide a useful framework for classifying and analyzing different online identity schemes. Most interestingly, where
the “traditional” zero-sum framing allows only for identities that fall into either the upper left (strong accountability-weak anonymity) or lower right (strong anonymity-weak accountability) quadrants, this framework opens up two additional quadrants, providing a richer and more nuanced perspective on the interplay between accountability and anonymity. These new quadrants, especially the upper right one which combines both strong accountability mechanisms and strong anonymity protections, are essential for understanding both the challenges and the full range of possibilities permitted by an application-layer approach to accountability. To more clearly illustrate this range, it is helpful to populate the accountability-anonymity axes with some representative applications in each of the quadrants, as shown in Figure 2-3.
Identifying example applications that fall within each quadrant emphasizes the role of the upper left and lower right quadrants in allowing for applications that do, in fact, fall at the far ends of the traditional zero-sum framing of accountability and anonymity. For instance, the four-quadrant model still allows for online identities that do not exhibit anonymity protections and instead require strong accountability in the form of close ties to a real-world identity and robust authentication. A cybersecurity report published by the Center for Strategic and International Studies advocates “making authentication requirements proportional to risk,” so that “high-risk situations require strong authentication, while the lowest-risk situations require no authentication” (Langevin, McCaul, Charney, Raduege, & Lewis, 2008, p. 64). The top left quadrant, then, is home to the applications that would pose the greatest security risks if accessed by unauthorized or malicious users. These might include military and classified data networks, banking applications, nuclear power plant systems, and electric grid networks, as well as other critical infrastructure elements. In cases like these, where all legitimate parties involved in the online transaction—for instance, both a bank and a bank account holder—would reasonably wish for strong accountability.
and secure authentication of the other participating parties, anonymity is not called for. Instead, robust authentication schemes allow for stronger security and accountability mechanisms that depend largely on identifying the responsible actors in the real world and holding them accountable for their actions in a traditional legal and regulatory manner. The risks associated with unauthorized infiltration of these sorts of networks are simply too high, and the benefits of allowing anonymous activity too minimal, to merit implementing any weaker forms of online identification or alternative, pseudonymous accountability mechanisms.

By contrast, the lower right quadrant is populated with applications where anonymity trumps accountability and users may enjoy very strong identity protections while encountering relatively weak accountability mechanisms. Few applications are as synonymous with strong online anonymity protections as The Onion Router (or Tor) software that routes users’ Internet packets through a global network of volunteer servers to conceal their originating location. Tor’s operators describe the application on its website as a service that “protects you by bouncing your communications around a distributed network of relays run by volunteers all around the world: it prevents somebody watching your Internet connection from learning what sites you visit, and it prevents the sites you visit from learning your physical location.” In other words, the express purpose of Tor is to protect the anonymity of its users and, in doing so, it has played an important role in empowering activists and dissidents in oppressive or autocratic regimes to speak freely and organize online, especially in countries such as Iran and Egypt. Tor developer Jacob Appelbaum explained in an interview:

Because Twitter and other websites were blocked, people in Egypt actually used Tor as a proxy for their web browser. They knew that they could install Tor and they would be able to get past the Internet censorship in their country, which was their primary concern. . . . Tor is only as secure as the protocols you send across it, except in certain cases such as this one where you know that the problem is directly between you and the Internet. In that case, Tor is extremely secure and no matter what you are doing over Tor you are almost certainly better off than the government that might arrest you for behavior you do on the Internet or for other things that they would be able to detect and log and then later analyze. (Zahorsky, 2011)

Just as the examples of banking and military applications illustrated the value of strong authentication in some cases, the use of Tor by Egyptian dissidents demonstrates the importance of powerful anonymity protections in others. That is not to say there aren’t real risks posed by the anonymity afforded to users by applications like Tor. “Anonymity is like a rare earth metal. These elements are a necessary ingredient in keeping a cell alive, but the amount needed is a mere hard-to-measure trace. In larger does these heavy metals are some of the most toxic substances known to a life. They kill,” writes Kelly (2006). He continues: “There’s a dangerous idea circulating that the option of anonymity should always be at hand, and that it is a noble antidote to technologies of control . . . in every system that I have seen where
anonymity becomes common, the system fails.” It is worth looking more closely at Tor to understand how it has managed to escape this fate, even as its entire design is predicated on providing total anonymity for all of its users. After all, that same protection which allows dissidents to revolt against Hosni Mubarak can also potentially enable users to browse for illegal materials or engage in damaging and dangerous online attacks. However, while Tor is undoubtedly used for illegal and illicit purposes, its design minimizes the risks associated with users’ actions based on one simple trait: Tor is slow (Dingledine & Murdoch, 2009). Slowness is usually considered a design flaw of Internet applications, not a positive feature, but Tor’s slow speeds mean that it is nearly impossible for malicious actors to use its anonymity protections to inflict any high-traffic damage, such as launching a large-scale botnet or denial-of-service attack. In other words, Tor’s slowness reduces many of the risks associated with its powerful anonymity protection, effectively eliminating some of its most dangerous possible uses and thereby allowing it to thrive even in the absence of rigorous accountability mechanisms.

The drawbacks to the weak accountability mechanisms of applications in the lower right quadrant, like Tor, are mitigated to a certain extent by the positive anonymity protections they provide. However, in the lower left quadrant, where both accountability and anonymity are weak, there are no mitigating factors. This quadrant is the domain of Internet jurisdiction disputes, when malicious actors can be clearly identified yet it is still impossible—or extremely difficult—to hold them accountable for their online actions because they are located outside the aggrieved party’s jurisdictional borders. These jurisdictional disputes are often a primary reason for inadequate Internet accountability mechanisms. For instance, people who rent out botnets to send spam must provide some form of identification in order to receive payment for their services and this identification should, in turn, make it possible to perform some degree of attribution and to hold the responsible actors accountable. For this reason, Clark and Landau (2011) explain that “Spammers’ protection comes not from anonymity, but from jurisdictional distance or legal ambiguity ... Even if we were to push for a variant of the Internet that demanded very robust identity credentials to use the network, tracing would remain subject to barriers that would arise from variation in jurisdictions.” The jurisdictional issues that inhibit the online accountability efforts of applications that reside in the lower left quadrant are central to any discussion of Internet accountability schemes, though they are not the particular focus of this thesis. While they warrant greater discussion and further research in their own right, these ongoing jurisdictional problems also help highlight the crucial role of the anonymous-accountable identity schemes that reside in the diagonally opposite, upper right quadrant and, in general, do not rely predominantly on state intervention and legal regulations for implementing accountability.

It is this fourth quadrant, in the upper right corner of the axes, which combines elements of strong anonymity protections with strong accountability mechanisms and is the focus of this analysis. Perhaps the first thing worth noting about this quadrant—though it may already seem redundant at this point—is simply that it exists at all, that there are in fact means of creating online identities that afford users both anonymity and accountability. Such identities are not just a hypothetical possibility,
they exist today, in some of our most popular online applications, including Facebook and Yelp, and the subsequent case studies are largely devoted to understanding how such anonymous-accountable identities work in current online applications, as well as how they could be improved. Given that such identities schemes are already so widespread, it may seem unnecessary to devote time to emphasizing their existence, but even though so many of our online identities fall within the realm of the upper right, accountable-anonymous quadrant, pseudonymous and anonymous online identities are often dismissed as entirely unaccountable. Even executives from major Internet application companies such as Facebook and Google have defended their respective real-name policies—in which users are required to associate their online identities with their legal names—as necessary to promote stronger accountability, the underlying assumption being that there is no other means of holding users accountable beyond stripping them of their anonymity (Pfanner, 2011).

To support the assertion that it is possible to combine both accountability and anonymity in online identities at the application layer, we investigate several case studies of popular Internet applications and the ways in which they have successfully—or unsuccessfully—implemented anonymous-accountable identity schemes. From these case studies, we will then extract some more general methods and strategies for designing these types of online identities for different sorts of Internet applications. In this quadrant, it is important to note that, to an even greater degree than in either of the neighboring two quadrants, it is essentially impossible to make any claims of achieving perfect or absolute forms of either anonymity or accountability. This is why the axes are labeled as going towards “strong” accountability and anonymity rather than “complete” or “total” instances of either quality. However, even though the applications housed in this quadrant may not feature perfect accountability or anonymity, it is possible to adjust the relative strength of each, as well as the manner in which each is implemented, to suit the functionality and design of a variety of different types of Internet applications.

Importantly, the four-quadrant framework for thinking about online identities laid out in this section is only applicable to an approach to accountability that occurs at the application layer. The ability to populate these four quadrants and achieve different balances of accountability and anonymity for different applications depends entirely on implementation at the application layer; accountability mechanisms that reside at lower levels of the network and thereby institute a one-size-fits-all solution across the entire Internet do not allow for this variety of different, customized approaches.

2.2 Application-Layer Points of Control

Implicit in the notion of accountability is the involvement of at least two parties: one that is being held accountable and another that is holding them accountable. In the physical world, we are held accountable for our actions by a variety of different actors; governments and courts of law hold us accountable for illegal and criminal actions, friends and family hold us accountable for violations of social norms, colleagues hold us
accountable for workplace missteps, and schools and universities hold us accountable for academic failings. In other words, there are many different types of behaviors that, for various reasons, we are discouraged from engaging in, and we are held accountable for these behaviors by a variety of different institutions, individuals, and groups of people. Similarly, there are a variety of institutions, individuals, and groups of people that can hold online identities accountable for the Internet actions associated with them. In this section, we will examine some of the different points of control at the application layer that can exert their various powers to hold online actors accountable in different ways.

Scholars have identified two primary dimensions of accountability: answerability and enforceability. Answerability refers to actors’ obligation to account for their actions, while enforceability encompasses the mechanisms used to punish or sanction those actors for harmful or illegal actions (Newell, 2006). Of these, answerability is the trickier one to translate into cyberspace. In the context of political accountability, it refers generally to transparency, or requiring political actors to describe and justify their actions to their constituents. Online, this sort of transparency of actors is both easier and harder to achieve: easier in the sense that users, in many cases, cannot effectively conceal their actions or decouple them from their online identities, but also much harder in the sense that, as discussed earlier, attributing these actions to real-world identities can be extremely difficult. For instance, if we consider trying to hold spammers accountable, it is relatively easy to identify the “online identity” responsible for the spam (that is, the “from” e-mail address), but often much more challenging to pinpoint the person (or people) in the real world who should have to answer for this action. It may be impossible, in some cases, to trace online activity back to the specific responsible person, but it is almost always possible to trace that activity back to something, be it a machine, an intermediary party, or a virtual identity. In other words, there are always entities answerable for every online action, even if these entities are not necessarily the direct perpetrators. This interpretation of answerability for the Internet informs the range of enforceability mechanisms possible online, both by suggesting that enforcement centered on holding responsible actors accountable may be of limited value and by revealing a substantial set of alternative targets for enforcement mechanisms—those machines, intermediaries, and virtual identities that are potentially answerable for online activity.

To understand how accountability can be enforced in the context of online applications it is first necessary to identify which actors will carry out this enforcement. Each of these actors serves as a control point, exerting some type of power or control over the application which can be brought to bear for the purposes of punishing and sanctioning users. Each control point is capable of enforcing some degree of either vertical or horizontal accountability, where vertical accountability describes “a relationship between unequals,” that is a more powerful actor holding some less powerful actor accountable (or vice versa), and horizontal accountability refers to “somebody holding someone else of roughly equal power accountable” (Schedler, 1999, p. 23).

The most straightforward sources of vertical accountability for an Internet application are its designers, owners, and operators—the actors who write and update an application’s architecture, or code. In some cases, these roles may all refer to a single
entity. For instance, Facebook, Inc. serves as designer, owner, and operator of the social networking site Facebook. Other applications, notably e-mail, were designed with an open set of standards and are therefore “owned” by no one and operated by a decentralized network of individual users and server administrators. For this reason, it can be useful to distinguish between an application’s designer and its operator, even though these roles are often conflated in a single control point. Application designers play a crucial role in dictating the initial accountability mechanisms and identity schemes associated with a given application. Through their choices, designers embed in the very code and protocols of an application how much and what kind of information a user will be required to provide in order to create an identity, what capabilities and privileges that identity will have, what tools other users will have to keep those capabilities and privileges in check and respond to misbehavior, and what information about users, their online identities, and their actions will be stored privately or made public to other users. In determining and embedding these initial requirements and specifications, application designers exert tremendous influence in forming the norms, behaviors, and expectations that come to govern interactions in their applications. While their code and design choices can be adjusted or revised later on, these norms and expectations may be more difficult to alter once users have already adopted them. Of course, it is nearly impossible for application designers to anticipate, prior to deployment, all possible modes of misbehavior that may crop up or evolve over time among their applications’ users—this is where application owners and operators step in.

Application owner and operators are responsible for the continuously revising and updating an application’s code and Terms of Service, as well as responding to user concerns and complaints. Many Internet applications are owned and operated by private companies; for instance, video game developer Blizzard Entertainment maintains the popular role-playing application World of Warcraft, Linden Lab similarly operates the virtual world Second Life, and the non-profit organization WikiMedia Foundation runs the collaborative user-written encyclopedia Wikipedia. These entities exercise many of the same powers as the application designers—the ability to alter an application’s identity scheme and the privileges afforded to its users, for instance—but lack the designers’ initial, formative impact on user norms and expectations. In many cases, however, organizations do design the applications they subsequently own and operate. Additionally, owner-operators often store logs of user activity and associated information, such as originating IP addresses for user activity, which can serve as valuable sources of data about the applications’ users and also, at times, aid attribution efforts or serve as legal evidence in court. Operators of many applications also respond to complaints or “abuse reports” from users and must determine which of these concerns merit further attention or disciplinary measures. User input may also, at times, motivate operators to tailor their application’s design to user requests and proposals. Finally, these operators can exercise the ultimate online punishment of terminating misbehaving online identities, or accounts, belonging to users who misbehave egregiously or repeatedly within their application, though this is not always an effective sanction, particularly when users can easily and cheaply create new identities.
Designers and operators serve as the primary sources of vertical accountability for online applications; these control points clearly have more power than individual end-users when it comes to defining an application’s capabilities and associated identities. However, many Internet applications also benefit from a strong culture of horizontal accountability, in which users are partially held accountable by actors who are their equals in power—their fellow users. Individual end-users represent a remarkably powerful control point in several online applications, especially those which do not have strong centralized owner-operator control points, such as e-mail, and those which rely on primarily bilateral user interactions, where individuals can often regulate whom they do or don’t want to interact with to a great extent. Johnson et al. (2004) describe this phenomenon as “peer production of governance” and predict that the “aggregation of numerous individual decisions about who to trust and who to avoid will create a diverse set of rules that most accurately and fairly serves the interests of those who use the online world.” By blocking unwanted interactions, indicating to others when users are misbehaving, and constructing powerful social and cultural norms, end-users can hold each other accountable in ways that support and extend the accountability mechanisms enacted by designers and operators. However, it is worth noting that these end-user capabilities are generally only made possible by technical tools provided by the designers and operators, such as “block” commands to avoid contact with specific other users or embedded reputation systems. Newell (2006), describing political accountability, wrote: “To be effective, horizontal accountability needs to be buttressed by strong vertical accountability.” The same holds true for Internet accountability: end-user efforts at horizontal accountability are most effective when they are enabled and reinforced by an application’s design and ownership.

Besides the centralized, top-down designer and operator authority and the decentralized, bottom-up end-user governance, Internet applications are influenced by several other control points which can also play important roles in holding online actors accountable. Government actors and courts can serve as a powerful control point by enacting and enforcing legal regulations such as the United States’ CAN-SPAM Act and state cyberbullying laws, the European Union’s e-commerce directive, and Pakistan’s Prevention of Electronic Crimes Ordinance. These law-based enforceability mechanisms are limited both by jurisdictional scope and attribution capabilities but, nonetheless, they have been effectively leveraged in some cases to hold Internet users accountable for actions ranging from spamming to cyberbullying, online defamation, and trolling. A range of other intermediary control points can also help give rise to greater accountability within certain types of applications. For instance, some community-based applications develop participatory, emergent governance structures, such as the system of user moderators and bureaucrats in Wikipedia and the user-organized Second Life Exchange Commission. Additionally, intermediate control points such as e-mail server administrators and Internet Service Providers can play an important role in monitoring and sanctioning some forms of user misbehavior.

Some of these control points are universally applicable—every application has a designer (or designers) and users—while others are much more application-specific—many applications, for instance, do not feature independent server administrators or
internal exchange commissions. In other words, different applications have different points of control, each of which may wield different kinds of power. An advantage of customized, application-layer accountability mechanisms is that they can be tailored to each application’s individual set of control points and designed in such a way that all of these actors support and reinforce each others’ efforts to hold users accountable. In this manner, it is possible to leverage and combine the strengths of several different control points to compensate for the limitations and weaknesses of each. For instance, application operators are often capable of enforcing relatively powerful punitive measures, ranging from removing public content to curtailing users’ privileges to account suspension or termination. These operators are often limited, however, by how much time and human capital they can devote to monitoring the actions and behavior of individual users. Particularly for the most popular applications, whose users number in the hundreds of millions, this can be an impossibly burdensome task for a single operating company. For instance, more than 250 million photos are uploaded to Facebook every day. Even if every single one of the company’s roughly 2,000 employees devoted all of their time to reviewing each of these photos, they would probably still be unable to reliably identify and delete all inappropriate or illegal content on the site.

By contrast, the control point constituted by individual Facebook users has nearly opposite strengths and weaknesses: the application’s end-users have relatively little punitive power—they cannot remove offending photos posted by other users or shut down other people’s accounts—but there are more than 800 million of them and, collectively, they spend a staggering amount of time on the site, viewing posted content and observing the behavior of other users. Thus, Facebook can, in some sense, outsource content monitoring to its users, allowing them to report particularly offensive or problematic behavior and content to the company, which can then decide what punitive measures, if any, are appropriate. Similar “notice-and-take-down” systems are implemented by many other popular applications, including video website YouTube, to combine the diffuse monitoring capabilities of end users with the centralized enforcement capabilities of the application operators. Approaches like these, that leverage the power of multiple control points, can be especially useful when trying to create a variety of effective, customized accountability mechanisms for different types of Internet applications.

2.3 The Problem of Discardable Identities

Few virtual identities have garnered as much media attention and notoriety as Mr. Bungle, the avatar who perpetrated the much-publicized 1993 cyber rape in the text-based online community LambdaMOO. Mr. Bungle used a “voodoo doll” subprogram that allowed him to control the actions of other users in the community besides himself, to narrate a lengthy and graphic series of “forced” sexual encounters involving the other avatars. These encounters occurred only in the words typed by Mr. Bungle that appeared on each user’s computer screen, but they led to tremendous outcry among the community’s users and Mr. Bungle’s account was deleted shortly there-
after by one of LambdaMOO’s moderators. A few days later, a new avatar named Dr. Jest appeared in LambdaMOO. “There was a forceful eccentricity to the newcomer’s manner, but the oddest thing about his style was its striking yet unnameable familiarity,” Dibbell (1993) writes of Dr. Jest, adding that, “when he developed the annoying habit of stuffing fellow players into a jar containing a tiny simulacrum of a certain deceased rapist, the source of this familiarity became obvious: Mr. Bungle had risen from the grave.” LambdaMOO suffered from an accountability problem common to many Internet applications: discardable identities. After Mr. Bungle’s account was deleted, Dibbell (1993) points out that all the user had to do was “go to the minor hassle of acquiring a new Internet account, and LambdaMOO’s character registration program would then simply treat the known felon as an entirely new and innocent person.”

If, as in LambdaMOO, an operator’s ultimate means of redress is deleting a user’s account or virtual identity for a given online application, there must be some checks on the user’s ability to immediately and freely create a new identity for this to be an effective accountability mechanism, or form of punishment. In other words, creating a new virtual identity must have some cost to the user; otherwise users will essentially be able to behave as they please when using online applications with little or no fear of the consequences. As Landwehr (2009) points out, “To be accountable, the individual, company, or system component must pledge something of value—money, reputation, friendship—that can be forfeited in case of improper actions.” For most online identities there are two possible different forms this cost can take: an investment of either money or time. In some cases, for instance with many social network sites, the time investments required to construct these identities may also be closely linked to users’ real-life friendships, adding another element of value that users may risk by misbehaving.

Perhaps the most straightforward means of attaching a cost to virtual identities, and thereby making them less discardable, is simply to attach a monetary price to them. If creating an e-mail account cost $10—or even $1—most spammers would be more reluctant to risk termination of their e-mail addresses by sending spam from them. Similarly, requiring people to pay money for Wikipedia or Facebook accounts might reduce the amount of misbehavior, false postings, and harassment in these applications. However, it would also most likely cut down on the amount of legitimate, appropriate activity within these applications and drastically shrink their consumer base. Anderson (2008) explains, “Give a product away and it can go viral. Charge a single cent for it and you’re in an entirely different business, one of clawing and scratching for every customer . . . . The moment a company’s primary expenses become things based in silicon, free becomes not just an option but the inevitable destination.” It is perhaps no surprise, then, that many Internet applications, in their eagerness to reel in large customer networks, are reluctant to impose financial costs on user identities to improve accountability. Paid identities often also have the effect of reducing anonymity, since credit card charges can be traced back to real-world entities. Furthermore, it is worth noting that charging fees for entry to online communities is not sufficient to eliminate online bad behavior. World of Warcraft players, for instance, are charged regular monthly fees for access to the game, but moderators continue to
struggle with how to curb “griefing” behavior, in which players intentionally torment and sabotage other users for no reason other than causing trouble.

Another potential drawback to charging users for their identities is that it does not dissuade all users equally from engaging in destructive or discouraged behaviors. Instead, such a system has a stronger impact on poorer users and is much less effective at curbing the misbehavior of the rich. This is also true, to a certain extent, of identities that require investments of time—since richer users could presumably pay others to spend the necessary time to build new identities for them—but financial costs have the added disadvantage of completely eliminating the participation of any users who cannot afford to pay the identity fee. While both time and financial investment schemes potentially allow richer users more freedom to misbehave in cyberspace, time investment costs still permit poorer users to access Internet applications, so long as they behave appropriately within the context of a given application.

Requiring users to invest money in their online identities is not the only means of rendering those identities less discardable; investments of user time and energy in creating these identities and building up reputations for them can also be quite effective. One of the simplest ways of imposing this time investment is to require new users to wait through an “initiation period” of some set duration before allowing them full access to all the privileges of their accounts. The initiation period model does not prevent users whose accounts are deleted from forming new identities, waiting through the initiation period again, and then resuming their previous misdeeds. However, the cost of waiting through this initiation period before being able to engage in any further destructive behavior might, in some cases, be sufficient to deter further misbehavior, and at the very least, it could have the effect of slowing the rate of malicious activity. Users who are forced to invest the necessary time to fully activate their online identities are less likely to be willing to forfeit this investment simply to cause trouble and more likely to make some greater effort to protect their identities and shield them from termination.

Another time-investment approach involves collecting and publishing public reputation data about an application’s account holders in order to allow other users to assess the value and trustworthiness of a given identity. Reputation systems operate on a similar principle to the initiation period model: the idea that users who have to invest a certain amount of time in building up a reputation for their online identities will be less likely to risk losing those identities by misbehaving. Instead of forcing users just to invest time in their identities by waiting out an initiation period, reputation systems require users to invest both time and energy in creating online reputations. For instance, review website Yelp displays relevant data about all of its users next to their reviews—data like how long they have been Yelp members, how many reviews they’ve written, and whether other users have found their reviews helpful. This system allows Yelpers to instantly assess the credibility of the reviews they read and also encourages users to build up credibility by investing more effort in writing reviews to develop their identities. While these sorts of reputation systems do not prevent users from creating new accounts simply to engage in malicious behavior—for instance, writing a glowing review for one’s own restaurant—it is much easier for other users to identify these accounts and assess them accurately.
with access to detailed reputation data. Johnson et al. (2004) explain:

As long as ... individuals use systems that require those who interact with them to authenticate themselves and/or provide acceptable reputational credentials—using a contextually-appropriate mode of authentication—then everyone can decide when to trust someone (some source of messages) and when to filter someone else out of their online world altogether. Using such systems, we can collectively hold those with whom we interact online accountable for their antisocial actions (and for their failures to hold others accountable).

From an accountability standpoint, users who have invested the time and energy in building up strong reputations for their virtual identities will often want to preserve those reputations by protecting their online identities from deletion and avoiding negative attention from other users, so they are therefore more likely to be careful about not violating an application’s terms of use or mistreating fellow users (Brennan & Pettit, 2004). Another feature of this model is that poorer users are equally able to build up and sustain positive reputations as richer users, although poorer users may still be less free to engage in misbehavior if rich users pay other people to build up the reputation of new accounts for them. However, unlike the fee model, poorer Internet users still have access to applications like Yelp that rely on time investment costs, and so long as they do not wish to behave in ways that result in their accounts being terminated, they are not necessarily at any great disadvantage when creating these identities.

One variation on imposing monetary or time costs on Internet identities involves imposing these costs on individual online actions, such as sending e-mail, rather than accounts. Instead of requiring users to invest time or money in creating their e-mail addresses, they could conceivably be asked to make some similar (though presumably smaller) investment in each e-mail they wish to send. A sender could either pay the equivalent of an e-mail postage stamp fee (financial investment) or instead be charged a “processing” fee (time investment) by performing some computational task that requires a certain number of CPU cycles per message (Dwork & Naor, 1993). This investment model is most applicable to behaviors like spamming that are problematic based on high frequency of a particular action, such as sending e-mail, rather than the action itself.

Combating discardability by creating costly virtual identities is a central goal of online accountability mechanisms and though each of these investment schemes leaves the door open for certain forms of misbehavior, especially on the part of richer users, imposing even small costs on online identities can play an important role in mitigating the amount of malicious online behavior. Publicizing users’ investments in their online identities can also enable greater accountability while still permitting people to invest according to their individual abilities. For instance, an application might allow users to pay however much they wanted for an online identity on the condition that this information would be publicly available to all other users of the application. The virtual world Second Life has operated a similar system, permitting users to create either free or paid accounts but then posting whether or not an avatar had been paid
for in its public profile. This approach combines elements of monetary investment and reputation systems and enables people to assess other users’ investments and decide whether or not they wished to interact with or trust an account, based on how much has been invested in it. Publicizing the investments users make in their online identities by making available information such as the amount of time accounts have been active, the amounts paid for them, or the rankings assigned to them by other users, is a way for application designers to let investments serve as signals to other users of how discardable—and therefore how accountable—these identities are.

2.4 Accountability Beyond Attribution

Today’s Internet is incapable of providing its users with either perfect accountability or complete anonymity—users always have some means of masking their identities but no reliable way to completely or permanently erase every trace of a packet’s origin. Trying to re-engineer the network to enable more rigorous attribution of online activity would upset this balance and likely hinder the development of the increasingly rich diversity of Internet applications we currently enjoy. However, it is possible to better understand and strengthen the accountability mechanisms embedded within these applications without resorting to network-layer alterations. Close examination of several popular Internet applications and their associated user identity schemes reveals several ways in which accountability mechanisms can be coupled with significant anonymity protections without compromising the effectiveness of either, giving rise to the four-quadrant model of the anonymity-accountability axes. These axes provide a more nuanced and accurate characterization of the space between perfect accountability and complete anonymity for Internet identity schemes than the one-dimensional zero-sum model and provide a framework for further analysis of some online accountability mechanisms—such as identity investment-privilege trade-offs, discussed in chapter 7, and conditional anonymity schemes, described in chapter 8—that can be implemented without disregarding user anonymity.

The most important function of these axes is not to highlight one particular accountability mechanism as the “solution” for online applications but rather to emphasize the need for a diversity of such mechanisms to match the diversity of existing applications. The crucial job of application designers is determining what identity schemes will provide the appropriate combinations and modes of anonymity and accountability for their particular applications. By tailoring the accountability and anonymity of online identities to specific applications and their respective control points and users, it is possible to preserve the Internet’s hallmark flexibility and versatility while still preventing troublemakers and criminals from overrunning the network. The problem is not that on the Internet, nobody knows you’re a dog nor is it that packets don’t have license plates. Accountability is a problem on the Internet because users too often do not make sufficient investments in their online identities to care about what happens to them. Ratcheting up those investments and rendering online identities less easily discardable is the central aim of mechanisms that fall within the upper right quadrant of the anonymity-accountability axes, and the con-
tributions of this quadrant play a crucial role in enabling the effective implementation of accountability at the Internet’s application layer.
Chapter 3

E-Mail

ON 2 MAY 78 DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION (DEC) SENT OUT AN ARPANET MESSAGE ADVERTISING THEIR NEW COMPUTER SYSTEMS. THIS WAS A FLAGRANT VIOLATION OF THE USE OF ARPANET AS THE NETWORK IS TO BE USED FOR OFFICIAL U.S. GOVERNMENT BUSINESS ONLY. APPROPRIATE ACTION IS BEING TAKEN TO PRECLUDE ITS OCCURRENCE AGAIN.

—Maj. Raymond Czahor
Chief, ARPANET Management Branch, DCA
May 4, 1978

Unsolicited bulk e-mail, or spam, is one of the earliest forms of online misbehavior, dating back to the pre-Internet era of ARPANET. Then, it may have been considered worrisome because it did not pertain to the "official U.S. government business" the network was originally intended for but today, with an Internet whose functions have increased vastly beyond ARPANET's mandate, spam is a problem for different reasons. As the volume of e-mail spam has increased rapidly over the past three decades, three features of the unwanted messages have been identified as especially troublesome: their content, their consumption of Internet resources, and the threat they pose to Internet security. These concerns stem from the fact that spam messages sometimes include objectionable or pornographic content and they consume an enormous amount of network bandwidth, memory, and storage space, while often being used to transmit viruses and malware (Sorkin, 2001). Researchers have argued that spam can take a severe financial toll on its recipients, costing the global economy roughly $50 billion each year in "direct outlays, lost productivity, interruptions and wasted time" (Koomey, Alstyne, & Brynjolfsson, 2007). Some even suggest that the growing volume of spam could, at some point, become so problematic—cause such substantial economic losses, engender such strong user irritation, spread so many harmful viruses—that it would ultimately threaten the continued use of e-mail as a communication medium (Helman, 2009).

Considering how many problems spam poses and how long it has been around, it is not surprising that many companies and individuals have devoted—and continue
to devote—considerable time and resources to fighting it. These efforts range from technical filters and blacklists to legislation and, at times, they have seemed sufficiently promising as to engender considerable optimism from the anti-spam camp. At the 2004 World Economic Forum, Bill Gates announced: “Two years from now, spam will be solved” (Koomey et al., 2007). Eight years later spam has still not been solved; in fact, it has increased exponentially, to comprise roughly 80 percent of all e-mail traffic, totaling nearly 200 billion messages every day.

In response to the rapidly growing spam volume, industry actors and government officials across the world have developed a variety of technical and legal anti-spam measures, but in many cases these techniques have largely failed to curb the continued growth of the spam industry. Spammers have time and again shown themselves capable of outwitting and bypassing increasingly sophisticated technical solutions, ranging from regularly updated blacklists to advanced filters. Meanwhile, most legal solutions have gone largely unenforced. The failure of these numerous well-funded and well-researched attempts to reduce spam e-mail speaks to the difficulty of holding spammers accountable, a trait that is deeply entrenched in the underlying protocols and architecture of e-mail.

3.1 Why Does Spam Persist?

In retrospect, Gates’ 2004 prediction may appear unduly optimistic, but surveying the vast body of research, growing industry efforts, and numerous legislative measures all dedicated to combating spam, it seems surprising that the anti-spam camp has not met with more success. The underlying reason spam has managed to persist in the face of so many well-resourced efforts to stamp it out lies in the architecture of e-mail, which has allowed spammers to transfer the bulk of the costs of sending spam onto mail recipients and administrators, as well as other intermediaries (Dickinson, 2004). At the most basic level, spam persists because it continues to be a profitable activity for spammers. For the most experienced and successful spammers, it can even be a very lucrative business: North Carolina-based spammer Jeremy Jaynes earned $750,000 per month, for a career total of roughly $24 million, prosecutors estimated at his 2004 trial (Helman, 2009). However, recent studies on the economics of spam suggest that Jaynes’ case is the exception and not the rule; many spam campaigns seem to have relatively meager margins of profit and are therefore “economically susceptible to new defenses” (Kanich et al., 2008).

Three main factors contribute to making spam profitable for spammers. First, there is an exceedingly low marginal cost to the spammer of sending out additional e-mails—much lower than the cost of launching comparable unsolicited, bulk messaging campaigns by postal mail or telephone. Second, senders are not required to verify or authenticate their identity in order to send e-mails, and spammers are therefore very difficult to trace and identify. Third, e-mail allows for people to send e-mails to recipients whom they do not know, or rather have no prior connection to in either the physical or virtual worlds; in other words, people can send unsolicited—and unwanted—e-mails.
The cost to spammers of sending spam is roughly $80 per million messages; by comparison, a direct mail marketing campaign costs roughly $1.39 per recipient, and a telemarketing campaign costs roughly $0.66 per person contacted (Kanich et al., 2008). These discrepancies can be even more extreme when it comes to international bulk communications. While high international postage and calling rates have effectively eliminated the risk of international unsolicited, bulk direct mail or telephone campaigns, sending spam to or from foreign countries incurs no additional costs for the spammer. This low sending cost means that spammers can produce profits even when response rates are extremely low, as they typically are in the case of spam. Direct mailers require an estimated response rate of about 2 percent to make money off a postal mail campaign, but spammers can profit from response rates of less than 0.00001 percent. Spammers can—and do—generate profits from this tiny fraction of responses, but their margins of profit are relatively small. One study on spam conversion rates found that out of 350 million pharmacy campaign e-mails only 28 elicited a sale, suggesting that the profit model for spammers was not especially robust and could be destabilized by even a moderate reduction in spam volume or response rate (Kanich et al., 2008).

Although it is relatively inexpensive to send unsolicited e-mail, there are still substantial costs associated with spam. Economists estimate that the costs of transmitting, storing, and reading unsolicited e-mails total billions of dollars every year, but they are borne primarily by the Internet service providers, e-mail administrators, and recipients, instead of the spammers (Dickinson, 2004). This shifting of costs from the spammers to the spammed and the spam carriers has been the focus of several proposed anti-spam solutions and also a handful of lawsuits seeking to hold spammers responsible for the financial damages incurred by their messages. However, the architecture of e-mail makes it especially difficult to identify spammers and hold them accountable since, in many cases, people are not required to authenticate themselves to send e-mail.

This trait is not unique to e-mail since sending letters and making telephone calls also don’t require any identity verification. However, when taken in conjunction with the low marginal cost of sending e-mail, the lack of widespread user authentication schemes contributes significantly to the proliferation of spam, both because it makes identifying spammers and holding them accountable more challenging and because it contributes to the disciability of e-mail address identities (Koomey et al., 2007). Unauthenticated e-mail accounts make it extremely difficult to identify, and therefore to prosecute, spammers who violate legal guidelines, rendering spam regulations, like for instance the United States’ CAN-SPAM Act, largely unenforceable. Additionally, unauthenticated e-mail identities increase the challenges associated with constructing reliable mechanisms and blacklists to identify spammers since they can continuously generate new addresses to send messages from, once their old ones are blocked, and can forge addresses from domains and senders that are trusted by the recipient.

As with postal mail and telephone calls, e-mail messages provide a relatively easy means for users to contact people they do not know. However, the effects of this characteristic—like the effects of the lack of user authentication—are greatly magnified by the low marginal costs of sending e-mail. On a given day, someone who might
expect to receive 2 or 3 unsolicited phone calls, or pieces of bulk postal mail, could easily receive hundreds of unwanted spam e-mail messages. This ability to send people unsolicited e-mail is particularly problematic given the cost-shifting effect wherein recipients often bear more of the cost of spam than the sender. Some scholars have drawn parallels between spam e-mails and unsolicited faxes, which also produce a cost-shifting effect since recipients bear the cost of the paper the fax prints on. For this very reason, the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA) of 1991 outlawed the sending of unsolicited faxes, unless the sender and recipient have an “established business relationship.” However, while people who receive unsolicited faxes can trace the originating machine relatively easily and therefore hold the offending sender accountable under the TCPA, this option is largely precluded in e-mail by the lack of user authentication.

Taken individually, these characteristics—the low marginal cost of sending spam, the lack of a widespread user authentication scheme, and the ability to easily send unsolicited e-mails to unknown recipients—are not unique to e-mail among all other forms of communication. The combination of all three, however, explains in large part why the e-mail architecture has proved so resistant to anti-spam measures and indicates which traits of e-mail need to be adjusted in order to reduce spam. The remainder of this chapter focuses on techniques that target each of these three traits in ways intended to make sending spam significantly more difficult and dangerous without notably affecting the ability of other users, especially reputable bulk e-mailers, to send e-mail. Exploring those techniques first requires a deeper understanding of the different actors and points of control involved in the e-mail process and the ways in which they can—and cannot—help stop spam.

### 3.2 E-Mail Points of Control

Unlike many Internet applications, e-mail is not owned or operated by a single centralized company or organization. This means there is an unusually large, decentralized, and diverse set of control points involved in operating e-mail and curbing spam. The decentralization and diversity of these control points has both positive and negative ramifications for spam reduction efforts—positive because there are more points at which spamming can be made difficult in a variety of different ways, but negative because anti-spam measures often require coordination across these numerous different actors. The trajectory of an e-mail message from sender to recipient offers a clearer look at who these different actors are and the roles they play.

E-mail is typically relayed across computer networks using two standard protocols: Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) to send messages and Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP) to receive messages. After a user composes an e-mail message and presses “send,” their e-mail client connects to the sender’s designated SMTP server on port 25. The SMTP server then looks at the domain name of the recipient address (i.e., the portion of the e-mail address following the @ symbol) and determines whether it lies within its own domain, that is, whether or not the sender and recipient e-mail addresses have the same domain name. If they do have the same domain, then
the SMTP server does not need to forward the message to another server and can instead send it on directly to either an IMAP or a Post Office Protocol (POP) server for delivery. If the recipient address domain is different from the sender’s, however, the SMTP server queries the Domain Name System (DNS) to retrieve the IP address of the recipient domain name. The DNS returns to the SMTP server a mail exchanger (MX) record, which specifies a preferential list of host names for servers accepting incoming mail for the recipient’s domain. The SMTP server then tries to send the message to the most preferred host listed in the MX record, and continues down the list if that transmission fails. After an e-mail reaches the appropriate SMTP server for its recipient domain name, it is usually passed on to either a POP or IMAP server for delivery. For users who rely on POP servers, messages are generally downloaded directly onto their computers and stored there. For users who rely on IMAP delivery, their e-mail messages are stored on their IMAP servers and retrieved by using local clients on their personal computers.

Thus, delivering an individual e-mail message involves several distinct technical components, each of which corresponds to a different person, group, or organization involved in the e-mail sending process. These components include:

1. The e-mail application (e.g. Thunderbird, Exchange, etc.), which is created by software application designers and operated by individual users.

2. The SMTP server (e.g. outgoing.mit.edu or smtp.comcast.net), which is maintained and operated by the host organization or company (e.g. MIT or Comcast).

3. The DNS, which is maintained and operated by the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), a non-profit organization incorporated in California.

4. The Internet service provider, such as Comcast or Verizon, which is responsible for transmitting messages between the client and the sending SMTP server, the sending SMTP server and the DNS, and the sending and receiving SMTP servers.

5. The receiving SMTP and IMAP/POP servers (e.g. mail.mit.edu or mail.comcast.net), operated by the individual, group, or organization responsible for the domain name of the receiving address.

6. The recipient users and their e-mail clients (or applications) which retrieve incoming messages from the IMAP/POP servers.

This list offers a basic framework for analyzing and evaluating the different points of control involved in sending e-mail, and subsequently the different actors with a stake in the process. These actors may, in turn, vie for control of different elements of e-mail or, alternatively, face different incentives and forms of regulation.

Though it is useful to divide the actors involved in e-mail into these different categories: users, applications (and application designers), host SMTP, IMAP, and
POP servers, the DNS, and ISPs, it is also important to note that we often see several of these components conflated into a single actor. For example, Comcast is an ISP that also hosts SMTP and IMAP servers. Thus, for users with Comcast e-mail addresses who also rely on Comcast as an Internet provider, their mail server and transmission of their e-mail messages are controlled by a single actor. Alternatively, web-based e-mail clients like Google's Gmail effectively conflate users' e-mail application and SMTP server, both of which are operated by Google. Thus, individual actors can sometimes control multiple of these components, giving them even greater potential to implement more powerful anti-spam tactics, as well as more complicated incentives for manipulating the e-mail process, and greater susceptibility to possible regulation. Despite this growing tendency towards conflation of e-mail actors, e-mail remains, for the most part, a system involving several different components and associated actors, making it a complicated domain to regulate since it is often unclear which actors can or should be regulated and what the long-term implications of those choices might be.

3.3 Existing Legal & Technical Anti-Spam Measures

In December 2003, the Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing (CAN-SPAM) Act was signed into law in the United States, granting spammers explicit rights to send unsolicited bulk e-mail and prohibiting states from enacting any stricter anti-spam legislation. The law places several restrictions on unsolicited bulk e-mail, forbidding senders from using false headers, harvested e-mail addresses, or open relays (SMTP servers that send mail originating from unknown users) as well as requiring senders to include opt-out links for recipients to unsubscribe from future e-mails, accurate “From” addresses, and relevant subject headings. The primary criticism of the CAN-SPAM Act, and several other similar spam regulations, is that such measures go largely unenforced and have therefore done little to curb the rapid proliferation of unsolicited bulk e-mail (Dickinson, 2004). One survey, done in March 2004, three months after CAN-SPAM was passed, actually found that respondents were “more likely to report that spam has made being online more unpleasant, made them less trusting of e-mail, and reduced their overall use of e-mail” than they had been in June 2003, six months before the law was enacted (Kraut, Sunder, Telang, & Morris, 2005).

The CAN-SPAM Act failed in large part because, in order to hold spammers accountable under it, prosecutors must first identify spammers and then prove that their e-mails violate the specifications of the CAN-SPAM Act, making enforcement cumbersome and time-consuming for the spammed (Soma, Singer, & Hurd, 2008). Section 7 of the CAN-SPAM Act deals specifically with the mechanisms for enforcement of the law and offers some insight into why the legislation may have been so ineffective. Subsection (7)(g) explicitly grants ISPs (or, “Providers of Internet Access Service”)—but not e-mail recipients—the right to file civil action suits against
spammers who violate the law’s stipulations. In March 2004, soon after the bill was passed, a group of four ISPs (AOL, Yahoo, EarthLink, and Microsoft) took advantage of this privilege to file a set of six lawsuits against hundreds of spammers whose messages allegedly violated the conditions of CAN-SPAM. More than six years later, relatively few spammers have been sentenced under CAN-SPAM and the majority of the charges brought by the ISPs in 2004 are still pending.

The CAN-SPAM act is an attempt to regulate spam by regulating the behavior of individual senders (or spammers) but its efficacy appears to be hindered by the fact that enforcement relies on the joint action of individual recipients and their ISPs. An ISP is unlikely to be able to detect whether messages meet the necessary criteria laid out above, for that a recipient will have to read the message and determine whether it includes the requisite opt-out information and content labeling. However, the individuals are not, themselves, able to file class action suits, as designated by CAN-SPAM. Thus, the ISPs and spam recipients are dependent on significant mutual cooperation to enforce the stipulations of CAN-SPAM. Furthermore, some scholars have argued that ISPs do not necessarily have sufficient incentives to be the primary actors empowered to go after spammers. Citing reports that spam adds roughly two dollars per month to the price of individual users’ Internet access, Helman (2009) argues:

One reason Congress created a cause of action for ISPs in the CAN-SPAM Act is the belief that these large industry players would be able to fight spam more effectively than many individual recipients. ... This assumption may not be completely correct. If spam is a problem for all ISPs, they may be able to pass these costs onto consumers without being economically hurt, and therefore the cost of spam may thus be factored into the cost of using e-mail in general. For instance, connection and access fees for data downloaded, either by connection time or by volume of data, are passed directly to the consumer. Although paying to download spam is certainly frustrating to the consumer, it may create an increased profit for the service provider.

Ultimately, CAN-SPAM empowered non-government actors to play fairly minimal roles in regulating spam. The Federal Communications Commission is granted fairly extensive authority to prosecute spammers, but individual recipients have no ability to file lawsuits against spammers and ISPs, though they are empowered to file lawsuits, may be forced to rely on reports from their customers to identify spam and may also face lengthy delays and exorbitant legal fees in pursuing this option.

Another limitation of the Act is that it does not apply to spam sent from other countries, rendering it less effective as spam becomes an increasingly international problem (in 2004, soon after CAN-SPAM was passed, the United States was responsible for roughly 56.7 percent of the world’s spam, but by 2008 that percentage had dropped to 14.9). Different national governments have taken slightly different approaches to regulating spam, with the European Union adopting an “opt-in” requirement, whereby senders are forbidden from sending spam unless the recipients have actively opted to receive it. (This requirement is intended to eliminate the
“unsolicited” element of bulk e-mail, targeting the third key spam-enabling feature identified above.) A 2004 update to the Dutch Telecommunications Act went even further, outlawing all unsolicited e-mail (Soma et al., 2008). What these strategies have in common with the CAN-SPAM Act is that they have been largely unsuccessful as long-term solutions to curbing spam. In part, this is because spam is an increasingly international issue and national regulations therefore have inherent jurisdictional limitations, but the widespread inability of governments to limit spam suggests that their approach of regulating individual senders may not be the most effective one. Indeed, the combination application-level and ISP-level spam blocking tools appears to have met with far greater success than legal regulation in this area.

At the level of individual recipients and e-mail applications, application designers usually include some functionality to filter out spam into a separate folder from a user’s inbox. Users are also often able to mark e-mails as spam using their mail application, signaling to the software that it should try to automatically filter out similar messages. These application-level filters can provide a fairly effective means of reducing how much spam e-mail users are forced to sort through on a daily basis, but they do not alleviate the ISP’s burden of transmitting the unwanted messages. Therefore, many ISPs maintain their own programs to filter out spam at the server level and conserve bandwidth for other, more desirable kinds of traffic.

Companies like Google that have condensed the application and server-side elements of e-mail have been some of the most successful at reducing spam. Statistics released by Google in October 2007, summarized in Figure 3-1, showed that users of its popular Gmail reported steadily decreasing levels of spam in their inboxes from April 2004 through October 2007, even as world-wide spam levels increased nearly three-fold. Google automatically filters many messages into a pre-marked spam folder for each user, but also learns from users’ individual spam marking habits which messages are widely regarded as unwanted and uses that information to apply to its larger customer base. Thus, while a standard e-mail application might only learn which messages to mark as spam from users’ individual spam marking activity, Google is able to pool the spam marking of all of its clients and apply that knowledge to all of its users.

Ultimately, though the amount of spam being sent has not decreased in recent years, there is some evidence that progress has been made in managing and filtering it more effectively. The percent of Internet users who said spam was a “big problem” for them dropped from 25 to 18 percent between 2003 and 2007, according to a report by the Pew Internet & American Life Project. Two possible factors may contribute to this drop: users may be growing more accustomed to, and therefore less irritated by, spam messages, and spam filtering programs may also be improving and becoming increasingly effective. The trend towards conflation of different e-mail actors may contribute to these improved spam filtering results, due to the removal of the distinction between separate e-mail applications and servers. This separation can prevent pooling the information about spam messages identified by multiple different users and lead to potentially less powerful, though more personalized, spam filtering.

Currently, government regulation plays a fairly minimal role in limiting spam and one of the challenges to governments, when considering how to regulate e-mail, is
how many different, independent actors are involved in the process. The convergence of these different actors could provide new opportunities for—as well as new unintended consequences of—spam regulation and government interventions intended to raise the marginal cost of spam to spammers, improve user authentication for e-mail, and increase the risks associated with sending unsolicited e-mail to strangers. The following sections explore different legal and technical approaches aimed at targeting each of these three goals.

3.4 Raising the Costs of Sending Spam

Unsolicited bulk communications existed long before e-mail, in the form of postal mailings and phone marketing campaigns. Though irritating to consumers, these other modes of mass messaging have never approached anything near the volume of spam e-mail, due in large part to the higher costs of using them, shown in Table 3.1. E-mailing 1 million people costs less than $2,000 (primarily to pay for the necessary computing power, usually by renting a botnet) but sending a conventional postal mailing to that many people would cost nearly $200,000 in postage, plus paper and printing costs (Kraut et al., 2005). In light of this discrepancy, several researchers have hypothesized that one effective way to reduce spam mailings would be to institute a form of “e-mail postage” that would raise the marginal cost of spam high enough to render it unprofitable.

One means of instituting e-mail postage is charging users for each e-mail they send, just as people pay to send physical letters. An e-mail pricing scheme could even be designed to mirror that of the postal service, charging users more to send larger messages. However, associating a financial cost with sending e-mail would also
Table 3.1: Cost Per Recipient of Different Marketing Media (Judge et al., 2005)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Cost Per Recipient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Mail</td>
<td>$1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemarketing</td>
<td>$0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print—targeted</td>
<td>$0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Print—general</td>
<td>$0.067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fax</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Ads</td>
<td>$0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spam</td>
<td>$0.0005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

have several drawbacks. Most notably, it would inconvenience all legitimate e-mail users (i.e., those who are not spammers), especially poorer users and legitimate bulk e-mailers, who send solicited messages to large circulation lists. Furthermore, the details of the payment scheme raise several open questions about who the postage fees would be paid to and how would they be processed and monitored. In the past, some ISPs have attempted to profit from similar pricing schemes, directed specifically at bulk e-mailers. In February 2006, AOL and Yahoo both announced they would whitelist (i.e., not filter) all mail from companies willing to pay from $\frac{1}{4}$ of a cent to a penny per message. While the companies both said they would continue to accept and deliver free e-mails, these messages would be subject to the regular spam filters while the paid, or certified, messages would be delivered directly to users’ inboxes, without being stripped of images or links, and would be marked as “Certified E-Mail” (Hansell, 2006). The profits from this certification scheme were to be split between the e-mail providers and Goodmail Systems, a company that administered a certification process for high-volume senders before it shut down in February 2011, after failing to find a market for certified e-mail and being criticized by numerous non-profit organizations which maintained large e-mail distribution lists (Atkins, 2011). The non-profit political advocacy organization MoveOn denounced Goodmail’s certification model with particular vehemence, posting on its website that “Charities, small businesses, civic organizing groups, and even families with mailing lists will inevitably be left with inferior Internet service unless they are willing to pay the ‘e-mail tax’ to AOL.”

Given the difficulty of instituting a reliable micropayment scheme, the fear that such a scheme might discourage legitimate e-mailing, and the risk of creating another point of failure for e-mail—if the micropayment system fails, the e-mail architecture crashes—anti-spam researchers have also investigated other forms of payment besides money. Just as users can create costly virtual identities by investing either money or time in them, senders could be required to invest “time” in sending their e-mails, rather than money. These “pricing via processing” schemes force a machine to perform a simple computation requiring a certain number of CPU cycles each time an e-mail is sent from it (Dwork & Naor, 1993). In the case of an average e-mail user, this cost might be trivial, but for spammers sending out millions of messages at a time
it could effectively cripple their operations by dramatically slowing down the sending process. Proposed variations on the processing pricing schemes include using a Turing test to ensure that messages are being sent by a person and memory-bound functions that might be more equitable than the CPU cycle-based-computations, since memory access speed varies less than CPU speeds across different machines. These types of processing price schemes could be both more feasible to implement reliably and less likely to inconvenience regular users than standard monetary prices, however they would still pose a major obstacle for legitimate bulk e-mailers. Dwork and Naor (1993) have proposed addressing this problem by embedding a short cut or “trap door” in the e-mail pricing function so that “given some additional information the computation would be considerably less expensive” for the sending of legitimate bulk mail, such as a call for papers for an academic conference. This solution also exhibits some of the drawbacks of the certified e-mail system, however, by introducing yet another point of control—in this case, the system manager who would determine which bulk mailings were legitimate—which might be susceptible to failure or corruption.

Pricing schemes aim to make the cost structure of e-mail more closely resemble those of postal mail and telephone calls, so that senders bear more of the expense of bulk mailings and can less easily shift those costs onto recipients and intermediary parties. Paying to send e-mail also has a potential signaling value to recipients, by informing them about the value of the message to its sender. Just as a user can invest more or less in an online identity as a signal to other users about how reputable or valued it is, an e-mail sender might be able to pay a higher delivery fee or bond price to signal to the recipient the importance of the message (Kraut et al., 2005). Signaling in this manner and imposing higher costs on senders can play a role in reducing spam, but these methods also present some serious drawbacks. In many cases they may disadvantage all bulk e-mailers, not just spammers, restricting even non-commercial, solicited mailings. Additionally, it is not clear that imposing some sort of monetary or processing cost will necessarily be sufficient to defeat spam—even spam campaigns whose costs are primarily born by the spammers, such as those by telephone, have become sufficiently irritating and numerous to warrant the institution of federal do-not-call lists (Dickinson, 2004). Therefore, it is worth examining the other characteristics contributing to spam’s profitability besides its low marginal cost to senders: the lack of user authentication and the ease with which users can send messages to strangers.

3.5 Improving User Authentication

In 1982, when SMTP was first written for the relatively small number of academic, online users, its authors had no reason to be worried about the proliferation of e-mail spam and therefore no reason to design their protocol to authenticate users or guarantee the integrity of the messages they sent. Accordingly, the only means embedded in the protocol for tracing the source of an e-mail is the address in the “From:” field, which can be easily forged by the sender—some estimates suggest that as much as two-thirds of all e-mail sent uses spoofed sender addresses—and
the “Received:” headers added by each host that relays the message (Goodman, Heckerman, & Rounthwaite, 2005). These headers list the name and address of both the system relaying the message and the system it received the message from (Dickinson, 2004). Spammers cannot stop these headers from being added by the intermediary hosts, but it can still be difficult to use the headers to identify the originating source of an e-mail, both because such attribution requires very thorough examination of the headers and because spammers can use open relays and fake headers to further complicate the tracing process.

By sending spam through open relay servers, spammers can avoid identifying the sending computer, so it is often impossible to trace a message back from that relay to its originating machine. For this reason, open relay sites are often blacklisted by ISPs and using them to send e-mail is outlawed in the United States by CAN-SPAM. Additionally, spammers can add extra, fake headers to messages in order to confuse efforts to trace the originating source. These false headers can, potentially, be identified by working through each header and verifying its authenticity with an administrator at each intermediary, but this process is often prohibitively time-consuming (Dickinson, 2004). In short, there is no easy and reliable way to trace the origin of spam e-mail messages, and even in instances where the source mail server is successfully identified it may still be difficult to locate the specific user responsible for sending a certain message. This inability to effectively identify spammers makes it significantly more difficult to hold them accountable for their actions under a legal framework. Dickinson (2004) writes, “Spam can often be filtered or blocked, but the underlying architecture of e-mail provides an effective barrier between law enforcement and the perpetrators of spam.”

One alternative, or potentially complementary, approach to imposing fees on e-mail that more specifically targets this barrier would be instituting a system of user authentication certificates for e-mail senders. Under such a system, senders would digitally sign their messages and recipients could then indicate which sender certificates they trusted to receive mail from and which ones they did not. Once again, this solution creates new points of control with a considerable influence over the e-mail application: in this case, the group or organizations responsible for administering certificates. Some scholars (Dickinson, 2004) have advocated for a government-administered certificate authority, arguing that this would be the most reliable means of associating a valid name and identity with an online certificate. Concerns that this would too drastically diminish the privacy and anonymity afforded by the Internet have given rise to proposal for more informal systems of self-signed certificates that might less reliably identify a specific person but could serve a similar purpose in allowing recipients to accept or reject messages from other users. Still other schemes would allow for domain authentication, using digital signatures to ensure that e-mail is sent from a specific domain, while still maintaining some of the sender’s anonymity.

Inevitably, widespread user authentication would impact the ability of e-mail senders to protect their anonymity though, depending on the implementation, it might still be possible for senders to conceal their real identities from some parties. For instance, such schemes could be designed either to depend on third-party enforcement or to convey identity between the message end-points; in the latter case,
senders could potentially reveal their identity more narrowly, only to the receiver instead of to additional third parties. Regardless of implementation, however, the entire point of such an anti-spam mechanism would be lessening senders’ ability to conceal their identities from enforcement efforts, thereby reducing anonymity. However, if combined with some of the pricing mechanisms described in the previous section, an authentication mechanism for e-mail could play an important role in helping users decide for themselves what elements of e-mail they most highly valued. For instance, authenticated users who digitally signed their e-mails might be permitted to send their messages for free, without paying any financial or processing price, since service providers and recipients could feel more confident in their ability to hold an authenticated sender accountable for any unwanted spam. Alternatively, senders who valued the anonymity of their e-mail addresses more highly than the ability to send free messages could forego the authentication process but instead pay a fee of some sort to demonstrate the value of their messages. In this manner, users could be permitted to make their own individual trade-offs between how much anonymity and accountability they wanted to embed in their e-mail identity, adjusting that balance for different addresses or even different messages sent from the same account. A dual pricing-authentication system would allow legitimate bulk mailers to send their mailings for free by submitting to an authentication process and also enable parties with compelling reasons to maintain the anonymity of their e-mail identities to pay slightly more for that privilege. Similarly, individual users could customize the settings for which types of e-mail they wished to receive: only messages from authenticated users they know and trust, or messages from all authenticated users, or messages for which a postage fee has been paid, or even un-authenticated, un-paid messages, as well. Different users, after all, may have different definitions of spam and different levels of tolerance for it, so it is often easier to let them decide which types of e-mail they want to receive than to impose a universal, or even national, definition of what does and does not constitute spam.

3.6 Increasing the Risks of E-Mailing Strangers

While authentication schemes would enable users to indicate which certificates they do and do not trust, there could still be a substantial amount of spam e-mail sent from unknown addresses and domains. Though users could elect not to receive, or read, messages from unknown certificates, they might decide against this course of action for fear of missing some legitimate mail. There could be times where it would be valuable to users to receive messages from some strangers, without having to read every unsolicited spam message directed to them. In these case, it might be beneficial for users to be able to distinguish how much strangers had invested in sending them unsolicited messages. Microsoft’s Penny Black project focuses on precisely this problem and sums up the main idea behind its research as: “If I don’t know you, and you want to send me mail, then you must prove to me that you have expended a certain amount of effort, just for me and just for this message.”

To increase the financial risks of sending strangers unsolicited e-mails, some pro-
posals have called for the creation of a payment scheme involving “sender bonds,” in which senders commit to spend a certain amount of money in a bond that accompanies each e-mail message they send. “After viewing the message, the recipient can then choose to claim the bond value or not—seizing the bond makes the spammer pay for demanding attention, even if it’s only the few seconds needed to delete a message,” Koomey et al. (2007) wrote in a Wall Street Journal op-ed advocating this approach. “If even a small percentage of recipients claim the bond, spam campaigns will become uneconomic,” they explained.

This system is related to the micropayment “e-mail postage” schemes but makes more of an attempt to distinguish between solicited and unsolicited mail and specifically discourage the latter. Bonds also have the benefit over e-mail postage fees of reducing the expense and inconvenience to e-mail users who are not spammers since they could avoid paying most—if not all—fees by only sending messages to recipients who were likely not to claim the bond. The e-mail bond system also has several of the same weaknesses as the pricing schemes, however, in that it, too, would require a secure system of micropayments and could potentially encourage corruption and theft. Such a bonding set-up could still potentially incur some cost to everyone who sends e-mail, thereby discouraging use of the medium. Furthermore, it is entirely reliant upon the implementation of secure, easy-to-use online micropayments, which some researchers have argued are unlikely ever to play more than a marginal role in the Internet economy (Odlyzko, 2003). However, the principle of the bonding scheme—that users are not subject to any accountability cost or punishment unless they engage in a discouraged activity like spamming—is a useful one when considering online accountability mechanisms and can also be applied in different ways to many applications beyond e-mail.

3.7 The Future of Fighting Spam

Since, on their own, both technical and legislative approaches have proved unequal to the task of curbing spam, a truly effective anti-spam framework would likely require much greater and more thorough coordination between these legal and technical measures, to ensure that each can mitigate the weaknesses of the other and, in turn, bolster each other’s effectiveness (Sorkin, 2001; Dickinson, 2004; Lessig, 2006). Accordingly, the most promising anti-spam methods seem to be those that target spam on several levels and leave as much choice and control as possible to the end-users and ISPs. For instance, widespread implementation of an authentication mechanism could be coupled with a processing pricing scheme, so that e-mail senders could choose either to digitally sign their e-mails or to perform a calculation before sending—or to do neither, or both. Users and ISPs could then decide whether they wanted to transmit or receive messages that had neither a digital signature nor a computational price associated with them. Such a scheme would still require instituting a large-scale, secure micropayment infrastructure, thereby creating another potential point of failure for e-mail, but it would also provide senders and recipients some choice in what kind of e-mails they wished to send and receive. For instance, legitimate
bulk e-mailers could send digitally signed messages and avoid the cost of intensive computation, while users wishing to remain anonymous could instead pay the “processing” fee for their messages. Notably, neither of these systems need be mandated by law since, if they achieved widespread, international popularity, it is likely that messages without either a digital signature or a processing fee would be increasingly dropped by ISPs or filtered out by end-users. This hybrid system has the additional benefit of being easily extended to e-mail from all countries, thereby countering the jurisdictional limitations of a strictly legal approach.

Levchenko et al. (2011) have proposed an alternative means of crippling the profit model for marketing spam: cutting off spammers’ ability to receive credit card payments by going after the banks that process these payments for them. They found that the same three banks were used for processing payments for more than 95 percent of the items they found advertised in spam e-mail campaigns. Since so few banks are willing to process these high-risk card-not-present transactions, if prominent Western credit card companies like Visa and Mastercard refused to settle such transactions with the identified spam-supporting banks it could potentially destabilize the spam economy. The time and money needed to establish a business relationship with a new bank is sufficiently substantial that the researchers hypothesized a “financial blacklist” of banks that support spam transactions could be updated more quickly than the spam merchants would be able to find new banks, creating a “rare asymmetry favoring the anti-spam community.”

Exploiting the banking control point as a means of reducing spam is another approach to trying to adjust the system of e-mail to favor legitimate users over spammers, though it provides no protection against non-commercial spam or phishing attacks. Like the other approaches discussed in this chapter, this method has strong advantages in targeting a very specific—and very common—type of spam without harming legitimate users but it also has clear disadvantages in only targeting commercial spam and requiring buy-in from powerful credit card companies and financial institutions who might fear losing business by cooperating with these measures. Similarly, every anti-spam strategy discussed here has flaws and drawbacks. Authenticating users may enable better anti-spam enforcement but it will also reduce the anonymity of e-mail identities; charging e-mail postage fees could reduce spam but could also reduce legitimate, non-spam e-mail use; instituting bonds may make it harder for spammers to send unwanted, unsolicited e-mails but may also discourage other users from initiating contact with strangers via e-mail, driving them instead towards other modes of communication. These trade-offs emphasize the importance of combining and coordinating anti-spam approaches so that users may establish for themselves, based on their own e-mail identities, where they wish to fall on these spectrums: how anonymous or identified they want their e-mail addresses to be, how much they do or don’t want to pay to send e-mail, how wary or eager they are to receive messages from people they do not know.

Lessig (2006, p. 264) writes:

One great virtue of e-mail was that it would lower the costs of social and political communication. That in turn would widen the opportunity for
political speech. But spam-blocking technologies have now emerged as a tax on these important forms of social speech. They have effectively removed a significant promise the Internet originally offered.

Restoring that promise and ensuring the sustained utility and value of e-mail communication requires stronger strategies that more directly cut at the spam profit model, more effectively coordinate legal, social and technical approaches, and more fundamentally reconfigure the architecture of e-mail to favor the spammed over the spammers.
Chapter 4

Second Life

The bride and groom prepare to walk down the aisle. They have been lovers for over a year in Second Life but have never met in the “real” world. In fact, they have not shared any information about their real-world lives—the bride might be a man, the groom a woman, either might already be married in the “real” world—but you feel genuinely happy as they exchange vows.

—Tom Boellstorff, *Coming of Age in Second Life*

Weddings are not uncommon in the virtual world of Second Life; the community’s extensive online economy even features a variety of bridal gowns, wedding planners, and even elaborate multi-tiered cakes available for purchase. Despite all these trappings of real-world marriages, Boellstorff (2010) notes that married couples in Second Life know each other only through pseudonymous avatars, they have made a conscious and purposeful decision to conceal from each other the details of their actual identities, usually choosing instead to create entirely separate and unlinked identities—and relationships—within the online universe.

This emphasis on anonymity and pseudonymous identities is not unique to Second Life among online communities. Many other applications that similarly aim to create communal settings in which large groups of users can interact with each other also rely on a culture of pseudonymity. These communal platforms include applications like Wikipedia, the popular user-written and edited online encyclopedia, LambdaMOO, one of the early text-based online communities, and the popular fantasy game World of Warcraft. Certainly, there are some users of all of these platforms, including Second Life, who are perfectly happy to reveal their real-world names and identities within the online communities but, in general, they are the exception rather than the rule. What sets these communities apart from social networks like Facebook and Myspace, and even, to a lesser extent, review sites such as Yelp, is that the large majority of Second Life users do not want their online identities within these communities to be in any way associated with their actual identities.

It is this type of community, where pseudonymous identities are the norm and users expect and intend that other members will be unable to link their avatars back to their real-world identities, that will be the focus of this chapter. Specifically, this chapter
will look at the identity schemes and regulatory mechanisms implemented in one of these communities, Second Life, the immensely popular online world launched in June 2003 by the California-based Internet company Linden Lab. With a bustling online economy based on “Linden dollars” (which can be purchased with and exchanged for real money) and numerous opportunities for users to engage with the virtual world, by building houses, launching businesses, socializing with other avatars, and exploring the vast, graphical “grid” landscape, Second Life boasts roughly 1 million active users and a GDP of $567 million, according to a 2009 estimate.

A community involving so much activity—and so much money—has inevitably seen a certain amount of misbehavior over the course of its development, and indeed, in the eight years since its launch Second Life has been host to everything from organized “griefing” groups like the infamous Patriotic Nigras, to identity theft, copyright infringement cases, denial-of-service attacks, and virtual riots. Many, though not all, Second Life users provide Linden Lab with their credit card numbers when creating their accounts, however this link to their real identities is rarely, if ever, used to hold Second Life users accountable for their avatars’ misbehavior. This is partly because tracing avatars to their real-world counterparts requires the involvement of Linden Lab, which actively tries to distance itself from moderating and regulating the day-to-day social conflicts within Second Life, and also because many of Second Life’s users consider anonymity to be an essential element of the community.

### 4.1 Anonymity & Identity Schemes in Second Life

Why is anonymity so important to Second Life users? Arguments about the value of anonymous Internet activity to protect political dissidents and protestors governed by authoritarian regimes have relatively little relevance to Second Life, which is not a popular platform for meaningful social protest. But while anonymity may not be used in Second Life specifically to facilitate free speech or political uprising, this does not make its users any less committed in the idea that their Second Life avatars should be firmly divorced from their real-life identities. In September 2006, Linden Lab released a security bulletin announcing that one of their databases had been breached, potentially giving the intruder access to the unencrypted names of Second Life account holders and thereby allowing them to link those names to the corresponding users’ avatars. Though Linden Lab assured its customers that their credit card numbers were completely protected from the hackers, many users were still outraged by the possibility of their anonymity being compromised, even if their bank accounts were safe. In another example of how much Second Life residents value their anonymity, there were widespread negative user reactions to the addition of voice chat functionality, which was introduced in Second Life in 2007 despite protests by many users who feared the vocal interactions would “damage a border between the virtual and actual that they wished to maintain” (Boellstorff, 2010, p. 113).

Some Second Life users may have more obvious motivations for wanting to maintain this border; for instance, those whose avatars have active careers as prostitutes might fear that such activities would be embarrassing and even personally or pro-
fessionally damaging if linked back to their actual identities. Others may want the opportunity to experiment with personality traits or characteristics—ranging from age to gender to sexual preferences—that are radically different from those of their actual identities. Still others may simply desire to keep their two worlds separate for no reason other than to be able to create and foster multiple identities. Understanding these motivations for user anonymity provides some insight into the costs associated with the loss of this anonymity which, in turn, helps situate Second Life along the axis of differing degrees of online anonymity. If the primary costs, or consequences, of losing one’s anonymity in Second Life are embarrassment and reputational damage then the corresponding identity scheme may not require quite so complete a degree of anonymity as schemes implemented in platforms used by political dissidents and protestors, for whom the cost of having their true identities revealed could be as high as imprisonment or execution.

This concept of different tiers or degrees of anonymity is central to understanding the full range of possibilities afforded by the online identity space. Donath (1999, p.53) explains:

In the virtual world, many degrees of identification are possible. Full anonymity is one extreme of a continuum that runs from the totally anonymous to the thoroughly named. A pseudonym, though it may be untraceable to a real-world person, may have a well-established reputation in the virtual domain; a pseudonymous message may thus come with a wealth of contextual information about the sender. A purely anonymous message, on the other hand, stands alone.

Second Life, like most online communities, falls somewhere in the middle of the spectrum Donath describes: it is not “purely anonymous,” nor is it “thoroughly named.” Instead, it provides users with a pseudonymous identity scheme that in many, though not all, cases can be linked back to users’ real-life identities via their credit card information, but only by Linden Lab. Both of these elements—the pseudonymous avatars and the possibility of identifying their actual-world counterparts—play an important role in defining Second Life’s identity scheme and determining where it falls within the proposed accountability-anonymity axes.

In Second Life, users create avatars which they can name and assign physical attributes to as they choose. Notably, users are free at any time to change any trait of their avatars, except for the screen name and date of the avatar’s creation (Boellstorff, 2010). Thus, even though a user may decide to completely transform his avatar every day—switching between identities as diverse as, say, a five-year-old boy, a sixty-five-year-old woman, and a twelve-year-old greyhound dog—the avatar’s name provides some degree of continuity in the avatar’s identity and reputation within Second Life. This continuity is an essential element for the creation of communities (online and otherwise) (Donath, 1999) argues, writing, “The motivation for many of the qualities we associate with community, from cooperative behavior to creative endeavor, depends on the existence of distinct and persistent personae.” Of course, it is possible for individual users to own and operate multiple avatars with different screen names, but even then, each individual avatar is a “persistent persona” and can be
associated with its previous actions and traits in Second Life by other users. Furthermore, surveys of online communities show that even those users who do have multiple characters typically report using one primary identity most of the time (Schiano & White, 1998).

Thus, the two unchangeable traits of each avatar—its name, and, perhaps to a lesser degree, its date of creation—serve as the basis for a pseudonymous (but not anonymous) reputation system within Second Life. “Screen names are by definition not anonymous, and the virtual selfhoods tied to them have become increasingly consequential,” (Boellstorff, 2010, p. 122) points out. In the early versions of Second Life, Linden Lab implemented some tools to help users codify reputation and rating schemes associated with other avatars. Initially, for instance, any resident could pay L$1 (one Linden dollar, or approximately $.003) to rate another avatar positively or negatively. The cost of these ratings was so low, however, that users began to organize “ratings parties” the entire purpose of which was to shower a single user with vast numbers of either positive or negative ratings to skew their virtual reputation. In October 2005, Linden Lab responded to these parties by raising the cost of a positive rating to L$25 and removing negative ratings altogether. After this price increase, however, users ceased to make any regular use of the ratings system and it was discontinued in April 2007 (Boellstorff, 2010). Though Second Life no longer has a formal ratings-based reputation system in place, the informal, or implicit, means of building reputation by observing and discussing other avatars’ behavior remains integral to the virtual world. Meanwhile, other online applications, like Yelp and Wikipedia have met with more success in developing formal reputation systems to enable their users to assess the pseudonymous identities of other members of the community. For instance, Yelp user profiles—discussed in greater detail in chapter 6—display not just the name and creation date associated with an account, but also the number of reviews that have been authored under that account, the distribution of ratings given by that user, the number of other users who have rated that account holder’s reviews as helpful or unhelpful, and a variety of other statistics that create a fairly rich reputation, or context, for other Yelpers to take under consideration when reading reviews.

Second Life avatar profiles are largely determined and created by individual users, however, there are certain fields automatically populated by Linden Lab that create some reputational elements. The date of account creation may serve this purpose to some degree, but a potentially richer signal to other users may be the information provided about whether or not the account holder has provided Linden Lab with “identity verification” in the form of a valid credit card account. Initially, when it was launched in 2003, Second Life offered users a choice between a free account and a paid “Premium Account.” Premium account holders were permitted to own land while free account holders were not, but even those users who elected to have a free account were required to enter a valid credit card account upon registering as a form of “identity verification.” This meant Linden Lab had the capability to trace each avatar back to a real-world credit card holder, placing some limits on the degree of anonymity (or pseudonymity) of the community, as well as the corresponding disinhibition residents might experience in Second Life.
In June 2006, Linden Lab decided to change its registration requirements so that users wishing to create free accounts would no longer have to provide a credit card number, or any other identifying information beyond a username and password. This change was intended to broaden Second Life’s user base, since Linden Lab had noted that roughly half of the people who initiated the registration process stopped at the stage where their credit card information was requested. Indeed, the new procedure led to an approximately fourfold increase in the rate of new users signing up for accounts, but many older residents protested the change, joining together to create Proposition 1503 which lobbied Linden Lab to reinstate an identity verification requirement for new registrants (Boellstorff, 2010).

The Second Life users behind Proposition 1503 were concerned that the greater degree of anonymity afforded by these unverified free accounts would be detrimental to the community’s accountability mechanisms and might enable the new users to engage in more irritating or damaging forms of behavior without fear of any repercussions. In response to these concerns, Linden Lab issued an announcement later that same month: “Each resident’s profile now includes a field revealing . . . one of three status entries: (1) ‘No Payment Info on File’—account was created with no credit card or Paypal; (2) ‘Payment Info on File’—account has provided a credit card or Paypal; (3) ‘Payment Info Used’—credit card or Paypal on account has successfully been billed. We plan to provide features in future updates to mark specific parts of the Second Life world (or allow residents to mark their own land) as accessible only to accounts with payment information” (Boellstorff, 2010, p. 235). In this manner, account holders were still provided with the same option to provide credit card information, but this choice now became a public piece of their online identities and could be used by other residents to assess their avatars, as well as by Linden Lab to limit their privileges within the virtual world.

Thus, Second Life’s identity scheme has been revised by Linden Lab over time to better enable users to choose what degree of anonymity and privileges they want for themselves. Residents who value anonymity very highly can elect not to provide Linden Lab with any identifying credit card information, and while these avatars can still be held accountable for their actions using some of the social norm and community policing mechanisms described later in this chapter, their real-world operators are clearly less accountable to Linden Lab and, consequently, they have fewer privileges to do things like own land or access certain areas. On the flip side, those users who value these privileges more highly than they do their complete anonymity, can enter credit card information and obtain the wider array of capabilities that are associated with this higher degree of accountability (and, in some cases, higher financial cost) while still enjoying the relative anonymity of a community in which none of the other users can trace their avatars back to their actual identities. Every Second Life avatar can therefore be more or less anonymous, more or less accountable, more or less privileged, and more or less expensive, depending on the preferences of each individual user. This is not to say that Second Life’s pseudonymous identity scheme is without its share of problems, or that individual end-users possess all (or even most) of the power when it comes to regulating and mitigating these problems. Inevitably, with a user base of one million people who can avail themselves of differing degrees
of anonymity, Second Life has been host to a number of avatar conflicts and hacking attacks over the course of its eight-year history that Linden Lab has struggled to keep under control by leveraging a variety of different control points.

4.2 Misbehavior & Points of Control in Second Life

LambdaMOO founder Curtis (1997, p. 129) observed that “the most significant social factor in [online communities] is the perfect anonymity provided to the players.” Though this anonymity is far from “perfect” in most cases, it is certainly true that the perceived boundary between users’ real-world and online identities can radically transform and even eliminate some of the standard social inhibitions we take for granted in the actual world. As Reid (1999, p. 112) puts it: “Users experience a redefinition of social inhibitions; they do not experience the annihilation of them.” Second Life proponents and residents are quick to point out that these redefinitions may have positive ramifications as well as negative ones, whether by allowing users to express elements of their personality they would otherwise be too shy or scared to display in the actual world, or even by encouraging an unusual degree of altruism and generosity towards other residents (Boellstorff, 2010). But, as Curtis (1997, p. 130) notes, “This protective anonymity also encourages some players to behave irresponsibly, rudely, or even obnoxiously ... In general, such cruelty seems to be supported by two causes: The offenders believe (usually correctly) that they cannot be held accountable for their actions in the real world, and the very same anonymity makes it easier for them to treat other players impersonally, as other than real people.”

In online communities like Second Life, these malicious behaviors fall broadly into two main categories: “in-world” griefing attacks, intended specifically to disrupt other users’ enjoyment of the virtual community, and hacking attacks on the platform’s technical infrastructure, which also aim to ruin other users’ experience but do so by targeting the community’s code framework, rather than operating within the social confines of the community. In Second Life, examples of the former have included everything from taunting users with insulting epithets, to simulated sexual harassment, building large floating boxes right next to neighbors’ windows and then demanding that they pay exorbitant fees to have the boxes removed and restore their views, copyright infringement (usually in the form of selling copies of products created by—and therefore the design of which belongs to—other avatars), and a much-publicized 2007 attack on the Second Life campaign headquarters of presidential candidate John Edwards, shown in Figure 4-1. During this attack, according to a post on Edwards’ campaign blog, “a group of Republican Second Life users, some sporting Bush 08’ tags, ... plastered the area with Marxist/Leninist posters and slogans, a feces-spewing obscenity, and a Photoshopped picture of John in blackface, all the while harassing visitors with right-wing nonsense and obscenity-laden abuse” (Wheaton, 2007). The hacking or code-based type of misbehavior usually takes the form of denial-of-service attacks, often perpetrated by avatars who create self-replicating objects within Sec-
ond Life that continue copying themselves until they ultimately crash the Linden Lab servers.

All of these forms of misbehavior adhere loosely to the notion of griefing: in each case, the griefer's action is intentional and the griefer derives some joy (or satisfaction) from it, while, at the same time, it results in other users deriving less enjoyment from the online community (Boellstorff, 2010). However, the distinction between those attacks which target the technical infrastructure owned and operated by Linden Lab and those which do not is an important one because it begins to get at the question of what different control points exist in Second Life and which ones can act to deter or mitigate different kinds of detrimental behavior. In the case of hacking attacks, like the ones triggered by self-replicating objects, Linden Lab is the only point of control capable of containing and stopping the attack, as well as holding the attackers accountable. In-world harassment and assault, on the other hand, can be addressed, mitigated, and in some cases even punished by a variety of other actors, including individual avatars and end-users as well as self-organized forms of communal policing and governance. The following sections will deal with each of these three points of control—Linden Lab, individual end-users, and mid-level community governance organizations—looking at the capabilities and limitations of each one, with a focus
on what types of attacks each control point is best equipped to deal with as well as what accountability mechanisms each one can effectively implement.

4.3 Centralized Authority: Linden Lab

Doctorow (2007) argues that “online games like World of Warcraft and Second Life are absolute dictatorships, where the whim of the companies controlling them is law.” On the one hand, it is true that in many ways Linden Lab is able to do pretty much as it pleases in governing and adjusting Second Life (though it is doubtless guided to a great extent in these decisions by concerns about satisfying and retaining its users), on the other hand, though, there are a variety of other, complementary governance mechanisms possible in online communities like Second Life. These additional mechanisms are often useful because there are numerous types of misbehavior that a centralized moderator or authority, like Linden Lab, may actively choose not to involve itself in, either because it does not have the necessary time and resources, or because it feels it is in some sense not their place. This section examines the governance capabilities of Linden Lab within the context of Second Life—and more broadly, the capabilities of any centralized authority that controls, owns and operates an online community—as well as the limitations on this power that necessitate other additional governance schemes.

Second Life, like most online communities and applications in general, is governed by a “Terms of Service” (ToS) agreement that all users must sign upon joining. Authored by Linden Lab, the Second Life ToS requires that users uphold community standards and refrain from any of the “big six” transgressions of intolerance, harassment, assault, disclosure (of personal information), indecency, and disturbing the peace (Boellstorff, 2010). However, although these norms were codified in the company’s ToS agreement, the six transgressions listed were not necessarily well-suited to being governed or punished by Linden Lab. Users who witnessed ToS violations had the option of filing “Abuse Reports” with Linden, but Boellstorff (2010) found that only about 6.5 percent of residents regularly did so and many of those who did experienced long delays and minimal, if any, response.

When Linden Lab did choose to exercise its power to punish a Second Life resident on the basis of reported abuses, the company’s responses could range from issuing warnings to the accused users, to temporarily or permanently suspending their accounts (Boellstorff, 2010). Though users could relatively easily create new, free accounts following such suspension, these accounts (by virtue of being free) would be more limited in their privileges and would also lack any reputation, money, or property built up by the misbehaving users’ previous avatars. This in itself might be sufficient to deter some users from risking account deletion, while Linden could implement additional restrictions—such as blocking the credit card accounts associated with suspended accounts from being used to create new ones—to further guard against particularly problematic users abusing their ability to create new identities.

For more mild offenses, which were not punished by account termination, Linden Lab operated a “police blotter” on the Second Life website, listing their recent enforce-
ment activities as a means of shaming offending users and signaling their behavior to
others in the community (Boellstorff, 2010). At the opposite end of the spectrum, in
response to the most extreme transgressions, such as denial-of-service attacks on the
Second Life grid or attempts to hack the Linden servers to obtain credit card numbers
and other actual-world information about users, Linden Lab would sometimes refer
the case to government law enforcement authorities. In these instances, Linden might
choose to use its database of credit card account records to link an avatar back to
an actual-world person and hold that person accountable to actual-world laws and
standards, rather than simply trying to hold their avatar accountable to cyberspace
norms and standards. These cases were the exception rather than the rule, however,
and in many of them, especially when the offending party lived outside the United
States, law enforcement remained extremely difficult, even if the guilty individual
had been identified via Linden Lab’s credit card records. Still, Linden Lab’s ability
to trace avatars back to actual identities is notable simply because it is the only con-
trol point within Second Life that has this power. Donath (1999, p. 54) notes that,
“The sanctions to offensive online behavior can be roughly divided into two main cat-
egories: those that involve making a connection to a real-world person and those that
do not.” While accountability mechanisms for pseudonymous personae can be—and
are—implemented at all levels of governance within Second Life and similar online
communities, sanctions requiring a connection to avatar’s real-world counterparts can
only be implemented by Linden Lab. For the most part, however, Linden Lab is re-
luctant to exercise this power, choosing instead to employ a more “laissez-faire” mode
of governance in Second Life (Boellstorff, 2010).

Despite their apparent dictatorship, “much of Linden Lab’s governance operated
at the level of setting norms, rather than managing everyday interaction,” Boellstorff
(2010, p. 223) observed. This sentiment was echoed more explicitly by Second Life
creator and Linden Lab Chairman Philip Rosedale at an in-world town meeting about
intellectual property issues in 2006 where he expressed the opinion that it would be
inappropriate for Linden Lab to actively engage in resolving disputes between avatars
or police Second Life. Rosedale said at the meeting: “Longer term, Second Life is
going to have to develop its own law or its own standards of behavior” and encour-
aged Second Life users to develop “local authorities” to deal with property ownership
and copyright issues (Holahan, 2006). Rosedale’s sentiment was reminiscent of the
earlier efforts by LambdaMOO moderators to distance themselves from resolving
social conflicts among users, particularly after the outcry surrounding Mr. Bun-
gle’s cyber-rape. Following the incident, Curtis published a memo in 1993 entitled
“LambdaMOO Takes A New Direction” in which he declared that the community’s
moderators would assume a “purely technical” role and make no decisions affecting
LambdaMOO’s social setting, instead implementing only consensus decisions arrived
at by the community’s users (Dibbell, 1993). Three years later, however, Lamb-
daMOO’s moderators issued another announcement, “LambdaMOO Takes Another
Direction,” in which they conceded that it was impossible for them to maintain a
strictly technical presence without social ramifications (Mnookin, 1996). This 1996
memo stated:
The line between ‘technical’ and ‘social’ is not a clear one, and never can be ... So we now acknowledge and accept that we have unavoidably made some social decisions over the past three years, and inform you that we hold ourselves free to do so henceforth ... The wizards will no longer refrain from taking actions that may have social implications. In three and a half years, no adequate mechanism has been found that prevents disruptive players from creating an intolerably hostile working environment for the wizards. The ... ideal that we might somehow limit ourselves solely to technical decisions has proven to be untenable.

Despite LambdaMOO’s acknowledgment in 1996 that “any technical decision may have social implications” and centralized application operators therefore must be willing to take on some responsibility for policing their online communities, several years later, Linden Lab tried to distance itself from Second Life’s social disputes. “Linden does not exercise the full extent of its power over Second Life, and abstains from exercising it over the large majority of inter-avatar conduct in the world,” Aiken (2008) notes. Linden Lab’s forbearance in this area creates a gap in Second Life governance that is filled—at Linden’s explicit encouragement and, in some cases, aided by the company’s technical tools and updates—by mechanisms implemented at the other two control points: individual end-users and self-organized groups of in-world avatars.

4.4 End-User Control: Gagged & Banned

Online community-centered platforms like Second Life are in some ways intrinsically less well suited to leveraging end-users as a control point than communications applications like e-mail. E-mail facilitates primarily one-to-one interactions, between individual senders and recipients, and can therefore allow users to define bad behavior for themselves and deal with it accordingly, for instance by developing customized e-mail spam filters and block lists. This approach is less feasible in online communities, where the express purpose of the applications is to interact with a group of other users in a communal setting and some form of centralized authority, like Linden Lab, is usually needed for identifying and dealing with bad behavior. However, although community applications may rely on the involvement of a centralized authority more heavily than communications applications, there are still certain types of end-user control that can help individuals protect themselves from harassment and other forms of unwanted interaction.

These controls may allow users to customize their experience, according to their own subjective opinions about what does and doesn’t constitute online misbehavior, and also helps fill the gaps in policing left by Linden. “While not ubiquitous, griefing (and the forms of conflict and misunderstanding into which griefing shaded) were too numerous to be addressed in every case by Linden Lab, a source of frustration to many residents,” Boellstorff (2010, p. 195) explains, adding that “residents thus found other ways to respond to griefing.” These responses ranged from simply logging off or teleporting away from griefers, to “gagging” the offending avatars or banning
them from the aggrieved party’s property. Gagging is essentially a mute, or ignore, command for Second Life: the command allows residents to “gag” specific other users so that they do not see anything that is said, written or done by the gagged avatar. This gagging capability dates back to many of the earlier text-based online communities, including Curtis’ LambdaMOO, designed initially to imitate the various forms of avoidance people can often exercise in real-world communal settings. Curtis (1997, p. 132) explains: “It is sometimes the case on a MUD, as in real life, that one wishes to avoid getting into a conversation, either because of the particular other player involved or because of some other activity one does not wish to interrupt. In the real world, one can refrain from answering the phone, screen calls using an answering machine, or even, in copresent situations, pretend not to have heard the other party.” Gagging, then, can in some sense be understood as the virtual world’s answer to screening telephone calls.

In Second Life, paying users who own property can also limit access to their property to a select group of avatars or, alternatively, expressly ban specific users from entry. In these cases, avatars who are not permitted to visit a certain property encounter red “ban lines” stating “No Entry” when they approach the restricted area (Boellstorff, 2010). In this manner, users can not only ignore other residents they find particularly irritating or problematic but also avoid any interaction with them at all, at least within the confines of their own property. As banning grew in popularity, some Second Life users even began to circulate “ban lists” of known griefers, broadening the potential impact of these individual, end-user controls and simulating a “frontier ethic of taking the law into one’s own hands” (Smith, 1999).

These end-user efforts—perhaps more than those made at any other control point—are particularly vulnerable to the problem of discardable identities and the ease with which individual users can easily and freely create new, additional avatars (commonly called “alts”) in Second Life. Unlike Linden Lab which can, if it wants, place further constraints on the creation of these accounts by preventing banned users from registering new ones with the same credit cards, for instance, individual end-users have essentially no ability to stop their harassers from simply creating new avatars to evade their carefully constructed gags and bans. Second Lifers do have the option of only allowing a specific list of known users from entering their property—thereby banning all others, and any potential alts they might create, by default—but this measure also dilutes much of the communal nature of Second Life by limiting opportunities to interact with new, unknown residents that are valued and enjoyed by many users.

Thus, end-user controls to deal with malicious behavior in Second Life have some value in allowing individuals to define and avoid certain types of harassment but are fairly limited in their ability to scale to the larger size of the community and to deal with issues of online identity discardability. The “centralized authority” control point is better able to deal with this discardability problem, by linking avatars back to credit card accounts and implementing reputation systems, or other forms of investment in new identities, that may reduce users’ incentives to continue creating unlimited new accounts, but also suffers from an inability—and in some sense, an unwillingness—to scale its efforts to deal with each individual conflict and reported abuse among the hundreds of thousands of Second Life users. To fill the gaps left
by these two mechanisms, a third point of control has emerged within Second Life, and several similar online communities, consisting of self-organized groups of avatars who monitor and punish misbehavior in some semi-organized fashion, usually operating under some combination of informal self-mandate and formal recognition from the centralized, moderating authority. These emergent forms of “participatory governance,” which typically require involvement on the part of both individual end-users and the centralized authority control points, are the focus of the following section.

4.5 Participatory Governance

The notion of participatory design is a common one in online games and communities. This process is broadly understood to entail a certain degree of back-and-forth between application designers and users, where a designer may construct an initial product and then modify and refine it as users engage with it, developing new uses and ideas for how it could be improved or extended. As designers respond to these new uses and user opinions—in the case of Linden Lab, by issuing new updated versions of Second Life, or implementing new functionalities like voice chat—the application’s users, though they are clearly distinct from the designers, are actively involved in helping shape the community’s architecture by providing ongoing feedback to the application operators. Online applications are especially well suited to this philosophy of participatory design because they can be rapidly modified, user behaviors within the applications can be readily observed by the designers, and user opinions can be easily solicited on websites and message boards or even within the applications themselves, as in the case of Second Life’s avatar-circulated petitions.

“Rather than a linear, top-down process, ultimately what we find is a complex co-construction of technologies that occurs between designers, users, and the artifacts themselves,” writes Taylor (2006) of participatory design schemes for online games. She continues, “Given . . . that players are crucial components to the sustainability of the game, according them some power and responsibility to govern their own community and world should be a central design challenge.” This extension of the participatory process and mentality not just to design but also to governance mechanisms—and indeed, the two are very much related, given that most effective governance mechanisms in the online application space require some degree of technical support from the application’s design—brings us to the notion of participatory governance.

There are clearly benefits of such a participatory scheme to both individual end-users and centralized authorities like Linden Lab. To the former, it accords a greater degree of involvement and power over their own fates, mitigating (to a certain degree) some of the concerns about Linden’s dictator-like authority. “[Linden Lab’s] omnipotence with regard to Second Life’s governance was a source of concern to many residents,” (Boellstorff, 2010, p. 223) explains. “Those accused of transgressions had no way to face their accusers or appeal a decision. This led to complaints about selective enforcement.” Meanwhile, Linden Lab was daunted by the prospect of policing the entirety of Second Life, especially in light of how vast its creation
had grown, and “Linden Lab staff expressed a desire to delegate more of the labor of governance to residents, for instance, through the notion of covenants’ on land.”

Linden generally sought to limit its role in resolving internal disputes, staking out its position as responsible for the “grid stability” and technical maintenance of Second Life, but not necessarily the in-world squabbles and conflicts (Boellstorff, 2010). To deal with these social (as opposed to technical) problems, Linden Lab made some early efforts to involve residents in some familiar forms of self-regulation, modeled on real-world mechanisms. For instance, when users filed abuse reports, if Linden Lab deemed the reports worthy of further investigation or discussion it would refer the issue to a randomly chosen panel of three Second Life residents to recommend whether the offending avatar should be “executed,” or expelled from Second Life. This “jury” could only offer a recommendation, rather than making the final decision, but was a notable attempt to spread the responsibility, and even some of the power, of governance to the users themselves (Aiken, 2008).

In other instances, Second Life users developed governance mechanisms on their own, independent of Linden Lab, as in the case of the Second Life Exchange Commission (SLEC), intended to regulate in-world economic markets. These self-organized bodies, however, suffered the disadvantage of having no Linden Lab-supported authority. Aiken (2008) writes, “The problem with these attempts at regulation is that they have no discernible power to punish bad actors. The peer norms are strong—citizens want businesses that will follow through on the deals made—but Linden has not delegated any enforcement mechanisms to any regulatory body.” If application designers are reluctant to grant user-run regulatory bodies too much power by giving them authority over all users, it might be possible to provide users with a range of options for subjecting themselves to such user-organized regimes. Just as applications can offer users a range of identity options, they could also potentially allow users to voluntarily place themselves under the authority of any regulatory bodies organized by fellow users. Application designers could then make these decisions public, so that other users could tell which participatory regulatory authorities their peers had agreed to be governed by. Thus, voluntary adherence to user-organized regulation could serve as a signal of a user’s identity and accountability, in a manner similar to the way user decisions about credit card verification of their accounts act as signals. As with end-user controls, though, user-organized governance mechanisms, whether mandatory or optional, often require the technical support of application designers and operators. Castronova (2005, p. 216) notes:

Implementing player government is, in fact, a design decision. One cannot retain all significant power in the hands of the coding authority and then simply declare, ‘Players! Make your own government!’ unless one wants nothing more than a rubber-stamp body. To date, most world-builders have shied away from allowing players to form governments with real teeth. It surrenders too much control to the community of players.

Aiken (2008) is extremely critical of what he perceives as Linden’s reluctance to delegate real authority to residents so they can enforce user-created norms. “In order for governance in the world to succeed more fully, Linden will either have to exercise
Table 4.1: Access Levels in English Wikipedia (Forte & Bruckman, 2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Access Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrator</td>
<td>Protect/unprotect pages; Delete/undelete pages; Block/unblock users; Special revert tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucrat</td>
<td>Make administrators; Rename users; Make other bureaucrats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steward</td>
<td>Change all user access levels on all Wikimedia projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversight</td>
<td>Hide page revisions from all other user types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checkuser</td>
<td>View user IP addresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>Access to MediaWiki software and Foundation servers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or distribute power,” he argues, pointing out that distributing power could have the added advantages of allowing users to develop “more nuanced norms and methods for enforcing them.” One of the most nuanced and well-developed models of participatory governance schemes is that of Wikipedia, the popular user-written online encyclopedia. Wikipedia’s founding model was such that users would be entirely responsible for correcting and editing entries and the site’s owner, Jimbo Wales, disavowed himself of any interest in monitoring and governing the project himself, early on in the site’s development. However, as the website grew rapidly in size and issues like copyright infringement and falsified, biased, or merely joke entries became increasingly prevalent, users quickly identified a need for a more formal, infrastructure to flag and moderate particularly problematic entries. A hierarchy of different levels of technical access has emerged, shown in Table 4.1, involving a variety of different roles and associated powers which end-users can assume within the context of the application (Forte & Bruckman, 2008).

Linden Lab has been much less willing than the WikiMedia Foundation to delegate authority to users in the form of technical access and controls. This may be due in part to the fact that Linden Lab is a for-profit company with a clearer stake in keeping a tight grip on the development and progress of Second Life, while WikiMedia is a non-profit foundation with no vested financial interest in maintaining close control over its encyclopedia. Still, the success of Wikipedia’s governance model seems to reinforce Aiken’s argument that in order for such participatory schemes to be truly effective in Second Life, Linden must endow users with some concrete technical capabilities to bolster their governing authority.
4.6 Combining Control Points in Online Communities

The crucial role of Linden Lab-provided technical controls in participatory governance schemes is suggestive of the interplay and overlap between the three different points of control identified in Second Life and pseudonym-based community-centric online applications, more generally. These three control points—centralized authority (e.g. Linden Lab), end users, and communal participatory governing bodies—are by no means clearly distinguished from each other in their efforts to mitigate and manage malicious behavior. Certainly, there is a clear distinction and divide between the code-writers at Linden Lab and the users at home, operating avatars in Second Life. However, many of the Linden Lab control mechanisms—such as deciding abuse reports and attempting to set social norms via its ToS—rely at least partially on the participation and acceptance of individual users. Similarly, end-user controls like gagging and banning commands depend on the technical implementation of these capabilities by Linden coders. The lines between control points blur even more when it comes to participatory governance schemes, which require both the involvement of end-users and the technical controls developed by Linden Lab to be effective.

Each of these three control points has a role to play in Second Life when it comes to deterring and punishing misbehavior through the use of social norms reinforced by technical controls. All three control points have clear strengths and weaknesses and it is ultimately the combination of and interplay between the efforts these three points of control that offers the greatest potential for an effective governance model in Second Life. Ideally, this model would be able to balance a number of competing interests within the virtual world—the central role of pseudonyms that are clearly removed from actual world identities and the possibility of sometimes using credit card records to link some of these pseudonyms to people, the ability of individuals to decide for themselves what kinds of behavior they do or don’t want to be exposed to and the need for some broader consensus on community standards and social norms, the low barriers to entry for new users in the form of free, easy-to-create accounts and the investment (of money or time) required to gain full privileges and advanced capabilities within the community. As in real-world communities, such a model is unlikely ever to satisfy all residents or solve all forms of misbehavior entirely, but a sufficiently effective and flexible system involving all three of the identified control points could go a long way towards improving and sustaining online community applications, to the benefit of both their designers and users.
Chapter 5

Facebook

You are a bad person and everybody hates you. Have a shitty rest of your life. The world would be a better place without you.

—“Josh Evans” to Megan Meier, via AOL Messenger, October 16, 2006

Twenty minutes after receiving this message, 13-year-old Megan Meier hung herself with a belt in her bedroom closet. The last thing she said in response to Evans before she committed suicide was “You’re the kind of boy a girl would kill herself over.” In fact, Evans was not a boy at all—he did not even exist—but Meier believed the cruel message had been sent to her by a cute 16-year-old boy who played the guitar and drums and was homeschooled and had been abandoned by his father at the age of 7. In other words, Josh Evans was more than just a screen name to Meier, he was the kind of boy a girl would kill herself over, he was someone with a fully developed personal history and identity, an identity she had become intimately acquainted with via his MySpace profile (Pokin, 2007; Steinhauser, 2008).

Launched in 2003, MySpace was one of the early successes among social networking sites, which allow users to create personal profile pages describing their interests and activities and then connect to friends and family and view their pages. In contrast to Second Life, LambdaMOO, and the other online communities discussed in chapter 4, which were explicitly designed to foster pseudonymous identities and interaction between people who did not necessarily know each other in any offline context, social networking sites like MySpace, LinkedIn, Facebook, and Google+ focus on providing users with ways to connect with their real-life acquaintances online. Most social network services encourage the creation of highly accurate (and often very detailed) online profiles that are closely tied to the users’ actual identities, but they still suffer from some of the same identity verification problems as more anonymous communities since users can usually join networking sites for free, by providing nothing more than an e-mail address and some basic profile information, which may or may not be true. Josh Evans’ MySpace profile, for instance, was created by Lori Drew, a 49-year-old woman whose daughter had had a falling out with Meier (Steinhauer, 2008).

Drew was subsequently identified by a girl who had helped her create the fake MySpace account and brought up on charges for her actions, unlike the large major-
ity of griefers in Second Life and other pseudonymous communities. Indeed, just in the past decade there have been several instances of misbehavior on social network sites, ranging from cyber bullying, to trolling, identity theft, impersonation, and defamation, in which the perpetrators were successfully identified and tried in court. It would be an exaggeration to say that accountability is not a problem for social networking applications: the online disinhibition effect is evident in the numerous cases of harassment on these sites. However, when compared to online communities designed to foster interaction between strangers, social networks have had much greater success at preventing many kinds of misbehavior and holding those users who do engage in malicious activity accountable for their actions.

This chapter will examine how social networks have achieved this relative success in the domain of online accountability, looking at the identity schemes implemented by these sites and the types of misbehavior most common among their users, as well as the characteristics of the points of control and social embedding that enable the prevention and prosecution of malicious behavior. The primary focus of this chapter will be Facebook, currently the world’s most popular social networking site with more than 800 million users; however, some discussion of Facebook’s precursors and competitors is also included to provide a more thorough understanding of the evolution of current social network identity schemes and policies.

5.1 History of Social Network Sites

Social network sites are web applications that allow users to construct public or semi-public profiles, connect to other users, and view other users’ lists of connections (Boyd & Ellison, 2008). The first such site, meeting all three of these criteria, was SixDegrees.com, launched in 1997. By 1999, SixDegrees had grown to 3 million registered users in 165 countries, but after continued financial struggles it shut down in 2001 (Penenberg, 2009). The following year, in 2002, Friendster was launched to compete with popular online dating site Match.com by matchmaking between friends-of-friends rather than complete strangers. Friendster included a list of the “most popular” users (i.e. those with the most friends listed) which incited the creation of a number of fake profiles, called “Fakesters,” for celebrities and fictional characters who could collect record numbers of friends. These early fake profiles were primarily a source of entertainment rather than a means of malicious impersonation—users were aware, for the most part, that celebrities were not actually operating their supposed profiles—but Friendster made an active effort to delete Fakester profiles and even removed the “most popular” feature to deter similar forms of behavior (Boyd & Ellison, 2008).

In 2004, the deletion of Fakester accounts and widespread rumors that Friendster was considering the adoption of a fee-based model drove many users to abandon the site and join social network newcomer MySpace, launched in 2003. Beginning in 2005, MySpace was the most visited social network site in the world, with 100 million users by August 2006 and an estimated value of $12 billion in 2007. Then, on April 19, 2008, MySpace was overtaken by Facebook in monthly global unique visitors, though
it would continue to lag behind in U.S. users for another year.

Launched in February 2004 by CEO Mark Zuckerberg as a site exclusively for users with Harvard.edu e-mail addresses, Facebook gradually expanded to other universities and, finally, to the wider population. Today, with more than $4 billion in annual revenue and 800 million user accounts it continues to be the most popular social network site in the world. One of Facebook’s newest competitors Google+, the social networking service launched by Internet search giant Google in June 2011, has come under fire recently months for its aggressively enforced “real names policy” which requires users to identify themselves with their full first and last names. This controversial policy is similar to the requirements set forth in Facebook’s (typically less stringently enforced) Terms of Service agreement and gets at a crucial characteristic of online identities in popular social network applications: how closely tied they are to users’ real-life identities.

5.2 Real Name Policies & Social Network Identity Schemes

In January 2011, Facebook shut down the profile of Chinese activist and blogger Zhao Jing because he had opened his account under his professional pen name, Michael Anti. Later that year, Google+ suspended the accounts of several users, such as sex blogger Violet Blue and engineer Limor “Ladyada” Fried, who had signed up to use the service under nicknames or pseudonyms (McCracken, 2011). These users had violated the Terms of Service (ToS) they agreed to when they joined the social network sites, Facebook and Google explained to outraged members. Both sites’ ToS stipulate that users list their full, real names on their profiles, a requirement that upset many, leading to the so-called “nymwars” over members’ rights to use pseudonyms on these sites and the creation of the website “My Name Is Me” (my.nameis.me) dedicated to convincing “online services—including social networks such as Facebook and Google+—to allow users to identify themselves by whatever name they choose.”

Thinking back to the troubles Second Life and other pseudonymous communities encountered due to their users’ relative anonymity, it’s not difficult to imagine why social network sites might hope to avoid similar forms of misbehavior by forcing users to associate their profiles with their real names. “The Internet would be better if we had an accurate notion that you were a real person as opposed to a dog, or a fake person, or a spammer,” Google executive chairman Eric Schmidt said at a media conference in August 2011, defending Google+’s real names policy. “If we knew that it was a real person, then we could sort of hold them accountable, we could check them,” he added (Pfanner, 2011). Critics contend that real name policies are damaging to a wide range of users who may desire anonymity (or pseudonymity), including people who regularly employ professional pseudonyms, at-risk populations such as abuse survivors, LGBT teens, and political dissidents, and users who want to maintain separate personal and professional identities. But these arguments have held little sway with the most prominent social network organizations that largely
maintain the accountability provided by mandating real names outweighs the privacy and free speech benefits afforded by anonymity. Facebook marketing director Randi Zuckerberg made a similar statement the month before at a panel discussion, telling the audience, “I think anonymity on the Internet has to go away... People behave a lot better when they have their real names down” (Bosker, 2011).

But real name policies are not the key to social network sites’ relative success at holding users accountable for their behavior. Indeed, in many cases such policies are largely unenforced and unenforceable. Let’s return for a moment to Lori Drew’s decision to set up a MySpace account for Josh Evans—obviously not her real name. MySpace, at the time, had an early variant of a real names policy included in its Terms of Service, which stipulated that members must submit “truthful and accurate” registration information (Stelter, 2008). MySpace, like Facebook and Google+, technically requires members to submit their true names but did not demand any verification from new users upon registration. Even now, it is possible to create profiles on most social networks by submitting nothing more than an e-mail address and self-reported profile information that the controlling company has no means of easily identifying as false unless other users report it to be inaccurate. A quick search on Facebook for users with the name “Santa Claus” or “Tooth Fairy” rapidly reveals that the legacy of Friendster’s Fakester profiles lives on in today’s social networks.

It is true that Facebook and Google+ have both shut down accounts for using false names, but the vast majority of users who wish to maintain their profiles under nicknames or patently fake ones continue to do so (Boyd, 2011). In some cases, like that of Lori Drew and Josh Evans, this may be because the operating site has no way of knowing that the name is false. In others, such as the hundreds of Santa Claus Facebook profiles, presumably, it is because the operating site does not really care about forcing everyone to use their real names. Google+ even adjusted its policy earlier this year to allow people to use nicknames and pseudonyms on the site, if they can “prove to Google that [they are] known by that name elsewhere, in published material or on other social networks” (Miller, 2012). This flexibility stems from the fact that allowing users to maintain profiles under names like Santa Claus—or even Josh Evans—does not actually hinder the site’s core accountability mechanism, which runs much deeper than the real name policy. Social networks rely on the deep embedding of their applications within users’ actual, real-life social spheres to promote accountability. This embedding occurs regardless of whether a member uses a real name or not and it is central to the very function of social network sites, that they, by design, connect users with people they know in real-life. In other words, these online connections are anchored in offline relationships and it is these “anchored relationships” (Zhao, Grasmuck, & Martin, 2008) that social networks’ accountability mechanisms rely upon, not a preponderance of real names or the policies mandating them. That’s a somewhat subtle distinction but an important one: the name on a given social network profile does not dictate how accountable the owner is (and thinks she is) for her actions, the other people she is connected to in that network do.

Think back to Lori Drew; she violated MySpace’s Terms of Service and operated an account under a completely fictional name—but she was still identified and tried for her actions in court. The absence of her real name, in other words, was
not a significant obstacle to holding her accountable. In Drew’s case, as in many instances of malicious behavior on social networks sites, this was because her actions directly concerned and were deeply embedded within her actual, real-life community. She harassed a girl who was a former friend of her daughter’s, she did so together with another teenager who knew the involved parties—because Drew’s online actions were so deeply anchored in her offline social sphere, it turned out to be relatively straightforward to identify her and hold her accountable in court.

5.3 Self-Presentation on Social Network Sites

Just because social network site profiles tend to be anchored in real-life relationships does not mean they are necessarily entirely accurate, several researchers have noted. Where users of more anonymous online community sites such as Second Life may create avatars that allow them to assume alternate or unexpressed elements of their identity, social network site users may select specific information and photographs for their profile to construct a somewhat idealized version of themselves (Zhao et al., 2008). Anonymous online communities may permit users to completely reinvent themselves, but even “ynonymous” communities like Facebook and Google Plus allow for a certain degree of identity performance and carefully constructed self-presentation (Douglas & McGarty, 2001). On social network sites, identity performance has been found to be closely related to patterns of self-presentation on Internet dating sites where many users create profiles that reflect “an ideal as opposed to actual self” as they struggled with trying to remain truthful while still projection “a version of self that was attractive, successful, and desirable” (Ellison, Heino, & Gibbs, 2006) whether consciously or not. In one study of Internet dating participants, 94 percent of respondents said they had not intentionally misrepresented themselves in their online profiles and 87 percent said they did not think that such misrepresentation was acceptable, but 86 percent said that they had encountered other users who misrepresented their physical appearance (other commonly misrepresented features included relationship goals, age, income and marital status, the researchers found). “Misrepresentation was not always intentional and occurred in three ways: through representation of an inaccurate self-concept, fudging demographic information such as age . . . and portrayal of an idealized or potential future version of the self,” the research team noted (Gibbs, Ellison, & Heino, 2006).

Internet dating participants are, of course, constrained in how much their online profiles can differ from their real-life identities by the prospect of face-to-face encounters with the people they meet online. Thus, online daters must balance their desire to idealize their self-portrayal with the risks that if their profile strays too far from the truth these discrepancies may be revealed when they finally reach the stage of in-person dating (Gibbs et al., 2006). On social network sites, the constraints on manipulating one’s self-presentation are even tighter, since many users have already had face-to-face encounters with the majority of other users they are connected to via online social networks. Still, given that early social networks like Friendster emerged from the online dating trend, it is not entirely surprising that social network
identities would reflect some of the same (potentially unintentional or subconscious) self-idealization and careful construction of profiles to project traits like popularity and attractiveness by making public one’s list of friends or particularly flattering photographs (Zhao et al., 2008).

In a survey of first-year Michigan State University students, Lampe, Ellison, and Steinfield (2006) found that students overwhelmingly reported that their Facebook portrayals described them accurately. The results also showed that Facebook seemed to be most commonly used by students to maintain previous relationships and investigate people they’d met offline, rather than searching for strangers online with the intention of then initiating offline contact, as traditionally occurs on dating sites. Thus, social network profiles are self-constructed and often slightly idealized versions of users but their anchoring in real-life social relationships typically limits the extent to which these identities can be falsified or exaggerated.

5.4 Misbehavior & Points of Control in Facebook

The anchoring of social network identities in the real world provides some accountability, but it does not limit users’ ability to misuse social network applications for malicious purposes, though this misbehavior often mimics the nature of social network sites in that it, too, is often anchored in a real-life hostility or vendetta, as in the case of Lori Drew.

5.4.1 Applause Store Productions Ltd. and Matthew Firsht v. Grant Raphael

British cameraman Simon Firsht was browsing Facebook on July 4, 2007, when he discovered a profile for his twin brother, Mathew Firsht, but something about the page seemed wrong to Simon. For one thing, the profile seemed to falsely indicate his brother’s political affiliation and sexual orientation (he was a member of groups titled “Gay in the Wood … Borehamwood” and “Gay Jews in London”). Additionally, Mathew’s Facebook page was associated with a company profile called “Has Mathew Firsht lied to you?” which alleged that that Mathew owed large sums of money and regularly made excuses to avoid paying his debts (Bingham, 2008). Mathew confirmed to his brother that he had not set up the profile and they contacted Facebook, which promptly shut down the account in question. The brothers’ then went to court and obtained a search order which required Facebook to disclose the e-mail address associated with the offending profile as well as the IP address of the computer that was used to create it on June 19, 2007.

Firsht’s lawyers quickly traced the IP address to the flat of Grant Raphael, who had been a good friend of Mathew’s at school in Brighton and worked with him at the TV production company Power House until 2000, when Firsht resigned from the company on Raphael’s encouragement but later found out that Raphael had taken over his office immediately following the resignation. The two stopped speaking to each other shortly thereafter. Raphael denied creating the false profile for Firsht,
claiming that it must have been someone else using his home computer. In the 2008 case Applause Store Productions Ltd. and Matthew Firsht v. Grant Raphael, tried in the British High Court, Deputy Judge Richard Parkes QC dismissed this defense as “built on lies” and awarded Firsht (and his company Applause Store Productions Ltd.) $22,000 in damages for libel and breach of privacy.

In his decision (Applause Store Productions Ltd and Matthew Firsht v Grant Raphael, 2008), Judge Parkes writes:

I found the Defendant’s explanation for the Facebook usage on 19th June utterly implausible from start to finish. The proposition is that on 19th June a complete and random stranger, visiting the Defendant’s small flat for the first time, should first have gone into the Defendant’s study and started using his computer, without permission, over a period of about an hour, without being observed, should then have created a false and hurtful Facebook profile about a man whom the Defendant knew well and had fallen out with, containing private information and other information which few people apart from the Defendant would have known, and should have searched from that profile for a number of people known to the Defendant. In my judgment, the proposition has only to be stated to be rejected as utterly far-fetched. ... Moreover, in my judgment there was a degree of needle, to put it no higher, on the Defendant’s part. He had been rejected by his old boyhood friend several years before, and the old friend had prospered greatly in the intervening years, while the Defendant had not. He had a motive (if not a justification) to inflict some damage on Mr Firsht.

There are several elements of this decision worth noting that deal with issues of online accountability and attribution. The first is the Judge’s decision to extend attribution based on an IP address from a physical machine to a specific person. In his decision, Parkes even notes that there is “no primary witness evidence that the Defendant was responsible for the creation of the false Facebook pages.” Instead, the Judge relies on the unlikelihood of Raphael’s proposed alternative scenario (a stranger creating the profile from Raphael’s home computer) and the two men’s animosity to conclude that Raphael is guilty. Once again, the embedding of the online social network application within a real-life social relationship is absolutely crucial to determining who will be held accountable. Like Lori Drew, Grant Raphael used a fake social network profile to exact revenge on someone with whom he had a real-world relationship. And like Lori Drew, he was identified and held accountable in court.

5.4.2 R v. Hampson

Harassing, bullying, impersonating and defaming real-life acquaintances are common forms of malicious behavior on social networks sites, but some users also take advantage of these applications to harass complete strangers, a practice known as “trolling” which bears close resemblance to the griefing activities observed in anonymous communities like Second Life and World of Warcraft. Trolls typically post derogatory or
insulting comments and images on social network profiles and pages for people they have no real-life connection to, especially memorial or tribute pages for the dead. For instance, on February 15, 2010, Bradley Paul Hampson, a 29-year-old autistic Australian, used his Facebook account (created under the pseudonym Dale Angerer) to post on the tribute page of recently-murdered 12-year-old Elliott Fletcher. Unlike the majority of other visitors to the page, who expressed condolences to Fletcher’s family and words of sympathy for the stabbed schoolchild, however, Hampson posted a picture of Fletcher’s face with the words “WOOT IM DEAD” superimposed on the image. Later that day, Hampson posted another picture on Fletcher’s tribute page, this one depicting Fletcher’s head in the hopper of a wood-chipper, with blood gushing out of the chipper and the profile picture of “Dale Angerer” standing next to it, with a caption bubble reading: “Hi, Dale Angerer here I fully endorse this product. This woodchipper can mince up any dead corpse or your money back guarantee.”

Later that month, Hampson also posted similarly mocking and offensive images on the tribute page for 8-year-old Trinity Bates, who had been kidnapped and found dead in a storm water drain near her house (R v. Hampson. QCA 132; BC201104379, 2011).

There were multiple trolls posting on Fletcher’s and Bates’ tribute pages, but when the Australian police decided to investigate these offensive posts they only identified one user as being within their jurisdiction: Hampson. Though Hampson had joined Facebook under a pseudonym, Dale Angerer’s posts were traced back to the IP address of his home computer. The police then seized this computer and discovered the files of the images posted by Angerer (including “child exploitation material”) containing the images that had been posted by Angerer. Hampson was taken to court on charges of distributing child exploitation material and “using a carriage service to menace, harass or cause offence.” He pleaded guilty and was sentenced in March 2011 to serve a three-year jail term, though his sentence was later shortened to six months on appeal (Bentley, 2011).

Using a carriage service to menace, harass or cause offense to others is a crime carrying a maximum penalty of three years improvement under Australia’s Criminal Code and “although [it is] not a trivial offence, [it] is not one which the legislature regards with great severity,” according to the Hampson ruling. The Supreme Court of Queensland, in its June 2011 decision shortening Hampson’s sentence, also noted the relative gravity of trolling with respect to other Internet offenses, writing:

The use of the Internet to harass and bully to the extent that the victim suffered lasting psychological harm or was driven to suicide may be thought to be a more serious category of offending. So too, would be the use of the Internet to publish false and defamatory matter leading to the loss of the victim’s good reputation and/or the collapse of a business. This is not to say that the subject conduct was not extremely serious. It was ghoul and disgusting by any reasonable standards and its inevitable consequence was to cause emotional pain and distress to grieving relatives and friends of the deceased children.

In other words, in the eyes of the Supreme Court of Queensland at least, Hampson’s
actions were less serious than Lori Drew’s or Grant Raphael’s misuse of social networking sites (ironically, of the three, Drew is the only one who was acquitted). All three, however, were held accountable in court, reinforcing the idea that accountability mechanisms for social network applications, which are so deeply anchored in relationships based in the physical world, closely mimic the accountability schemes we see in the physical world, unlike the mechanisms found in more anonymous virtual communities like Second Life and Wikipedia.

Drew, Raphael, and Hampson are not the only people who have been taken to court for their behavior on social network sites but, undoubtedly, there are many Facebook trolls, defamers, and bullies who have never been put on trial. Their three cases highlight three common categories of misbehavior on social networks sites—cyberbullying, defamation, and trolling—as well as three crucial points of control involved in trying to mitigate that behavior: the companies that own the social network sites, the individual users, and the courts. The following sections of this chapter will look at each of these control points in greater detail, examining the mechanisms available to each of these three actors for mitigating misbehavior and holding malicious users accountable for their actions, as well as the way these different control points can coordinate and combine their powers to achieve more effective means of enforcing accountability standards.

5.5 Centralized Authority: Operating & Owning Companies

Companies like Facebook, Google, and MySpace that own and operate social network applications are a natural point of control when it comes to defining, deterring and punishing malicious activity on these sites. These companies, like Linden Lab and those that operate anonymous online communities, can generally exercise this control at several different levels: by dictating the site’s terms of service agreement, by shutting down accounts found to be violating these terms of service, by investigating user complaints and abuse reports, and by tracing activity on their sites back to specific IP addresses for purposes of attribution.

Like many other online applications, social network sites are typically governed by terms of service agreements which dictate what constitutes appropriate and inappropriate use of the application. In some instances, such agreements have even been argued to be legally binding under United States law. For instance, the charges brought against Lori Drew were based on her violations of MySpace’s Terms of Service (ToS) and the idea that by breaching this agreement (which required she use her real name on any profile she created), Drew had accessed MySpace “in excess of authorized use” and therefore violated the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA). Drew was acquitted but the deciding Judge did not rule that ToS violations were beyond the scope of the CFAA, merely that in Drew’s particular case the agreement was too vague since it was unclear whether any or all violations of terms of service rendered the access unauthorized (and therefore criminal). In fact, District Judge George Wu
explicitly states in his 2009 decision of the case that “an intentional breach of the [MySpace ToS] can potentially constitute accessing the MySpace computer/server without authorization and/or in excess of authorization” (U.S. v. Lori Drew, 2009).

The question of whether Terms of Service violations constitute criminal activity under the CFAA continues to be an area of contention in U.S. case law, but whether or not they carry the weight of law in some jurisdictions, ToS agreements and registration requirements can be immensely influential in establishing the social norms of a social network site. When a company like Facebook or Google writes Terms of Service for a social network application, it can, to a large degree, dictate the general level of identifiability of its users, especially when coupled with its ability to require users to provide certain information (e.g. name, e-mail address, etc.) The company-instituted Terms of Service and registration requirements are not by any means a guarantee that all users will abide by that agreement or provide accurate information upon registering, but they do set a baseline norm for the given application and these norms can vary greatly, depending on the preference of the governing company. Gross and Acquisti (2005) explain:

The pretense of identifiability changes across different types of sites. The use of real names to (re)present an account profile to the rest of the online community may be encouraged (through technical specifications, registration requirements, or social norms) in college websites like the Facebook, that aspire to connect participants’ profiles to their public identities. The use of real names may be tolerated but filtered in dating/connecting sites like Friendster, that create a thin shield of weak pseudonymity between the public identity of a person and her online persona by making only the first name of a participant visible to others, and not her last name. Or, the use of real names and personal contact information could be openly discouraged, as in pseudonymous based dating websites like Match.com, that attempt to protect the public identity of a person by making its linkage to the online persona more difficult.

Notably, in all of these cases the different degrees of identifiability are in large part dictated by the owning and operating companies through their ToS, user requirements, and technical specifications.

Writing Terms of Service agreements is one thing, enforcing them, of course, is quite another, and often requires considerable time and energy. At Drew’s trial, Jae Sung, then the Vice President of Customer, testified that there was no possible way for MySpace to determine how many of the 400 million MySpace accounts violated the company’s Terms of Service and many companies have tended to wait for other users to report any violations rather than trying to seek them out. Most social network sites, including Facebook and Google Plus, have a feature where users can file “abuse reports” if they experience any harassment or misuse of the application though, unlike in Second Life, these reports are generally handled entirely at the discretion of the company rather than being referred to a jury of users. In 2009, responding to a slew of cyberbullying cases, Facebook unveiled a redesigned abuse report template which provides “more granular reporting categories” and additional fields to “detail
the location of abuse that occurs in videos or text.” Facebook includes “Report” links next to every photo, video, or note posted on the site, but emphasizes on its blog the important role individual users play in helping the company monitor harmful content. A blog post announcing the new abuse reports states: “The information you provide helps our international team of professional reviewers prioritize reports and know what they’re looking for when reviewing the content... We rely on you to let us know when you see objectionable content” (Ghastin, 2009). These abuse reports, shown in Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3, offer Facebook users the opportunity to specify their concerns and offer them a choice between contacting the offending user directly or reporting the content to Facebook, depending on which control point they wish to appeal to—their fellow end-users or Facebook.
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Figure 5-1: The first step of reporting a photo on Facebook involves designating the reason for the report.

Over the course of the past decade, as social network site misuse has attracted more media attention and legislative efforts, some companies have made more active efforts to identify and shut down false accounts. In a 2005 interview, Mark Zuckerberg noted that Facebook uses algorithms to help employees analyze how “real” users were and identify fake accounts (Raynes-Goldie, 2010). More recently, Google has come under fire for its active policing of Google+ accounts that use pseudonyms or nicknames (McCracken, 2011). After they identify profiles containing false or malicious information, companies like Facebook and Google have relatively few options for holding these users accountable. Essentially, the operating companies can suspend or terminate these accounts but have generally not employed any of the more...
“reputation-based” strategies seen in communities like Second Life and Yelp. Generally speaking, social network profiles are either active or shut down—there are few intermediate status levels that users can be demoted to, or extra privileges that can be taken away.

This reliance on account termination as a means for holding users accountable on social network applications may be due to the fact that shutting down a user’s social network profile is in many ways a much more effective punishment than, say, deleting someone’s Second Life avatar or World of Warcraft character, because it is not as easy to immediately create a new, different online identity for the same application. Certainly, a user kicked off Facebook can immediately create a new, free account using a different e-mail address, but the likelihood of that user wanting to create a completely different identity on a social network site and use it to connect with a different group of people than before is quite low, since most people use these applications to represent their actual identities and connect to their actual-world friends. Thus, the prospect of creating an unlimited number of free, new social network identities is of limited appeal.

Furthermore, building up a robust social network profile requires a considerable investment of time and energy on the part of the user to identify and add friends, join communities, post photos, and other related activities. Reputation-based online identities for applications like Yelp, Second Life, and World of Warcraft may also require an investment of time and energy but social network profiles are unlike these other forms of online identity in that they can really only be effectively constructed by the user they belong to. In other words, it is possible in many online communities to purchase reputational identity elements by paying other people to devote the time necessary to build up reputations and acquire certain tools and privileges (in the gaming world, this practice is commonly known as gold farming, in which players purchase in-game currency, or gold, for real money from other players). By contrast, richer users cannot easily pay someone else to build their Facebook profiles.
Figure 5-3: Reporting a video on Facebook also requires users to specify the reason and specific time at which the alleged abuse occurs.

when that process involves intimate knowledge of their social spheres, interests and activities. Thus, social network identities are less easily discardable than those of many other online applications and this allows companies like Facebook and Google to use account termination as a relatively effective means of punishing and deterring unwanted behavior.

Finally, as a last recourse in most circumstances, companies that own social network sites can trace user activity to specific IP addresses and retrieve logs of user activity from those addresses. This tracing, which is generally only performed at the request of a court order, was the means by which Mathew Firsht identified his defamer as Grant Raphael and also the way the Australian police identified Bradley Paul Hampson as Dale Angerer. Facebook cannot, of course, actually identify who is performing the activity it records, only the account name and IP address associated with that activity. This could be considered an even weaker form of attribution than, for instance, Linden Lab’s ability to trace many of its users back to a registered credit card. Credit cards at least are usually traceable to an individual, while IP addresses may be spoofed, or may correspond to public areas, such as coffeeshops, or, even in the case where they do lead back to a specific machine indicate nothing about who precisely was using that machine at the time. Hampson confessed to his trolling activities, rendering this point irrelevant, but Raphael based his entire (unsuccessful) defense on it, claiming that someone else had used his computer to defame Firsht. Whether or not Raphael’s claim was true (the court clearly thought it wasn’t), it is clearly not implausible to imagine someone using public Wi-Fi or a computer belonging to someone else to carry out some malicious action on a social network site and, Raphael’s case notwithstanding, this possibility places severe limitations on the usefulness and reliability of company-maintained IP address logs as a tool for accountability on social network sites.
5.6 End-User Control: Establishing Norms & Blocking Bullies

With such limited ability to reliably trace users, companies like Facebook depend to a very great extent on their users to prevent misbehavior among themselves, both by reporting malicious activity to the company and by establishing social norms for the online community that mimic those of the physical world. Zhuo (2010), Facebook’s Manager for Product Design, writes that the company’s approach is “to try to replicate real-world social norms by emphasizing the human qualities of conversation.” Facebook does this by placing user’s profile photos, names, and sometimes other biographical details such as hometown, alongside their public comments to “establish a baseline of responsibility.” In other words, Facebook’s technical design is intended to help create social norms that rely on widespread adoption and enforcement by individual users.

Facebook users have some technical tools at their disposal to avoid people they find particularly unpleasant on social network sites. For instance, as in Second Life, users can choose to block another Facebook account from viewing their profile or contacting them in any fashion through the application. However, in cases of cyberbullying and trolling, or other instances where a user is being insulted and harassed in a public forum visible to many other Facebook users, these individual controls may be inadequate. Under these circumstances, users have few options beyond reporting their concerns to Facebook (or, in some limited cases, appealing to the legal system). Notably, there are very few effective forms of “participatory governance” on social network sites. Where members of online communities like Second Life and Wikipedia have established some intermediate regulatory structures within these communities, social network sites are largely devoid of any self-organized user-based governing bodies. Users can—and do—join groups on Facebook protesting changes in the site’s privacy settings or layout, but this relatively weak form of coordination within the online community itself is generally ignored by the company and, more often than not, quickly abandoned by participating users.

Though Facebook and other social network sites have been reluctant to empower user-organized regulatory and reputation schemes, they have generally been viewed as reasonably responsive to user complaints. Unlike Linden Lab, which explicitly stated its wish not to be involved in in-world user disputes, Facebook plays a much more active role in moderating conflicts on the site. For instance, when Mathew Firsht reported the defamatory profile made under his name, Facebook promptly deleted it. Still, despite their active involvement in resolving user disputes, Facebook has been criticized by those who feel it provides inadequate privacy controls to individual users, especially those which would help members manage multiple versions of their profile for different groups of people including colleagues from work, friends from school, family members, and others (DiMicco & Millen, 2007). The design of Google+, which allows users to put their friends into different “circles” and designate very specifically what members of each circle can and can’t view on their profile, was intended in part to respond to precisely these concerns.
Ultimately, though, even if Facebook provides relatively few tools to end-users to help them organize and regulate each other’s behavior, the atmosphere of accountability present in social networking applications like Facebook is due primarily to the social norms established and upheld by these users. Zhuo (2010) explains:

Facebook ... encourages you to share your comments with your friends. Though you’re free to opt out, the knowledge that what you say may be seen by the people you know is a big deterrent to trollish behavior. This kind of social pressure works because, at the end of the day, most trolls wouldn’t have the gall to say to another person’s face half the things they anonymously post on the Internet.

On social network sites, as in the real world, however, even strong social norms are not a sufficient deterrent to eliminate all harassment or malicious activity and when users encounter such behavior they may choose to communicate their concerns to their fellow end-users, report them to the company that owns the site, or take their grievances to the courts.

5.7 The Role of Legislation & Law Enforcement

The courts are at once the most powerful and least powerful point of control when it comes to accountability mechanisms for social network sites. They are the most powerful because they are the only body with the authority to impose penalties like fines and imprisonment on actual people, rather than their online identities. Facebook, for all its means of holding users accountable, cannot extend its disciplinary reach beyond the profiles on its site to the actors who created them. But at the same time, courts are tremendously limited in their ability to impose these penalties by issues of jurisdiction. Facebook’s users span the entire globe, with less than one quarter reporting that they live in the United States. Thus, even as several states move forward with legislation to restrict cyberbullying, the reach of such statutes is decidedly limited when viewed in the greater global context of applications like Facebook. However, cases like Drew’s and Raphael’s indicate that while the scope of such legislation may be narrow it is not entirely irrelevant, given how much malicious activity on social network sites is directed towards people the offending user knows in real life and, in many cases, the perpetrator therefore resides within the same jurisdiction as the victim, allowing for the latter to take legal action. Hampson’s case, by contrast, illustrates precisely how difficult it is to use purely legal means to rid sites like Facebook of trolls when Hampson’s was the only account, of many which posted similarly offensive content, that the Australian police were able to identify as within their jurisdiction.

Despite its limitations, cases like those of Drew, Raphael, and Hampson, clearly indicate that laws and lawsuits can play a non-trivial role in holding social network users accountable for certain types of misbehavior, specifically those which violate the legal statutes within the user’s jurisdiction. It is worth noting, however, that the role of the courts is deeply tied to and dependent on the involvement of the other
two points of control discussed above: the owning company and the individual users. Each of the three cases discussed in this chapter illustrates that dependence in a different way. In Drew’s case, it was necessary for another MySpace user to come forward and identify Drew as the creator of the profile for Josh Evans in order for her to be brought to trial. For Raphael to be found guilty of defamation, the court relied on IP address and activity logs provided by Facebook, and identifying Hampson as the troll Dale Angerer required obtaining similar logs from Facebook though, since Hampson pleaded guilty, the charges rested less entirely on the Facebook-provided data.

Since social network sites are intended in many ways to mimic the social accountability structures of the physical world, it is perhaps not surprising that the legal enforcement structures have become more concerned with such sites than they have with many other online communities. Second Life griefers, after all, have rarely (if ever) found themselves in court even though their actions are roughly comparable to those of Facebook trolls like Hampson. In part, this discrepancy may stem from the greater anonymity of communities like Second Life, which makes the direct attribution needed for a court case more difficult to achieve. However, in some sense, Linden Lab possesses as much information, if not more, about its customers than Facebook since Linden can also trace account activity to specific IP addresses and, furthermore, collects credit card information for many of its users. An alternative explanation might be that the types of misbehavior witnessed in Second Life are generally regarded as less serious than the cyberbullying and harassment seen on Facebook. But this distinction is rather arbitrary and largely unfounded since, excepting cases like Meier’s where one user’s actions appeared to cause a suicide, the consequences of much of the harassment and trolling on Facebook seem fairly comparable to those of the griefing activities in Second Life. Fundamentally, it seems, there may be something about the inherent function and structure of social network sites and the ways in which these virtual worlds so closely mimic social elements of the physical world that drives users to try to apply to the virtual domain one of the primary accountability mechanisms available to them in the physical world: the rule of law.

Because social network sites do, in fact, belong to the virtual rather than the physical world, there are a number of ways social network members can protect their anonymity and increase their chances of avoiding legal charges—whether by masking their IP address, using public computers to access the sites, or keeping their actions secret from others. It is possible that current members wishing to engage in malicious activity on social network sites will learn from the mistakes of users like Drew, Raphael, and Hampson, rendering legal recourse an increasingly ineffective accountability mechanism in this area. However, it is perhaps equally likely that social network sites and their users will instead move in the direction of an even deeper embedding within real-life social relationships, as their services and user bases continue to develop and expand, possibly making legal regulations and enforcements even more applicable and relevant.
5.8 Identity Aggregation & the Future of Accountability on Social Networks

The continued growth and popularity of social networking sites indicate that they will play an important role in shaping the future of the Internet, but it remains uncertain what the future of accountability mechanisms on these sites will look like. Examining the cases of Drew, Raphael, and Hampson, in turn, can lead to very different conclusions about what direction social network accountability mechanisms are headed in. While the decision in USA v. Lori Drew implies that company-drafted Terms of Service agreements, supported by the force of law, may be the crucial element in enforcing behavioral norms, the case of Applause Store Productions Ltd and Matthew Firsht v. Grant Raphael suggests that IP addresses and user activity logs may instead be the key to holding users accountable for their actions on social network sites. By contrast, the case of R v. Hampson, in which only one of many trolls is held accountable for his actions, implies that the impact of lawsuits in this realm may be becoming negligible.

This chapter has discussed three primary points of control on social network sites. First, there are the owning and operating companies, which can dictate terms of service, shut down user accounts, and trace all activity back to specific accounts and IP addresses. Second, individual end-users can establish and maintain the virtual communities' social norms, block other members they find particularly offensive and, in more extreme cases, report these users to the controlling company or bring them to court. Finally, legal and legislative bodies can enact and enforce laws pertaining to the abuse of these social network applications, so long as the actual identities of the offending users can be satisfactorily established. Importantly, the success of the accountability mechanisms employed by any one of these three control points relies heavily on the involvement of the others. Facebook can design its site to encourage certain social behaviors and norms but their enforcement will depend on the end-users. Those same users can block and report other members but only if provided with the technical tools to do so by Facebook. Similarly, lawsuits concerning social network misbehavior depend on individual users filing and testifying at them, as well as, in many cases, IP logs provided by the site's owner.

This interdependence suggests that all three points of control may continue to operate, at least in some fashion, into the future but the interplay between them and relative power are likely to shift as social network sites continue to evolve. One trend that does seem to be emerging in recent years is the aggregation of multiple online identities into single social network-based profiles. More and more, through services like Facebook Connect and Google accounts, individuals are using the identities they've created on social network sites to access and comment on other types of online applications, ranging from newspaper and entertainment sites to online merchants. For users, this sort of account aggregation, discussed in greater detail in chapter 9, can have the benefit of greater convenience—fewer passwords and usernames to remember—and also allow them to view items, comments, or articles that have been purchased, written, or flagged by their friends. Some have also praised the
way in which extending social network profiles to other applications has seemed to increase the accountability of, and therefore improve behavior on, these other types of websites, as well. Or, as McCracken (2011) put it: “When Silicon Valley blog TechCrunch dumped its commenting system for one that required readers to sign in with their Facebook credentials, the IQ of the average poster seemed to instantly jump by about 50 points.”

Some researchers have predicted that the links between social network profiles could be leveraged to even greater effect to improve the social norms and behavior of a wider variety of Internet applications. For instance, Donath and Boyd (2004, p. 81) write:

> It is possible to imagine a scenario in which social networking software plays an increasingly important role in our lives. For instance, e-mail is becoming increasingly unusable as spam fills inboxes, keeping one step ahead of the filtering heuristics. Perhaps a social network based filter is the solution—e-mail from your connections would always go through, and perhaps from the next degree out. Anyone else would need to go through a chain of connections to reach your inbox (or at least, to reach it with the seal of approved non-junk).

Aggregating online identities in this manner does have costs to end users, most notably it can make it increasingly difficult for users to maintain a diverse set of unrelated online identities to correspond with the diverse set of Internet applications available. This can be particularly problematic for users who wish to maintain and manage “multiple online presentations of self” (DiMicco & Millen, 2007). Concerns about privacy notwithstanding, though, this trend towards identity integration through social network profiles hints at the dominating role these identities may have online in years to come and the crucial importance and increasingly widespread applicability and relevance of the accountability mechanisms associated with them. If social network identities are to become one of the dominant identity schemes of the Internet, crossing over many different applications, it will be all the more important to have effective and appropriately flexible accountability mechanisms built into them.
Chapter 6

Yelp

It’s a 75 dollar flat fee to sit down in this place. I ordered the Pork Ravioli. First off, is this a restaurant for anorexics? because the portion sizes are for hobbits. How did it taste? BLEH! ... heed my words and do NOT step into this greedy deception they call a restaurant.

—Review of restaurant Anella on Yelp.com by user James D.

When Blair Papagni saw this online review of her New York restaurant, she immediately contacted popular review site Yelp.com and asked them to remove it, explaining that the restaurant she owns neither charges a $75 fee to seat customers nor offers pork ravioli on its menu. Yelp ultimately denied Papagni’s request, responding that they would leave the review up because it “appears to reflect the personal experience and opinions of the reviewer.” Despite this refusal, identifying and filtering out falsified reviews has become increasingly crucial to review aggregation sites like Yelp and Amazon as the influence of their ratings on consumer behavior grows steadily and companies consequently develop more schemes for inflating their own online reputations or besmirching those of their competitors with fake reviews (Kludt, 2011). Like e-mail, online applications that collect user reviews can suffer from traditional commercial spam postings, also referred to as “disruptive opinion spam.” This type of disruptive spam, consisting primarily of advertisements, questions, and other irrelevant or non-opinion text, can be irritating to users but it is relatively easy for sites like Yelp to detect and delete (Ott, Choi, Cardie, & Hancock, 2011). A more difficult problem for these sites is how to deal with “deceptive opinion spam,” or false reviews that have been deliberately authored to seem authentic. Yelp, like Wikipedia, is concerned with trying to verify the accuracy of the massive volume of information provided by its users, but unlike Wikipedia, there is no objectively correct information that user entries can be checked against. Identifying a fake restaurant review on Yelp, in other words, is a considerably harder and more subjective proposition than detecting factually inaccurate Wikipedia entries.

On its surface, Papagni’s outrage over a few negative jabs about her restaurants portion sizes and prices may seem disproportionate to the seriousness of the offense, but while fake online reviews may at first seem like a trivial problem they are a signif-
significant and growing concern for businesses and review sites alike. From the perspective of the companies whose products and services are reviewed online, the ratings and comments provided on the most popular review sites can have a major impact on business. One recent study of restaurants in Washington found that a one-star increase in Yelp rating led to between a 5 and 9 percent increase in revenue (Luca, 2011), thus businesses have clear economic incentives for trying to boost their own online ratings above those of their competitors. This happens most often in the form of companies paying people either to write glowing reviews of their business and products or to write damningly negative reviews of their competitors, or both. As the influence of online review sites increases, so too does the demand for fake reviews, to the point where micro-employment services like Mechanical Turk, Craigslist, and Fiverr are flooded with advertisements by people offering to write them, as shown in Figure 6-1, and University of Illinois computer science professor Bing Liu estimates that as many as 30 percent of online reviews may be fake for especially competitive services and products (Weise, 2011). One February 2012 post on Craigslist, shown
in Figure 6-2, explicitly solicits Yelp users to post fake reviews, requiring that all interested applications verify that they have active Yelp accounts and a history of

Get paid to write

Date: 2012-02-07, 2:00PM EST
Reply to: tabgg-2839478486@pgs.craigslist.org [Errors when replying to ads?]

Social Networking company seeking active YELP com users to help build brand image for clients.

The job is simple and works like this:

1) Verify that you have an active Yelp account and you have a history of reviews. (a simple link to your profile is fine)

2) We send you a company that needs a review

3) you write review and notify us once it's live

4) We send you a check or you pick up cash

That's it! If you are interested please contact us and be sure to give us a link to your profile.

- it's NOT ok to contact this poster with services or other commercial interests
- Compensation: TBD

PostingID: 2839478486

Figure 6-2: A February 2012 Craigslist posting offering to pay Yelp users for posting false reviews.
reviews on the site.

With the credibility and usefulness of their reviews at stake, sites like Yelp have taken steps to implement filtering algorithms and remove the false reviews they flag but these efforts have met with mixed success. Yelp spokesman Vince Sollitto told The New York Times: “Our job is to find and filter out fake reviews … At the same time we let our audience know that this system isn’t perfect. Some legitimate content might get filtered and some illegitimate content might sneak through. We’re working hard at it. It’s a tough one” (Segal, 2011). One of the most effective methods of mitigating these fake reviews has nothing to do with Yelp’s sophisticated filtering algorithms, however. Hinted at in the specifications required by the social networking company on Craigslist, this protection lies in the way Yelp users build up their online identities and establish reputations within the site. Yelp’s reputational mechanisms are not fool-proof; it is still possible to solicit established Yelpers to write fake reviews (as the Craigslist ad explicitly does) but it does pose significant obstacles to those wishing to game the system and, perhaps even more importantly, it allows users to individually assess the authors of reviews they read and decide how credible and relevant those authors’ opinions are to their own preferences. This chapter will focus on Yelp’s reputation system, examining how it is implemented, the ways in which it benefits Yelp as well as Yelp users, possible threats to its integrity, and its overall impacts on account discardability and user accountability.

6.1 The Role of Online Reputation Systems: Sanctioning and Signaling

Online reputation systems were originally developed not for review sites but for commercial Internet applications, where users were purchasing items from strangers and worried about how they should decide whether to trust these unknown sellers. In particular, buyers were concerned that they might pay for a product or service but never actually receive it from the seller and have no recourse for holding that seller accountable without knowing his identity. Schneier (2006) points out that “In an anonymous commerce system – where the buyer does not know who the seller is and vice versa—it’s easy for one to cheat the other. This cheating, even if only a minority engaged in it, would quickly erode confidence in the marketplace.”

6.1.1 eBay & The Origins of Online Reputation

In response to these concerns about unknown buyers and sellers cheating each other, auction website eBay instituted a reputation system that allowed users to provide feedback about their transactions with other users. After two users completed an auction, the buyer and the seller could each rate the other as either a +1 (positive), 0 (neutral), or a -1 (negative) and also leave a brief comment about their experience. Users were only allowed to enter these rankings after successfully completed auctions, and eBay then calculated reputation scores based on how many positive rankings a user had gotten, minus the negative rankings they had received. This score was then
automatically displayed on each user’s auction page, along with individual comments and a more detailed breakdown of the rankings over time. New users entered the site with a reputation score of zero, and were denoted by a small sunglasses icon displayed next to their username during the first month of their membership; thus, users who decided to discard their old identities due to negative reputations were forced to start over entirely and build a new reputation from scratch (Resnick, Zeckhauser, Swanson, & Lockwood, 2003). This reputation system allowed sellers to retain their anonymity online while still enabling them to persuade buyers that they could be trusted. Schneier (2006) notes, “eBay’s feedback system doesn’t work because there’s a traceable identity behind that anonymous nickname. eBay’s feedback system works because each anonymous nickname comes with a record of previous transactions attached, and if someone cheats someone else then everybody knows it.”

Studies of eBay’s system demonstrated clearly that the seller ratings impacted how successful their business was on eBay as well as what prices they could charge. Resnick et al. (2003) estimated that established sellers with strong positive reputations could charge prices that were roughly 8.1 percent higher prices than new sellers offering the same merchandise. The researchers concluded that “eBay’s public reputation scores play a significant role in the marketplace, and ... virtually all significant sellers have strong reputations. In our controlled experiment, a seller with a strong reputation received a price premium, even holding constant quality of goods, skill at listing, and responsiveness to inquiries.” In other words, the online reputations mattered; the positive rankings from other users were worth something—in financial terms—to the eBay sellers. More importantly, eBay’s model demonstrated that it was possible to effectively recreate in an online context two crucial elements of reputation that we rely on in the real world: a history of past interactions and an expectation that that history will influence our future interactions.

### 6.1.2 The Shadow of the Future

When we develop real-world relationships with other people, trust usually develops over time, based on two key features. First, we can decide how much we trust other people based on our shared history of past interactions. Second, we are encouraged to trust others by our conviction that how they behave now will affect our future interactions—good behavior will likely be reciprocated at some point while there may be retaliation for any malicious behavior. Political scientist Robert Axelrod terms this phenomenon the “shadow of the future” and argues that this shadow effectively constrains people’s present behavior because of the expectation that this behavior will influence their future interactions with others (Resnick, Kuwabara, Zeckhauser, & Friedman, 2000). The eBay reputation system provided users with both of these features: a history of the past interactions of complete strangers and a confidence that sellers would be unlikely to cheat or defraud them for fear that such an action would negatively affect their ranking and thereby influence their ability to sell more items in the future. Resnick et al. (2003, p. 80) explain: “Because people know that their behavior today will affect their ability to transact in the future, not only with their current partner but with unknown others as well, opportunistic behavior is de-
terred. Moreover, less reliable players are discouraged from joining the marketplace.” In other words, reputation schemes can allow users to make reasonable, instantaneous assessments about how much they could trust complete strangers.

In some respects, online applications like eBay and Yelp have even been able to improve on standard notions of reputation. Although the anonymous identities and lack of face-to-face interaction are obvious drawbacks of establishing reputations in cyberspace, Internet markets also have some advantages in this arena. It is relatively cheap and easy for websites to continuously collect and aggregate new data about their users, including comments and rankings from other users as well as objective statistics about how long someone has been a member, how many interactions they’ve completed, and more. Additionally, it is equally cheap and easy to share that information with all of the site’s viewers. By contrast, assembling that much information for real-world businesses and transmitting it to millions of individuals would be a much more expensive and time-intensive process. “The Internet can vastly accelerate and add structure to the process of capturing and distributing information,” Resnick et al. (2000, p. 47) write of online reputation systems, adding that “the same technology facilitating market-style interaction among strangers also facilitates the sharing of reputations that maintain trust.”

6.1.3 Moral Hazard & Adverse Selection

Though all reputation systems aim to help users assess each other in the context of different online communities, these reputational mechanisms come in many varied forms and can serve several different purposes, depending on the functions and characteristics of the Internet applications they are designed for. Two overarching problems they can be used to address in online applications are moral hazard and adverse selection. Moral hazard occurs when actors take undue risks because they do not bear the full negative consequences of their actions. For instance, people with health insurance might not take measures to avoid injury knowing that they will not bear the costs of their medical care. Similarly, in an online setting, a seller on eBay might decide not to send a purchased product to a buyer after receiving payment for it, since, in the absence of any reputation system, the seller would bear no cost for this fraudulent behavior. As illustrated by the eBay example, online reputation systems can mitigate the problem of moral hazard by sanctioning actors for their misbehavior, effectively imposing costs on their actions that would otherwise have been borne by others. Thus, if eBay sellers expect that cheating their customers will diminish their future sale volume by damaging their online reputation, thereby losing them more money in the long-term than they gain from it in short-term, they are less likely to engage in morally hazardous behavior.

Similarly, many online applications are at risk for adverse selection, in which users have access to asymmetric information so they cannot differentiate between good and bad products or services being offered, and therefore the bad products (which can be offered at lower prices) end up driving the good ones out of the market. In e-commerce, adverse selection issues arise when buyers are unable to assess the quality of multiple competing products (e.g., electronics) or opinions (i.e., reviews) being
offered on a site. Reputation systems can help solve the information asymmetries that cause adverse selection by providing signals to users about the quality of the products or opinions they are trying to assess. These signals can take a variety of different forms, ranging from online reviews of digital cameras that help customers assess the quality of those cameras to information about the authors of those reviews (e.g., how many other reviews they've written) that help other users assess the reliability and quality of the opinions they are reading. In other words, publishing user reviews and publishing statistics about the reviewers are two different ways of trying to address the information asymmetries that confront online users by using reputation systems as signaling mechanisms.

Yelp addresses both moral hazard and adverse selection concerns by publishing user-written reviews about many different businesses along with a great deal of reputational information about its users, ranging from how long they've been Yelp members, to how many reviews they have written, to the frequency with which they assign each star rating, to the number of other users who have judged their reviews to be helpful. This information is contained in detailed user profiles, as shown in Figure 6-3. The reviews themselves help prevent moral hazard at businesses, like restaurants, where customers who receive poor service or subpar meals will still be expected to pay full price at the end of the meal. However, the risk that restaurants might be subject to moral hazard and cut corners knowing their customers would still have to pay is mitigated by the restaurants’ fear that dissatisfied customers will write negative reviews and adversely affect their future business. Additionally, Yelp reviews help users identify good and bad restaurants, alleviating the information asymmetries about restaurant quality that might cause adverse selection. Thus, Yelp reviews serve as both a potential sanction to proprietors in the event of poor service and also as signals to customers about which businesses they should and should not frequent.

In addition to these functions of helping users identify good businesses and enjoy good service at them, Yelp’s reputation system addresses the moral hazard and adverse selection problems inherent in the reviewing process itself. For instance, moral hazard could be a problem for reviewers who believe there will be no costs to themselves for authoring falsely positive or negative reviews; however, their online reputations could suffer from giving too many one- or five-star reviews (a metric that is often cause for reviews being filtered out of Yelp) or from other users labeling their reviews as inaccurate or unhelpful. Similarly, information asymmetries could prevent readers from distinguishing the quality and reliability of any given user’s reviews, but the reputational data helps mitigate the risks of adverse selection regarding which reviews to trust. Thus, the reputational data published about Yelp users can serve as both a sanction for misbehaving reviewers and also a signal to other users about that reviewer’s reliability.

Yelp’s reputation system is not just valuable as a sanctioning and signaling mechanism, however, it also serves another, distinct function in helping users find businesses and reviewers that will most closely match their own personal preferences. After all, not everyone likes the same restaurants and part of the value of Yelp is not just the ability to see overall rankings of businesses but to search for specific features, from cuisine style to price category, that suit the desires of a given user. Similarly, users
may decide which reviews to trust based on how much they feel they have in common with certain reviewers, either based on those reviewers' ratings of other restaurants, their review-writing styles, their self descriptions, or the characteristics of businesses that they single out for discussion in their reviews. In other words, Yelp's reputational profiles can serve as a sanctions, signals, and customization tools to help individual users match their preferences to those of specific other reviewers.

6.2 Benefits of Reputation Systems

There are many advantages to reputation systems from the perspective of end-users, who can use them to more easily and reliably assess the quality of products or opinions as well as enjoy online prestige of their own by building up strong reputations. Such
mechanisms are also increasingly valuable to application owners and operators looking
to build trust between users, filter out lower-quality information, match users who
vary in their interests and tastes, and establish user loyalty to their applications

Based on an application designer’s priorities, a reputation system can emphasize
different combinations of these four functions—trust-building, filtering, matching, and
user lock-in—depending on what reputational data is collected and how it is displayed
to other users. For instance, establishing trust between buyers and sellers was the
primary goal of eBay’s reputation system. This motivated the simple numerical scor-
ing system for transactions, based on the underlying assumption that the qualities of
a reliable seller were generally objective and shared by all buyers and therefore did
not require extensive detailed comments for more personalized matching of buyers
and sellers (the comments shared by users about each other were limited to one line
in length). Review aggregation sites like Yelp, however, emphasize the filtering and
matching functions in the design of their reputation systems by encouraging users
to evaluate the quality of other users’ reviews and soliciting longer, more detailed
textual input from reviewers while de-emphasizing the importance of individual num-
erical rankings. These strategies align well with their main priorities of being able to
distinguish between higher and lower quality reviews and helping users find products
and services that most closely match their own tastes and preferences. By contrast,
reputation systems for gaming applications like World of Warcraft and Xbox Live
are designed with a greater focus on matching players together and establishing user
loyalty and retention in the highly competitive environment of online games.

User lock-in can be a particularly strong incentive for designers to include reputa-
tion mechanisms in their applications. Since reputations are usually tied to specific
application, users who have built up established reputations within an application like
Yelp are less likely to defect to a competing site where they would have to start all
over again building up their reputations. Besides reducing user attrition, individuals’
reluctance to constantly create new reputations from scratch can also be a powerful
means of making their online identities less discardable. However, while users with
positive reputations may take care not to misbehave in any ways which could jeopardy-
dize their established credentials, those who have negative reputations have nothing
to lose by jettisoning their current identities and starting over with fresh ones. This
is just one of several user activities that can undermine the effectiveness and utility
of anonymous reputation systems.

6.3 Risks of Reputation Systems: Whitewashing,
Sybils, and Lying

To operate effectively, a reputation system must exhibit at least three properties, not
all of which are easily replicated in cyberspace. First, such a system must have long-
lived entities or identities that carry an expectation of future interaction with others
in order to inspire the “shadow of the future” effect. Second, the system must collect
and distribute feedback about current interactions, and finally, that feedback must be used to inform future interactions and guide trust decisions between users (Resnick et al., 2000). As discussed earlier, Internet applications have some advantages over the reputation systems in the physical world when it comes to the latter two properties—it is much simpler and more reliable to aggregate and display large volumes of user feedback to a broad audience online than it is by word of mouth. However, the discardability of Internet identities makes the first criteria much more challenging to meet for application designers and can pose a serious threat to the integrity of online reputation systems.

Applications like eBay and Yelp run the risk that users who rack up extremely negative reputations—either by cheating customers in online auctions or writing falsified reviews—will simply create new accounts and shed their old negative reputational data, a process known as “whitewashing” (Friedman, Resnick, & Sami, 2007). As in other Internet applications, if it is completely costless to create a new identity—and thereby a new reputation—on Yelp, the reputational information provided becomes much less meaningful and the users much less accountable. Another, related threat to the effectiveness of online reputation systems is the possibility of an individual user creating hundreds of “sybils,” or ghost identities, for the sole purpose of boosting the reputation of their primary identity. On Yelp, this phantom feedback problem could manifest either as a reviewer creating multiple accounts to boost the usefulness ratings of their own reviews or as a business owner creating accounts to lavish glow reviews on their own business (Friedman et al., 2007). Phantom feedback overlaps to a certain extent with a third serious threat to reputation systems: false feedback, in which users provide incorrect feedback either because they are being paid by a third party to propagate a specific opinion or because they have other incentives to lie. Whitewashing reputations, phantom feedback, and false feedback can greatly undermine the effectiveness and utility of online reputation systems; however, application designers can (and do) mitigate the consequences of all three of these problems by carefully crafting reputation systems that are specifically suited to the purposes of their application and resilient to anticipated forms of user manipulation.

To combat whitewashing, reputation systems can either require unique identities by individuals, so that they cannot create multiple accounts, or impose some cost—financial or otherwise—on the creation of new identities. Friedman et al. (2007) have proposed a system of unreplaceable pseudonyms, or “once-in-a-lifetime identifiers,” intended to prevent individual users from creating multiple accounts within a reputation system. They suggest issuing an anonymous certificate to each user containing a single identifier that is unrelated to the user’s real identity but can be used to prevent that person from creating more than one account in the same reputation system. Such a system would greatly diminish the risks of whitewashing and phantom feedback, but would also require the establishment of a trusted third party for issuing certificates and potentially pose some concerns about the anonymity of the proposed once-in-a-lifetime identifiers.

In the absence of certificate-based unreplaceable pseudonyms, which most online reputation systems have not adopted thus far, the only remaining means of tackling whitewashing and phantom feedback is to impose some cost on users creating new identities. It is generally easier and cheaper for users to create accounts and post reviews than for businesses to create accounts and provide reviews. To make it more costly for businesses to create and post reviews, some systems impose a cost of time. In this case, businesses are less likely to create accounts and post reviews that will result in permanent reputational damage. However, the cost of time is not always feasible for businesses to bear, and businesses that are willing to pay the cost of time are still able to create accounts and post reviews.

Another approach to mitigating the effects of phantom feedback is to require businesses to provide proof of their identity. This can be done by requiring businesses to provide a business license or other official identification. This approach is effective because businesses are less likely to create accounts and post reviews without providing proof of their identity. However, this approach can also be ineffective because businesses are still able to provide false identity information, and businesses that are able to provide false identity information are still able to create accounts and post reviews.

Yet another approach to mitigating the effects of phantom feedback is to require businesses to provide a minimum number of reviews. This approach is effective because businesses are less likely to create accounts and post reviews without providing a minimum number of reviews. However, this approach can also be ineffective because businesses are still able to provide false reviews, and businesses that are able to provide false reviews are still able to create accounts and post reviews.

Finally, another approach to mitigating the effects of phantom feedback is to require businesses to provide a minimum number of reviews that are not false. This approach is effective because businesses are less likely to create accounts and post reviews without providing a minimum number of reviews that are not false. However, this approach can also be ineffective because businesses are still able to provide false reviews, and businesses that are able to provide false reviews are still able to create accounts and post reviews.

In conclusion, reputation systems can be effective in mitigating the risks of whitewashing and phantom feedback by requiring unique identities, imposing some cost on users creating new identities, and requiring businesses to provide proof of their identity. However, these approaches are not always feasible, and businesses are still able to create accounts and post reviews that result in permanent reputational damage. Therefore, reputation systems must be designed to be resilient to anticipated forms of user manipulation.
accounts. For instance, new users can be forced to “pay their dues” for a certain period of time, until their reputations are deemed sufficiently established to be considered trustworthy. “Game-theory analysis demonstrates that there are inherent limitations to the effectiveness of reputation systems when participants are allowed to start over with new names,” write Resnick et al. (2000, p. 48). “In particular, newcomers (those with no feedback) should always be distrusted until they have somehow paid their dues, either through an entry fee or by accepting more risk or worse prices while developing their reputations,” they conclude. Review site Angie’s List, which serves a similar function as Yelp in aggregating user reviews, takes the approach of charging its users an annual subscription fee of roughly $60 to read and write reviews on its site. Though its business model stands in stark contrast to Yelp’s, which does not charge users any fees, Angie’s List has also enjoyed considerable success, with more than one million paying users (Lieber, 2012). Unlike Yelp, which focuses primarily on reviews of bars and restaurants, Angie’s List specializes in reviews of “high-cost-of-failure” businesses, such as home remodeling and medical services, where a reliable recommendation is most critically important to consumers. In these cases, users may be reassured by the knowledge that, although they cannot view the names of the reviewers on Angie’s List, the website has a record of every user’s real name and credit card information. The site itself lauded this lack of total anonymity in its 2011 securities filing, writing, “The anonymity of the Internet renders it inherently susceptible to outright manipulation by unscrupulous service providers and unhappy customers, so consumers have limited means for discerning which information they should trust” (Lieber, 2012).

Yelp users, who have less to fear from reading an inaccurate review of a restaurant, tolerate a fairly high degree of anonymity, however, instead relying on the site’s reputational metrics to discern which reviewers they can trust. The site itself is actively engaged in trying to regulate user behavior using this same reputation information. Indeed, although the specific criteria for Yelp’s filtering algorithm are kept secret by the company to prevent users from manipulating their reviews to evade the filter, Yelp has stated that the primary focus of the algorithm is how well established a reviewer’s reputation is. Lowe (2010), Yelp’s Director of Outreach & Public Policy, explained in a posting on the company’s blog that the site’s filtering algorithm “syndicates established users’ reviews from their user pages onto business pages. This automated process sometimes creates the perception that reviews are being deleted and re-added over time; what’s actually happening is users are becoming more-or-less established over time.” In other words, Yelp uses some of the same elements of its reputation system that prevent whitewashing and sybil accounts to also identify and filter out false feedback, by targeting users with less well established reputations. Notably, in spite of its paying users, false feedback is also a concern for Angie’s List, which employs a team devoted to investigating “problematic reviews” through algorithms and human intervention (Lieber, 2012).

Researchers have identified other methods of detecting fake online reviews, besides a reviewer’s reputation. One 2011 study was able to develop an automated classifier that could correctly identify nearly 90 percent of fabricated hotel reviews based solely on linguistic cues. For instance, Ott et al. (2011) noted, “We find increased first person
singular to be among the largest indicators of deception, which we speculate is due to
our deceivers attempting to enhance the credibility of their reviews by emphasizing
their own presence in the review.” Ott told Bloomberg Businessweek that truthful
reviews were much more likely to describe the physical space of the hotel using specific
nouns and adjectives. “Since spammers weren’t familiar with the look of the hotel,
they spent more time talking about themselves, the reasons they went on a trip, and
their traveling companions,” Ott explained, adding that “the word ‘husband’ is very
indicative of deception” (Weise, 2011).

Combining linguistic cues with reputational data is essential for identifying false
feedback in reputation systems because, as reputation systems become more robust,
retailers are developing sneakier ways to game them. Where once a chef might just
have created dozens of accounts himself to write five-star reviews of his restaurant,
business owners are beginning to understand the importance of soliciting these pos-
itive reviews from customers or other people, with more established online reputa-
tions, and have begun offering up to $80 for reviews from trusted Yelp users who had
achieved the site’s “Elite status,” it’s highest reputational distinction (Weise, 2011).
Some retailers have even experimented with offering their customers price rebates in
exchange for their posting online reviews. An English hotel, The Cove, reportedly
gave its customers a 10 percent discount for posting “honest but positive” reviews
of the hotel on popular travel site TripAdvisor (Streitfeld, 2011). More recently,
the company VIP Deals drew the attention of the U.S. Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) for offering customers who purchased its Kindle e-reader cases a full refund
in exchange for writing a review of its product on Amazon. In the letter offering
customers this refund, the company hinted strongly at what type of reviews it was
looking for, writing: “We strive to earn 100 percent perfect ‘FIVE-STAR’ scores from
you!” Notably, the scheme was successful, with The New York Times reporting that,
by the time the rebate offer ended in late January 2012, the VIP Deals Kindle case
was “receiving the sort of acclaim once reserved for the likes of Kim Jong-il. Hun-
threds of reviewers proclaimed the case a marvel, a delight, exactly what they needed
to achieve bliss. And definitely worth five stars” (Streitfeld, 2012).

FTC associate director for advertising practices Mary Engle said the FTC was
“very concerned” about the ethics of offering incentives for positive reviews, noting
that, “Advertising disguised as editorial is an old problem, but it’s now presenting
itself in different ways.” Still, while federal regulators may be able to impose some
measures to discourage such behavior, given the prevalence of the problem and the
international nature of Internet application users, the primary burden of identifying
and sanctioning false feedback is likely to continue to fall on the application opera-
tors who design and maintain reputation systems. Amazon has its own program to
encourage more high-quality product reviews on its site by inviting selected users to
join its Amazon Vine program and become “Vine Voices” (the rough equivalent of
Yelp’s elite status). Vine Voices are “selected based on the trust they have earned
in the Amazon community for writing accurate and insightful reviews” as indicated
primarily by the number of helpful votes they receive from other users, according to
Amazon. These selected reviewers are given free advance products to review and their
reviews, like those posted by Yelp elite users, are designated with a special symbol
indicating the status of the reviewer. Though retailers do pay Amazon for the privilege of being able to release advance products to Vine Voices, the primary function of the program is to generate high-quality reviews for the site, not to make money, Amazon vice president Jeff Belle asserts (Springen, 2009).

6.4 Persistent Online Persona

Yelp’s reputation system serves multiple functions within the application; it is a means of sanctioning misbehaving users for false or unhelpful reviews, a means of signaling to other users the reliability of reviewers as well as how closely reviewers’ individual tastes and preferences match those of the readers, a means of rendering user identities less easily discardable by forcing reviewers to invest time and energy in building up their reputations, and finally, a means of filtering out potentially fake or unreliable reviews from less well established users. The combination of these effects can be a powerful tool for promoting accountability online in a purely pseudonymous system, without tying Internet identities back to their real-world counterparts. In other words, reputation systems are an important component of several applications within the “anonymous-and-accountable” quadrant of the anonymity-accountability axes since, as (Donath, 1999, p. 54) points out, “in an electronic environment in which pseudonyms are prevalent, only the sanctions that do not require a connection to the real world are practical.”

Still, some researchers have raised concerns about how anonymous such reputational mechanisms can be, when they are based on the ongoing collection of data about an individual. Bethencourt, Shi, and Song (2010) have argued that “in all such systems, a user is linked by their pseudonym to a history of their messages or other activities . . . recent work has shown that very little prior information about an individual is necessary to match them to their pseudonym. Building a truly private forum requires abandoning the notion of persistent identities.” To protect anonymity more strongly within reputation systems, this research team proposed a system of encrypted “signatures of reputation” that could be used to sign users’ opinions or feedback but, instead of verifying their identities like a standard digital signature, these reputation signatures would instead only verify the reputational data associated with the author. Such a scheme, they suggest, could allow application designers and users to derive many of the benefits of existing reputation systems while providing much stronger anonymity protections to end users. Bethencourt et al. (2010) write:

We might imagine an anonymous message board in which every post stands alone—not even associated with a pseudonym. Users would rate posts based on whether they are helpful or accurate, collect reputation from other users’ ratings, and annotate or sign new posts with the collected reputation. Other users could then judge new posts based on the author’s reputation while remaining unable to identify the earlier posts from which it was derived. Such a forum would allow effective filtering of
spam and highlighting of quality information while providing an unprece-
dented level of user privacy.

However, it is not clear that such a signature-based reputation system would en-
able users or application designers to enjoy any of the matching functionalities of
identity-based reputation systems, like Yelp’s, that help users assess how well suited
feedback would be to their personal preferences. Eliminating the user identities as-
sociated with online reputations and replacing them solely with aggregated reputa-
tion data might also diminish users’ ability to build ties to other members of online
communities and develop trust relationships with them. As Goffman (1959, p. 75)
observes, belonging to a society requires stability of self-presentation and “standard-
maintaining routines.” He notes that “a status, a position, a social place is not a
material thing, to be possessed and then displayed; it is a pattern of appropriate con-
duct, coherent, embellished, and well articulated.” The power of online reputation
systems lies in their ability to establish these distinct and persistent personae in cy-
erspace, where identities are often too transient and discardable to be meaningful.
In doing so, reputation systems can bolster many elements of Internet application
communities, by building trust between individual end-users and ensuring that they
can be held accountable for their online actions, even when they act anonymously.
Chapter 7

Design Patterns for Identity
Investment-Privilege Trade-offs

Whether one is for or against anonymity online, a design decision bearing
on it, made first as an engineering matter, can end up with major
implications for social interaction and regulation.

—Zittrain (2009, p. 33)

The case studies explored in the previous chapters highlight several observations
about the nature of Internet applications, including the rich diversity of forms they
take and functions they serve, as well as the equally rich diversity of ways in which
their intended functions can be abused or distorted by users to engage in malicious
behaviors ranging from harassment to fraud. The identity mechanisms employed by
these different applications reveal the complicated interplay between anonymity and
accountability in virtual identities and the variety of actors positioned at different
control points in each of these applications. Application designers, in particular,
have tremendous power to dictate what kinds of identities their users can create,
what degree of accountability and anonymity will be embedded in these identities,
and the ways in which other actors are—or are not—empowered to help hold their
users accountable. Yelp’s extensive reputational profiles, Second Life’s hierarchy of
paid and unpaid avatars, e-mail’s lack of user authentication, Mathew Firsht’s ability
to retrieve from Facebook the IP addresses of every computer that accessed his false
profile page—all of these features stem directly from the application’s architecture and
the decisions made by its designer. Implementing accountability at the application
layer means that application designers control, to a great extent, the means and
mechanisms by which Internet identities can and cannot be held accountable.

7.1 The Role of Application Design Patterns

The implications of this application-layer approach to accountability can be both
positive and negative. The primary benefit of this approach is that it enables design-
ers to tailor-make suitable accountability mechanisms for the specific functions and
technical architecture of their respective applications, rather than being subject to a single, one-size-fits-all network-layer approach to accountability. The sheer number of new and existing Internet applications highlights the importance of allowing for this diversity of accountability schemes, but it also suggests the potential negative ramifications of such a system of customized, application-specific mechanisms: the responsibility for implementing accountable identity schemes rests largely on the application designer, who may or may not pay attention to accountability and make appropriate design decisions regarding its implementation. In other words, the advantage of such an approach is that individual application designers are empowered to design accountable identity mechanisms but the disadvantage is that some of them likely won’t, either due to lack of interest or lack of knowledge, thereby leaving their applications vulnerable to rampant user misbehavior.

To help mitigate the drawbacks of relying on application designers to implement accountability themselves, the final chapters of this thesis present several design patterns specifically aimed at promoting user accountability in Internet applications. Describing the ongoing “tussles” in the Internet space between different stakeholders with opposing interests, Clark, Wroclawski, Sollins, and Braden (2005, p. 472) encourage this design pattern approach, writing: “If application designers want to preserve choice and end user empowerment, they should be given advice about how to design applications to achieve this goal . . . we should generate ‘application design guidelines’ that would help designers avoid pitfalls, and deal with the tussles of success.” The design guidelines laid out in this and subsequent chapters are drawn primarily from the earlier case studies of accountability mechanisms implemented in existing applications. They are intended to ease the burden that application-layer accountability places on application designers, by providing some background and initial guidance on different ways to embed accountability and anonymity in online identities, depending on the function, structure, and target user base of an application.

### 7.2 The Investment-Privilege Trade-Off

Suppose two Yelp users each post a review for the same new restaurant. One of the Yelpers has been a member of the site for nearly two years and has contributed more than 100 reviews of different businesses, many of which have been rated “useful” and “cool” by other users, and she recently achieved “elite” status on the site; her review is the first one listed on the restaurant’s Yelp page. The other user created her Yelp account one month ago and has only posted two reviews, neither of which have received any complimentary ratings; her review of the same restaurant is automatically filtered by Yelp’s algorithms and hidden from view on the restaurant’s main page.

Now, consider two Second Life avatars, one of whom owns a popular night club and maintains a careful list of other users who are banned from his club due to past transgressions, only allowing entry to avatars who have paid or verified accounts. He earns upwards of 10,000 Linden dollars (or roughly $40) per month by charging patrons for drinks and cover fees, easily turning a profit even after paying the monthly $9.95 account fee to Linden Lab. Another avatar is controlled by a free account holder
and occasionally wanders through the virtual world, exploring the different areas open
to the public and carrying on conversations with some of the other users he encounters,
but never purchasing any Linden dollars or participating in the Second Life economy.

Finally, recall the certified e-mail system that Yahoo and AOL experimented with
in 2006 when they announced that they would allow some bulk e-mails to bypass their
spam filters, so long as the sender (or sending company) was willing to pay them a
fraction of a penny per message. Under this system, larger, more successful organiza-
tions with sizable marketing budgets—including the White House and Target—were
able to pay to ensure that their messages would arrive in recipients’ inboxes, while
smaller or less profitable entities, like the liberal non-profit liberal advocacy group
MoveOn, protested that they were unable to afford the fees and therefore regularly
saw their mass mailings filtered as spam.

All three of these scenarios stem from the implementation of a common design
principle for accountability: a trade-off between a user’s investment in a given online
identity and the privileges associated with that identity. This trade-off centers on
the idea that individual end-users should be able to decide for themselves how much
they wish to invest in their online identities and the size of that investment will
then determine the privileges of that identity, within a given application. So a user
who invests heavily in an online identity—for instance, by spending money on it, or
spending time building up its reputation—will enjoy greater privileges than someone
who invests less in another identity for the same application. The basic underlying
idea is not unique to cyberspace, indeed it corresponds closely to the notion that “you
get what you pay for,” but it warrants particular attention when it comes to Internet
applications if only because “what you get” (i.e., privileges) and “what you pay”
(i.e., investments) can take such a wide variety of different forms. For instance, in
the Yelp example the user “investment” takes the form of time spent writing reviews
and using the site, while the associated “privileges” consist of features like elite status
and prime, highly visible placement of reviews towards the top of a company’s page.
The user who has invested lots of time in building her profile is rewarded with virtual
accolades from Yelp and fellow users, as well as the privilege of having her review
prominently featured for other users to see, while the other user who has made only a
minimal investment in her Yelp identity is, accordingly, denied the privilege of having
her review displayed at all on the company’s main page (filtered reviews can still be
accessed through a special link at the bottom of Yelp pages). In Second Life, the two
users are again distinguished by differing levels of investment in their avatars, however
this time it is a financial investment, not a time investment that matters most. The
paid account holder is granted the privilege of owning property and building a business
on it, as well as deciding which other users (or types of users) will be allowed to access
his property, while the avatar associated with the free account has no such privileges
due to the low investment. The certified e-mail example presents yet another model of
investment-privilege trade-offs; here, the investment is financial—though it is charged
per action (or rather, per e-mail) instead of the flat fee levied in Second Life—but
the privilege is more akin to that in Yelp, where companies who invest in certifying
their e-mail messages are guaranteed the ability to bypass e-mail service filters and
reach readers’ eyes, while those senders that do not invest as heavily in their e-mail
identities run the risk of having their mailings filtered as spam.

7.2.1 How the Trade-off Impacts Accountability

Before discussing other possible implementations of investment-privilege trade-offs, it is important to understand why this design pattern is relevant for increasing the accountability of online identities. The idea that a higher-paying consumer typically receives a better product is, after all, not generally associated with the accountability of either the buyer or the seller, but rather the positive correlation between the price of a good and its quality. This correlation between price and quality is also relevant to many Internet applications, specifically the commercial ones which charge user fees for premium versions of their products, but for Internet application designers the investment-privilege trade-off can also allow for a correlation between price and accountability of an online identity.

Users who pay a higher price for, or make a larger investment in, their online identities significantly reduce the discardability of those identities. They are therefore much more accountable than users who invest less in application identities, maintaining a high degree of discardability and, accordingly, minimal accountability. Thus, user investment in an online identity is closely correlated to the accountability of that identity. Furthermore, in many cases the privilege side of the trade-off can serve as a limiting factor on how much a given user can misbehave within the context of a certain application. For instance, users who have not been granted the privilege of bypassing an e-mail service's spam filters are much more limited in their ability to spam other users than senders whose messages also arrive in recipients' inboxes. Similarly, Second Life avatars who cannot own land or construct new buildings are, in some sense, constrained in how much havoc they can wreak since they are unable to change the physical properties or landscape of the virtual world in as substantive or permanent a fashion as the property-owning avatars. Yelp users whose reviews are routinely filtered or sorted to the bottom of a company's page are much less able to post influential fake reviews than those elite members whose postings are prominently displayed for all viewers to see. In all of these cases, greater privileges correspond to a greater potential for more damaging forms of misbehavior when these privileges are misused.

Thus, the investment-privilege trade-off can also be understood in some sense as an accountability-constraint trade-off, in which the users who can be held most accountable for their actions are the least constrained in their behavior, while those who are less accountable are offered fewer avenues for misbehavior. This is an important perspective to keep in mind when designing investment-privilege trade-off mechanisms both because it explains why this is an effective mechanism for increasing accountability of Internet identities and also because it informs what the most effective forms of investment and privilege are. Investments should not just be something that users are willing and able to spend, they should be something that implies reasonably accurately how discardable an identity is and, by extension, how accountable the associated user is. Similarly, privileges should not just be sufficiently enticing to elicit user payment, they should also be used to relax the constraints placed on
a user’s behavior. The following sections explore some of these different types of investments and privileges suited to various applications.

7.3 Investments

The challenge of transforming standard discardable, unaccountable online identities into costly, accountable ones motivated the discussion in chapter 2 of different types of user investment in their identities. Investments of either money or time in online identities can sometimes lead to more effective accountability mechanisms when they are incorporated into the model of investment-privilege trade-offs. This model can encompass monetary investment in identities, often in the form of a “freemium” business model, as well as time investments, implemented through reputation systems or initiation periods, and can even be tailored to deal with misbehaviors like spamming which are most easily distinguishable from acceptable application uses based on the frequency of an action (e.g., how many e-mails one sends) rather than the action itself (e.g., sending e-mail).

7.3.1 Financial Investments & Freemium Models

The Second Life and certified e-mail examples both illustrate how financial investments in online identities can be leveraged to determine a user’s privilege level. Bulk e-mail senders are given a choice between paying for their mailings to avoid the filters or taking their chances with an unpaid account. Second Life users are similarly given the option between paying for their avatars and enjoying the privileges of owning landing and building up property or, instead, using free avatars to explore and experience the virtual world in a more limited fashion. In this manner, applications can reap the accountability benefits—not to mention profits—of users making financial investments in their identities, while still avoiding some of the main pitfalls of asking users to pay money for accounts by making that payment optional for users who might not be able to afford the fee, or might wish to avoid linking that online identity with a credit card for reasons of privacy or anonymity. Many other online applications feature related two-tier systems in which they offer some basic services for free but require users to pay for “premium” accounts, giving rise to the “freemium” business model.

The term “freemium” was coined in 2006 by venture capitalist Fred Wilson, who conceived of it as an economic strategy to allow Internet services to simultaneously grow their user base and generate revenue (Pujol, 2010). Two common freemium models have arisen since then: feature-limited freemiums and time-limited freemiums. Feature-limited freemium applications provide additional capabilities (or features) to paying customers, while offering a more limited set of services to free account holders. For instance, Google’s popular e-mail service, Gmail, operates on a feature-limited freemium model: it is available for free with a limited amount of storage space but users who pay $50 per year for a premium account receive at least 10 GB of mail storage. Time-limited freemium models permit users to access the full version of
an application for a free trial period, but then require them to purchase an account if they wish to continue using it. Popular software suites like Microsoft Office and Adobe Photoshop adhere to this model, offering customers 60- and 30-day free trials, respectively.

Economic analysis of freemium models has shown they often increase social welfare over other business models (Niculescu & Wu, 2011). However, little attention has been paid to the accountability implications of the freemium model and the way in which it stratifies users based on the investments they have made in their identities for a given application, limiting the activity of those who are less invested in their online identities and are therefore also less accountable for their online actions.

Since it was designed as a business model rather than a tool for accountability, the freemium approach relies on exchanging premium capabilities for monetary investment. Shifting our focus to embedding accountability in these applications, rather than generating revenue for them, it is possible to imagine variations on this model that also incorporate the methods of time, or energy, investment on the part of the user.

### 7.3.2 Time Investments & Reputation Systems

Yelp provides us with a good example of how free online identities can be transformed into “costly” ones without charging users any fees but instead relying solely on how much time and energy they’ve invested in establishing their identities. Yelp extends its version of “premium privileges”—i.e., elite status and prominent placement of reviews—not to users who pay for them but rather to users who have invested sufficient time and energy in building up their Yelp profiles and reputations. A time investment model like Yelp’s has some clear advantages over monetary investment strategies: poorer users are not precluded entirely from receiving greater privileges, users are less likely to be discouraged from joining by fees, and users may be more likely to spend more time actually using an application knowing that that time is an investment towards greater status and privileges. Beyond these advantages, however, there are other reasons why a time investment system is a more effective tool for accountability than charging monetary fees would be for applications like Yelp.

The form of misbehavior Yelp is most concerned about damaging its site is fake or intentionally misleading reviews from paid authors or business owners themselves. In this case, charging users a fee for the privilege of placing their review more prominently could actually lead to more of this sort of misbehavior, since many businesses have already demonstrated that they are quite ready and willing to spend money on positive Yelp reviews by paying other people to write them. One can easily imagine a scenario in which charging users more money to put their review higher up on a business’ page would mean that most of the reviews listed first were posted by the business itself, or people it hired, rather than by legitimate users, who would probably be less willing to pay for the privilege of reviewing a restaurant. Therefore, in applications like Yelp where the anticipated malicious activity is likely to be driven by well-funded companies, charging fees for user privileges is much less likely to drive accountability than time investment models, and could even have the opposite effect.
of encouraging more rampant misbehavior. Paid review site Angie’s List addresses this risk by collecting users’ real names and providing these names to businesses who wish to respond to their reviewers, reducing (though by no means eliminating) the risk of fake reviews.

Malicious activity on the Internet runs the gamut from harmless irritations to more serious forms of harassment, impersonation, and even criminal activity. Developing an effective accountability mechanism requires identifying not just what kinds of misbehavior a given application might be subject to, but also who the likely perpetrators would be and what the best means of discouraging them might be, whether it's charging them money, or requiring that they spend extended periods of time developing online identity reputations, or something else entirely. Therefore, applications like Second Life that are mostly plagued by individual griefers who are unlikely to want to spend large sums of money on their online identities can use paid accounts to greater effect than applications like Yelp which fear misuse by well-funded companies and are therefore reliant on time-investment reputation mechanisms.

Notably, Yelp also has a more typical “freemium” business model for companies that are reviewed on its site. Company owners may purchase paid business accounts from Yelp tied to their listing on the site, in order to make use of Yelp’s search engine marketing product that lets their listing appear more prominently in an area above usual search results. This marketing tool allows Yelp to profit from paid accounts without undermining the integrity of the user reviews. Different kinds of investments and privileges are not necessarily mutually exclusive. It is often possible to combine elements of financial and time investment in a ways that can both promote greater accountability and offer more choice to users.

### 7.3.3 Authentication Investments

One alternative to asking users to invest time or money in their online identities is asking them to invest an indicator of their real identities by authenticating themselves to the application operator. This type of authentication investment could provide an insurance policy of sorts to the application owners who know that when users misbehave it will be possible to identify the responsible parties and hold them accountable in the real world. Thus, users who were willing to invest in their online accounts by authenticating their real-world identities—most likely by means of submitting credit card information—could be granted additional capabilities or privileges. If the authenticated account holders abused these privileges, it would then be possible to charge them fines for damages inflicted using the submitted credit card information, or hold them accountable under the judicial and punitive mechanisms of the physical world, or, in less serious cases, simply prevent them from opening any future accounts using the same credentials. Of course, a user could have multiple credit cards and therefore be able to open multiple accounts, but this would still have the effect of severely limiting the repeated creation of easily discardable identities.

Authentication investments are a form of conditional anonymity, in which Internet users’ real-world identities are encrypted, kept secret, or held in escrow by a trusted third party unless they engage in malicious activity. Conditional anonymity schemes
as a tool for accountability are explored in greater detail in chapter 8, but it is worth noting that they can also play a role in investment-privilege trade-off mechanisms.

7.3.4 Investing in Actions vs. Identities

One final note on the nature of investments in designing investment-privilege trade-offs is that they can be tied either to the cost of a single identity or to a specific action or privilege. For instance, Second Life users can invest money in their avatars by paying Linden Lab a set monthly fee, but certified e-mail senders were required to pay per e-mail instead of a flat fee. This distinction matters because some forms of misbehavior, most notably spamming, are most easily distinguishable from normal or acceptable application use by their frequency rather than their actual content. If a Second Lifer defaces the John Edwards campaign virtual headquarters, that action could be considered malicious by the application and its other users not because of how often it was done but because of what was done. By contrast, a spammer would be most unlikely to send only one unsolicited commercial e-mail. In other words, we identify misbehaving avatars in Second Life based on what they do, but we are more likely to detect e-mail spammers based on how often they do what they do.

Identifying the nature of the malicious activities that may arise in an application is crucial to designing appropriate accountability mechanisms to prevent them. Activities like spamming that can be distinguished from regular uses of an application, like e-mail, primarily based on the frequency with which they occur are better suited to investment per action, rather than a single, set investment in individual identities. By contrast, in applications where an individual action can be malicious on its own, it makes more sense to require users to invest in their identities as a whole and use that investment to hold them accountable for what they do, rather than how often they do it. It is also possible to combine these two forms of investment and allow users to invest in both their online identities as well as the individual, rate-limited actions they undertake using these identities. In some cases, the level of investment required for the latter may depend on how much users have invested in their online identities overall and how well-established they are in the context of a specific application.

7.4 Privileges

Perhaps even more than investments, user privileges can vary enormously from application to application. In Second Life, users pay for the privilege of owning property, in certified e-mail schemes the privilege on offer is bypassing spam filters, in Yelp it is the prominence of posted reviews, in Gmail it is expanded storage capacity. Given the great diversity of Internet applications it can be difficult to classify the specific categories of privileges they present, but it is possible to derive some general characteristics and principles of common application privileges that can be used as counterparts to users’ investments in their online identities. These different types of privileges include: prioritization, prestige, expanded capability, influence over oneself, and influence of other users. As with investments, different privileges can also
be combined and used to reinforce each other within the same application.

The most appropriate privileges to promote accountability—like the most appropriate investments—often depend on the form and function of a given application. One of the key questions when evaluating appropriate privileges for an application is to what extent withholding that privilege from users prevents them from misbehaving, since ideally a designer would like less accountable users to have less capacity to cause trouble. This is a separate issue from what types of privilege will be most likely to entice users to invest more in their identities, but it is a crucial element of an effective investment-privilege trade-off: that the investment not only be used to promote accountability but the privileges also be leveraged to constrain the boundaries of less-invested users’ capacity for malicious activity.

7.4.1 Prioritization

Yelp users and certified e-mail senders both rely on their identity investment to bypass spam filters and receive priority over the information posted or sent out by competing users who have invested less in their online identities. In other words, both applications reward users who are more heavily invested in their identities by prioritizing their online activity over that of other users. For Yelp and certified e-mail this prioritization takes the form of prominent placement of postings and e-mails to be easily viewed by others, but prioritization can also be based on bypassing other constraining mechanisms besides spam filters, for instance, waiting periods for an online service or moderation by site administrators.

Granting prioritization privileges only to users who are more heavily invested in their online identities can be an effective means of constraining misbehavior by users who are less invested in their identities. For instance, Yelp’s prominent placement of reviews by users who have invested more in their reputations constrains the ability of less invested users to post false reviews that are likely to be seen or read by many other users. Similarly, online forums and commenting applications that allow registered users’ comments to be posted automatically, without moderation, prevent users who were not willing to invest in the registration process from being able to post spam, offensive content, or otherwise problematic messages for others to see, since these posts can be deleted by moderators prior to publication. Thus, for applications like Yelp and Wikipedia, which focus on providing relevant and reliable user-generated content, prioritization of postings or submissions by users who are more heavily invested in their online identities can be a highly effective means of constraining the ability of less invested users to undermine the overall quality of the information provided.

7.4.2 Prestige

Elite Yelp status does more than convey prioritization privileges on selected users, it also provides the less tangible reward of user prestige. Users who are awarded elite status don’t just get to post their reviews prominently, they also receive annual virtual “badges” announcing their status which are displayed on their profiles and
next to their reviews. Similar systems of online merit badges exist across numerous different applications, including TripAdvisor, FourSquare, the Huffington Post, and Wikipedia, whose most diligent contributors are rewarded with virtual barnstars, shown in Figure 7-1.

![Figure 7-1: Wikipedia rewards its most dedicated users with barnstars that identify their contributions to the site.](image)

Antin and Churchill (2011) note:

Badges can be motivating as status symbols. Badges advertise ones achievements and communicate ones past accomplishments without explicit bragging ... Badges also provide personal affirmation in that they serve as reminders of past achievements much like trophies on a mantelpiece. They mark significant milestones and provide evidence of past successes.

Recognition by the application and fellow users, in other words, can be a major incentive for encouraging greater user investment in online activities. Similarly, high rankings on application leader boards as a top commenter or reviewer can serve as
a psychological form of privilege for users who have made significant investments in their online identities and are gratified by receiving some public, application-wide acknowledgment for those investments (Sproull, 2011).

In some cases, this prestige may come with other, more concrete, perks. For instance, Amazon’s Vine Voices provides members not just with a virtual icon depicting their status but also with free products to reviews. Similarly, according to Yelp’s website, “Yelp Elites get a nifty annual badge on their Yelp profiles, and have the opportunity to get invited to exclusive local events and parties hosted by Yelp.” So for both Amazon Vine Voices and Yelp elite users, the status badges are augmented by other privileges like free products and exclusive social gatherings. Combining prestige privileges with more tangible benefits can undoubtedly strengthen their appeal, but badges, status symbols and other public indicators of user prestige can play an important role in investment-privilege trade-offs, serving not only as a signal of a user’s status to others but also as a mental boost and symbol of honor for the user. Brennan and Pettit (2004) note, “the desire for esteem will play a significant role in stabilising decent communication practices and supporting the operation of other social norms on the Internet.”

### 7.4.3 Expanded Capabilities

Another form of privilege is simply to expand, rather than prioritize, a user’s capabilities within the context of an Internet application. Paying for extra storage space from e-mail applications like GMail or content-sharing applications like Dropbox is one common type of expanded capability privilege. Examples of expanded capabilities could also include allowing users who are more invested in their identities to perform an action or use a service more often than others who have made smaller investments in their online identities. For instance, an e-mail application that limited the number of e-mails its users sent to prevent spamming might allow users who were sufficiently invested in their accounts to send unlimited messages. Alternatively, a service that was only offered for a limited period of time or a limited number of trials to less invested users could be made available for longer periods or unlimited use to more heavily invested users. These types of privileges are often seen in the time-limited and feature-limited freemium models discussed previously. For applications where malicious activity requires repeated, extensive or especially frequent use (e.g., spamming, harassment), denying less-invested users these privileges can be a useful way of preventing misbehavior on the part of less accountable users.

Users of applications that offer expanded capability privileges invest in their accounts in exchange for expansion, or extension, of the privileges they already possessed as less invested users. Similarly, prioritization focuses on allowing users to do mostly the same things they were able to do with identities that they were less invested in but now their actions are prioritized over those of many other users. In other words, neither prioritization nor expanded capability privileges actually grant users substantively new abilities, instead they extend and expand on the abilities given to less invested users. Another option is to extend new abilities to users who have invested more in their identities, rather than merely expanding or prioritizing the
ones they already had. These new privileges generally offer users either the ability to exert greater influence over their own personal experience with the application or the ability to exert greater influence over the experience of others using the application.

7.4.4 New Capabilities: Influence over Oneself & Other Users

The most straightforward set of new capabilities that users can be granted in exchange for investing in their identities are those that allow them to alter the nature of their own experience within an application. For instance, users who pay for ad-free accounts are given the privilege to improve their own personal application experience, without affecting the experience or behavior of any other users. In Second Life, however, the privilege of owning property affects not just the experience of the user who can own land but also the experience of other avatars within the application who may see that property and be granted or denied access to it by the owner. Some privileges are even more directed at empowering individuals to influence the behavior of other users: Wikipedia’s system of administrators, bureaucrats, and other access levels for users is almost exclusively concerned with granting more invested users privileges to monitor and moderate the actions of their fellow users. For instance, Wikipedia administrators are given privileges to block and unblock other users, as well as to delete or protect pages on the site.

Additional privileges, as opposed to prioritized or expanded ones, can therefore be used to build new user-based, hierarchical accountability mechanisms within applications in which some users are given privileges to hold others accountable. In other words, granting new privileges to certain users who are heavily invested in their identities can allow them to hold other, less invested users accountable, enabling more complex participatory governance mechanisms. In community-based applications, where many different users engage in group settings, these privileges that allow some users to have influence over the behavior of others are generally much more effective for accountability purposes than additional privileges aimed only at allowing individuals to influence their own experience within the application. However, applications focused more on the formation of bilateral relationships and interactions between individual users can benefit from privileges that allow some users to control their personal experience more carefully, by allowing them either to block other users or to view more information about the other users with whom they interact. In general, however, these sorts of personal end-user controls are not necessarily ideal for restricting to more invested users, since less invested users could often benefit just as much from them and granting them these privileges would oftentimes not enable less accountable users to engage in greater malicious activity. In other words, these privileges may be a useful element of an investment-privilege trade-off meant to encourage greater investment but offering them only to more invested users does not necessarily increase the level of accountability and constraints on misbehavior of the application, as compared to providing them to all users.
7.5 Trade-offs & End-User Customization

Allowing users to decide for themselves how much they want to invest in their online identities and then adjusting their account privileges and capabilities accordingly can give rise to accountability mechanisms that are not just tailored to specific applications, according to their function, but also personalized by specific end-users, according to their preferences. Design decisions have a tremendous impact on the choices and customization available to users. Clark and Blumenthal (2011, p. 382) explain that “application design and modularity can enhance or reduce options for user choice. Different designers will have different motivations to offer or constrain choice, and thus control the degree to which a user can make personal decisions about trust within specific applications.”

Designing for personalization of identity schemes goes beyond the idea that different applications should have different accountability mechanisms to the possibility of different users being subject to different accountability mechanisms, even within the same application. The Center for Strategic and International Studies report on Securing Cyberspace for the 44th Presidency advocates this approach, stating: “consumers should have choices about the authentication they use and be able to tailor the identity information they exchange to provide the minimum needed for a transaction. Allowing consumers to choose and to tailor the information they provide will enhance both security and privacy” (Langevin et al., 2008, p. 64). One means of achieving this goal is allowing application users to make trade-offs between how well-established their identities are and how many privileges or capabilities are associated with those identities. Users who are willing to invest more time or money in their identities are granted access to a wider variety of activities in a given application, while users with newer, or less well-established identities may be unable to exercise as many privileges, or rate-limited in their actions, or required to pay some further fee to enjoy the full range of the applications capabilities.

The value of the investment-privilege trade-offs for accountability described in this chapter lies largely in the freedom they afford users to decide, for each application they use, how much they value accountability, anonymity, and the application privileges on offer, and then tailor their various online identities to these preferences. In a sense, trade-offs of this nature permit individuals to determine for themselves where they wish to fall on the anonymity-accountability axes. Furthermore, users can adjust this trade-off from one application to another, allowing them even greater freedom to use the Internet for a myriad of different purposes. For the application designer and operator, these systems have the benefit of liberating them from the burden of implementing a one-size-fits-all accountability scheme for all of their users and the associated headache of trying to determine which such mechanism which will attract the most users while still affording the desired degrees of accountability and anonymity. Thus, these trade-offs can provide all involved parties significant flexibility and freedom in tailoring online identities and accountability mechanisms.

These trade-off accountability mechanisms are also primarily self-regulating and inward-facing, meaning they are largely independent of Internet jurisdiction disputes and involvement of national governments. For Internet applications with a global...
Table 7.1: Examples of Design-Privilege Trade-offs in Online Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Investment</th>
<th>Privileges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yelp</td>
<td><strong>Time investment:</strong> posting numerous, thoughtful reviews and acquiring complimentary ratings from other users</td>
<td><strong>Prioritization:</strong> reviews posted at the top of business pages&lt;br&gt;<strong>Prestige:</strong> elite user status and badge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td><strong>Time investment:</strong> writing regular product reviews and receiving large volumes of high rated by other users</td>
<td><strong>Prestige:</strong> membership in Amazon Vine program&lt;br&gt;<strong>New capabilities:</strong> receiving free, advance products to review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Life</td>
<td><strong>Financial investment:</strong> paying a monthly fee to Linden Lab&lt;br&gt;<strong>Authentication investment:</strong> submitting credit card information, with no fees charged</td>
<td><strong>New capabilities:</strong> owning land and restricting who can access that property&lt;br&gt;<strong>Prestige:</strong> status as a verified user is publicized to all other avatars in user’s profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td><strong>Time investment:</strong> registering a user account, contributing thoughtful, useful entries as well as editing and correcting existing or inaccurate entries</td>
<td><strong>Prestige:</strong> barnstars for exceptional contributions&lt;br&gt;<strong>New capabilities:</strong> moderating and locking entries, blocking and unblocking users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMail</td>
<td><strong>Financial investment:</strong> annual or monthly fee</td>
<td><strong>Expanded capabilities:</strong> more storage space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoodMail</td>
<td><strong>Financial investment per action:</strong> bulk e-mail senders pay a per-message fee to a certification service and its partner e-mail providers</td>
<td><strong>Prioritization:</strong> e-mails bypass spam filters of selected e-mail providers&lt;br&gt;<strong>Prestige:</strong> e-mails flagged as “certified” in recipients’ inboxes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
user base, holding individual users accountable for their actions in court can be a challenging and time-consuming endeavor. Even if an application owner has reliable evidence of the real-world identity of one of its users, it will not necessarily be possible to use that real identity to hold the responsible party accountable if the offending user is located in a different jurisdiction from the application owner, or a jurisdiction where the behavior does not warrant disciplinary action. In this respect, investment-privilege trade-offs that encompass elements of both anonymity and accountability and rely on private actors like application owners and credit card companies for enforcement, can sometimes be even more effective than schemes that identify the real world identity associated with every online user but rely on legal enforcement administered by numerous different jurisdictions.

Designing an application with the proper mix of options for investing in online identities and rewarding those investments with appropriate privileges that relax the constraints placed on user behavior can have many advantages. Defining these trade-offs can enable application designers and operators to determine the space of accountability and anonymity preferences they believe to be appropriate for their application. Giving end-users the power to decide how much to invest in their identities and how many privileges to acquire or sacrifice can, in turn, empower individual users to figure out where they want their online identity for this application to fall within the space defined by the designer. Finally, leveraging user investment to increase accountability of online identities and constraining user behavior through granting and denying privileges based on these investments may even, in some cases, help application operators avoid having to grapple with complicated issues of jurisdictional and legal enforcement.
Chapter 8

Design Patterns for Conditionally Anonymous Identities

Those who use the Internet to recruit terrorists or distribute stolen intellectual property cannot divorce their online actions from their real world identities. But these challenges must not become an excuse for governments to systematically violate the rights and privacy of those who use the Internet for peaceful political purposes.

—Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, “Remarks on Internet Freedom,” January 21, 2010

Allowing users to weigh how much they want to invest in their online identities against how many privileges they want associated with those identities can be a powerful means of holding anonymous identities accountable. However, the trade-off mechanisms described in the previous chapter are not always sufficient or appropriate for dealing with every type of misbehavior that arises in Internet applications. Applications whose users engage in criminal activity, for instance, may require more rigorous means of holding those users accountable in the legal systems of the real world beyond simply tarnishing their online reputations or diminishing their privileges within the application. In these cases, one approach to reconciling anonymity and accountability in online identity schemes is to implement conditional anonymity mechanisms that protect the anonymity of users’ online identities so long as those users do not violate certain rules or terms of service. Conditional anonymity schemes involve users providing some form of identity authentication, either to an application’s operator or to a trusted third party, when creating new online identities. This authentication information is not used to trace the user’s real identity, however, except under specific conditions of misbehavior.

By definition, these conditional anonymity mechanisms do not provide users with total anonymity but, at least for some applications, they may be able to offer sufficient privacy protections to satisfy users while still affording application owners some effective tools for enforcing accountability. Such schemes are beneficial not just for application operators, however. Recall that when Linden Lab announced that it would
no longer require all Second Life users to verify their identities by submitting credit card information, many existing users protested the decision and circulated a petition to try to stop the change, due to their worries that it would noticeably degrade behavior and the quality of user interaction within the community.

8.1 Internal & External Accountability

Undoubtedly, conditional anonymity mechanisms are inappropriate for certain types of applications, especially those that require the highest degree of anonymity, but these schemes can still play an important role in improving user accountability for some applications. In particular, when an application’s internal mechanisms do not suffice to hold users accountable, it may be necessary to turn to external accountability mechanisms administered by the outside environment, or society. The investment-privilege trade-off mechanisms discussed in chapter 7 are primarily a means of creating internal accountability, in which users are identifiable (often by a pseudonym) within the context of a particular application and can be held responsible for their actions within that context, according to the norms and policies of that application. These internal mechanisms are largely independent of national borders and jurisdiction, which is often—but not always—an advantage. In cases where it may be desirable for a user to face legal action, for instance, the investment-privilege trade-offs can be problematic since they do not usually lend themselves easily to imposing external accountability. External accountability requires that users be identifiable in the real world so that they can be held responsible for their actions according to the laws and regulations of their external environment, outside the context of the specific application in which those actions took place (Farkas et al., 2002).

Internal accountability can be used to regulate the behavior of virtual entities and penalize online identities, while external accountability mechanisms are used to hold real-world users responsible for their online actions. External accountability therefore requires being able to link online identities with the people who create and control them. Just because it is possible to perform this attribution, however, does not mean that all users need automatically be identified in this manner. Instead, it may be possible for applications to guarantee that its users will retain their anonymity under certain conditions of good behavior. This notion of conditional anonymity is related to the idea of fair cryptosystems, introduced by Micali (1993). Fair cryptosystems involve users breaking their private decryption keys into five pieces and entrusting each piece to a trusted entity, for instance, a federal judge. Without all five pieces, it is impossible to retrieve a user’s private key and decrypt their communications, but when all five trusted parties agree it is necessary (for instance, when a court order is issued) they can recover a user’s key. Micali (1993) notes that such systems are both “unabusing” because the privacy of law-abiding users cannot be compromised and “unabusable” because users who break the law do not enjoy any privacy. Similarly, conditional anonymity schemes are intended to ensure that the anonymity of well-behaved users is strongly protected while the real identities of misbehaving users can be accurately determined in order to hold them accountable.
In this chapter, three different design patterns for implementing application-layer conditional anonymity schemes are described and evaluated based on the advantages and disadvantages of each in various types of applications. First, we look at applications that choose to access and store their users’ real identities themselves—usually by means of authenticating credit card information—but do not associate those real identities with their online counterparts in any public manner, except in the case of extenuating circumstances. Second, we turn our attention to encrypted identity mechanisms that allow users to encrypt their real identities in such a manner that they can never be accessed by applications, or can only be accessed in very specific situations dictated by the encryption algorithm. Finally, we examine methods of identity escrow and discuss the challenges of enforcement and jurisdiction that often arise when dealing with conditionally anonymous identities.

8.2 Authentication By Applications

An application can be designed to give its operator access to users’ real identities in a variety of ways, but perhaps the most straightforward method is for the application simply to collect a record of the real identity associated with each of its users. Of course, it does not suffice just to ask every new user for a real identity, the application needs some way to authenticate that identity for it to be useful. In the real world, authentication can be a time- and labor-intensive process for both the person being authenticated, who often has to submit multiple forms of identification (driver’s license, passport, etc.), and also the authenticator, who must collect the requisite documents, verify their authenticity, record any necessary information, and then return them. Clearly, it would be impractical to model mechanisms for Internet applications on the authentication procedures we use for real-world activities like opening bank accounts or obtaining visas. Instead, Internet applications generally rely on credit card companies to authenticate the identities of their users. Prior to 2006, for instance, when all Second Life users, even those who held unpaid accounts, were required to verify their identities, new users had to submit a credit card number and the associated billing information to Linden Lab in order to create an avatar. Credit card companies then authenticated the user’s real identity for Linden Lab, which could store that information for future use, as insurance against misbehavior. Meanwhile, the new avatar could enjoy complete anonymity in Second Life so long as Linden Lab did not reveal his true identity to any other users.

Mechanisms like these provide application users with anonymity that is conditional on the judgment and discretion of the application administrator or operator, which possesses the necessary information to trace an online identity back to a specific person but exercises this ability only when deemed necessary. This provides application operators with a greater range of options for holding their users accountable but can also have the disadvantage of discouraging many users from signing up, either because they wish for more thorough anonymity or because they do not want to disclose their credit card information. As Linden Lab discovered when it removed the identity verification requirement and saw its membership increase fourfold, just asking people
to submit a credit card number—even if they are not going to be charged any fee—can have the effect of deterring many users.

8.2.1 Credit Card Authentication

Credit card validation is not the only possible means of identity verification available to online applications, but it is a particularly popular method since it allows application operators to pass on the burden of authentication to the credit card companies. However, credit card authentication can place other burdens on application owners, who must pay credit card agencies to perform the authentication process and also securely collect, and sometimes store, users’ credit card numbers and other personal information. Secure storage of users’ identifying information can be a particular challenge for applications. In September 2006, for instance, one of Linden Lab’s databases containing unencrypted customer information was breached, allowing the hacker to access users’ names and addresses (Veneziani, 2006). Smaller or newer applications without the necessary resources to devote to data security may be particularly wary of authenticating users and opening themselves up to the possibility of data breaches.

For commercial applications that sell items or services to their users, the burdens associated with collecting and storing identifying information are necessary costs regardless of issues of accountability. However, for applications that wish to use conditional anonymity schemes purely for the purposes of being able to hold users more accountable, instead of for commercial transactions, the costs of credit card verification can be prohibitive. The U.S. Supreme Court addressed these costs in its ruling on the 1997 case Reno v. American Civil Liberties Union concerning the constitutionality of the Communications Decency Act, which required website owners to shield minors from viewing inappropriate content by using information like users’ credit card numbers to verify their ages. The Court noted that, “Using credit card possession as a surrogate for proof of age would impose costs on noncommercial Web sites that would require many of them to shut down” (Reno v. American Civil Liberties Union, 1997). Similarly, using credit card verification for accountability purposes may not be feasible for many non-commercial applications. Additionally, the Court also pointed out, requiring users to submit credit card information even for non-commercial purposes blocks access to everyone who does not have a credit card.

8.2.2 Identity Certificates & Credentials

There are alternatives to credit card-based authentication schemes. Rather than providing applications with credit card information, users could instead give application owners signed identity certificates that indicate their real identities. For example, the United States government’s National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace (2011) envisions an “identity ecosystem” in which users have the option of maintaining different, interoperable certificates, or identity credentials, from various private and government actors. Relying on non-credit card identity credentials might reduce the risks of data breaches for applications and their users. If an application’s security is breached and all that is revealed are the real identities of its users, rather than
their credit card numbers, this would at the very least be a less financially damaging consequence for users. Reducing the incentives for data breaches and the associated risks could liberate application designers and operators from some of the data security concerns and other costs associated with storing users’ credit card numbers. At the same time, users may also feel more comfortable sharing non-credit card identity credentials with these applications, and users who do not have credit cards would not be excluded from accessing applications under these conditions.

8.2.3 The Role of Application Operators

Regardless of whether they rely on credit card validation or other identity credentials, applications that authenticate their users’ real identities retain the privilege—and the responsibility—of deciding for themselves under what circumstances an online identity should be traced back to its real-world counterpart and how that real identity should be used to hold a person accountable. In other words, these schemes render a user’s anonymity conditional based on the subjective opinions and unilateral decisions of the application operator. Depending on how much users know about and trust a given application, this may or may not be a desirable situation from their perspective. There are methods of mitigating or eliminating this subjectivity, however, including the alternative conditionally anonymous systems discussed in later sections of this chapter that involve identity encryption or relying on a trusted third party, rather than the unilateral decisions of a single application, to protect real identities.

The applications best suited to directly storing the real identities of their users are commercial ones which must bear the costs of credit card number collection and verification anyway, in order to conduct business. In this case, the accountability benefits of having a real identity associated with every online account are essentially a side effect or automatic added perk of the application’s business practices. Concerns about subjective judgments by application operators regarding how to use these identities are still an issue, but since users have already indicated they trust the application enough to use it for commercial transactions, it does not seem unreasonable to assume they may also be comfortable trusting the application’s accountability mechanisms. The application operator, in turn, is given the flexibility to decide when it wants to leverage users’ real identities for accountability purposes and how. For instance, some application operators may choose to punish misbehaving users by blocking or deleting their account and then banning another account from being created using the same credit card or another credit card with the same billing information, in order to reduce identity discardability. Another option might be for applications to hold their users accountable for misbehavior by charging fines to their stored credit card information. In the case of criminal activity, application owners could instead choose to pass on information about users’ authenticated identities to law enforcement agencies.

Application operators are also given great freedom under this system to define what they believe constitutes inappropriate behavior within the context of their applications and can revise and update that definition constantly, as they witness new forms of malicious activity. In other words, the application owner enjoys maximal flexibility in determining what types of behavior merit which kinds of punishment,
but users will potentially have to deal with constantly changing and highly subjective decisions about when and how their real identities will be used. Concerns about how real identities may be misused under these relatively lax constraints have given rise to some research on algorithms for so-called “unconditional anonymity,” in which users’ anonymity is cryptographically protected in all except very specific, pre-determined circumstances (Hayes, 1990).

8.3 Encrypting Real Identities & Unconditional Anonymity

Research on encrypted identity and unconditional anonymity schemes for online identities originated in large part from the growing prevalence of Internet commerce and the inability of users to make anonymous purchases online since users who make online purchases with their credit cards have “no protection against surveillance” (Chaum, Fiat, & Naor, 1990). As a means of increasing consumer privacy in this area, Chaum (1983) developed a system of blind signatures, in which messages are encrypted, or “blinded,” before being digitally signed so that the signer does not know the content.

8.3.1 Digital Cash

Applied to digital payment systems, blind signatures can allow banks to authorize (or “sign”) payments after the identity of the sender had been blinded, allowing for the development of untraceable, or anonymous, payment systems. Such payment systems are often considered the electronic equivalent of cash in that it is quite difficult to trace paper money back to its spender, but their digital implementation presents some unique challenges. “Paper cash is considered to have a significant advantage over credit cards with respect to privacy,” Chaum et al. (1990, p. 319) point out, “but what is to prevent anyone from making several copies of an electronic coin and using them at different shops?” To prevent fraudulent spending, several proposed systems of digital cash encrypt users’ identity credentials in such a way that they cannot be decrypted unless a user tries to spend the same cash tokens multiple times. In other words, users’ anonymity is guaranteed unless they engage in a very specific and well-defined form of misbehavior (in this case, fraud).

However, even as they provide valuable privacy protections, blind signatures afford users a potentially dangerous degree of anonymity. Blind signature schemes can detect and prevent specific types of fraudulent behavior, but they do not allow for the linking of real identities to specific actions which can, in some cases, enable anonymity protection for other types of criminal behaviors (Solms & Naccache, 1992). For instance, blackmailers could use the anonymity protections afforded by blind signatures to perpetrate “perfect” (or untraceable) crimes by forcing a victim to “anonymously withdraw digital money from his account, acting as an intermediary between the blackmailer and the bank” (Stadler, Piveteau, & Camenisch, 1995). Since the blind signature scheme would prevent the ransom from being identified later on, it would then be impossible to catch the blackmailer. Thus, while protecting real
identities with blind signature encryption can be an extremely powerful means of protecting anonymity, that protection can also be vulnerable to exploitation and misuse.

To help deal with situations like these, Stadler et al. (1995) propose a mechanism of “fair blind signatures” which are similar to Chaum’s blind signatures but also include a “link-recovery” protocol which allow the signer to obtain the message he signed from a trusted third party, or judge. Introducing the potential for anonymity revocation into these systems allows for greater flexibility when dealing with a range of different kinds of malicious activity, but also creates the potential for abuse and even the possibility of spurring bad actors to commit worse, or more complex, crimes as they seek to evade the revocation protocols. Davida, Frankel, Tsiounis, and Yung (1997) describe seven requirements for implementing anonymity controlled identity mechanisms for digital cash, including:

1. Anonymity for legitimate users who do not engage in prohibited activities.
2. Revocation of anonymity by a trusted party when necessary, as judged by that party.
3. Inability of the trusted party to forge coins or impersonate users, i.e. separation of power between the trusted third party and the coin issuing agency.
4. Impossibility of the bank framing users for malicious activity, even in collaboration with the trusted third party.
5. Selective revocation of anonymity so that only a specific, targeted transaction is de-anonymized while all other transactions, even those involving the same user, remain anonymous.
6. Anonymity revocation should be efficient and create minimal burdens for all involved parties.
7. Anonymity revocation should not, directly or indirectly, spur more serious crimes than the ones it prevents.

The number of requirements here hints at the complications and risks associated with such revocable anonymity schemes. Still, such methods have been developed using fair blind signatures, but they have not gained widespread popularity or deployment, perhaps due in part to the failure of digital cash to attain a strong foothold in the world of online commerce (Qiu, Chen, & Gu, 2002).

8.3.2 Applications Beyond Payment Systems

Using encryption to protect identities is not only relevant for online cash systems, however. Afanasyev et al. (2011) apply a system of identity encryption to the network layer of the Internet with their proposed “privacy-preserving network forensics” in which every packet contains a cryptographic signature that, under suitable circumstances, can be used to identify unambiguously the physical machine that sent
the packet. "Without a plausible threat of accountability, the normal social processes that disincentivize criminal behavior cannot function," the researchers note. "We suggest modifying the Internet architecture to proactively enable network forensics while preserving the privacy of network participants under normal circumstances." The privacy-preserving feature relies on the notion that "absent express authorization" the signatures would not reveal any identifying information, however the authors' vagueness regarding what precisely would constitute proper authorization tempers this guarantee to some degree and raising similar concerns about subjectivity to those discussed above. Similar unconditional anonymity methods could be applied at the application layer by attaching cryptographic signatures to users' online identities rather than individual packets, though the definition of what specific authorization would be needed to reveal these identities would remain a critical component of any such system. Blind signatures, in contrast to these more subjective mechanisms, provide much more rigorously defined conditions of anonymity but are also more limited in their applications.

Micali's notion of fair cryptosystems, in which multiple actors must cooperate to retrieve a user's encryption key, also suggests another possible extension of Chaum's blind signatures that could apply to a broader range of Internet applications than just digital cash. If users entrust their real identities to some trusted third party, that trusted entity could potentially sign an encrypted binding between the user's real identity and a pseudonymous, virtual identity for the user to use within the context of a specific application. If decrypting this binding required the cooperation of both the application operator and the trusted third party, in the same way that fair cryptosystems require the cooperation of multiple parties to retrieve a private key, it would be impossible for either the application or the third party to unilaterally link an online identity to a real person. This way, applications could be reassured that identifying their users would be possible with the help of a trusted third party, even without that trusted party having immediate and independent access to the online identities of all of its clients.

Though such a system would retain some of the subjectivity inherent in application authentication schemes, by requiring the cooperation of two, independent parties it could reduce the risks of misuse, security breaches, or corruption. It would also mean that the trusted third parties could not immediately identify whether a misbehaving user has multiple identities within a certain application, or across different applications, unless each of these identities individually engaged in malicious activity. This could, in turn, make it more difficult for applications to ban problematic users altogether forcing them, instead, to terminate misbehaving identities one at a time. Additionally, trusted third parties who stored real identities for multiple applications would be unable to alert all the different applications used by an individual malicious actor when that person caused trouble in one application. In other words, it can be very difficult under this system for applications or third parties to link together all of a given user's online identities. Different conditional anonymity mechanisms address identity linkability differently, but it is a particularly salient issue for other systems which involve having a trusted third party store users' real identities, rather than giving them directly to an application. This type of conditional anonymity mechanism
is known as identity escrow.

8.4 Identity Escrow

When end-users do not want to trust an application with their real identities or applications do not want to bear the responsibility of storing and protecting those identities it may be possible to implement conditional anonymity by means of identity escrow. Identity escrow mechanisms work by users entrusting their real identities to some third party, which in turn guarantees to the application operator that it can determine the user’s identity should the need arise. In this fashion, applications are not responsible for storing users’ real identities and users can be reassured that the applications they use will not be able to access their real identities except in cases when the trusted escrow agent agrees to divulge them (Kilian & Petrank, 1997). Identity escrow mechanisms therefore “allow users of a service to remain anonymous, while providing the possibility that the service owner can break the anonymity in exceptional circumstances, such as to assist in a criminal investigation” (Mukhamedov & Ryan, 2005). In some cases, escrow schemes can alleviate the burdens on both users and application owners while still ensuring an acceptable degree of both anonymity and accountability.

8.4.1 Escrow Requirements

Users may establish “escrow requirements” with their trusted third parties, outlining well-defined circumstances under which their identities will be revealed and guaranteeing that unless those conditions are met they will be able to maintain their anonymity. Such agreements bear some resemblance to Chaum’s digital cash mechanism, which guarantees that users’ identities will only be accessible if they act in very specific ways that allow for the decryption of their identities, however, there are two notable differences. Purely encryption-based approaches to conditional anonymity can only be used to protect against behaviors that can be leveraged to automatically trigger decryption (e.g., repeat spending of digital coins). Escrow agents can set more varied and complicated conditions, such as releasing information of interest to ongoing criminal investigations, that could be more difficult to hardwire into encryption schemes that do not involve a third party. Second, hardwired encryption-enabled anonymity schemes offer little flexibility for adjusting the conditions of anonymity or relaxing them in exceptional circumstances. This is by design—the point of Chaum’s digital cash system is that it eliminates the subjectivity and flexibility of parties to determine what circumstances merit tracing a user’s real identity. However, in some cases there may be reasons why it is impossible or inadvisable to so strictly delimit the circumstances in which a user can be linked to his real identity. In these instances, allowing an identity escrow agent to exercise its judgment in determining when it is appropriate to release a user’s identity can be a suitable compromise. Ideally, this can allow for some flexibility in dealing with unexpected situations but still provide end-users with some reasonable assurance of privacy, so long as the third party is
trusted by both the user and the application to make these decisions.

Applications that rely on identity escrow mechanisms, like end-users, can also negotiate arrangements with their trusted escrow agents to hold individual users accountable for specific sets of behaviors or circumstances and in a variety of different ways. Some applications may simply want the escrow agent to give it the name and identifying information of the offending user. In other cases, if the application's priority is ensuring financial liability of its users, the escrow agent may have secured a monetary bond from the user and simply pay the application owner that sum when certain conditions are met, without even needing to reveal the user's identity to the application. An alternative might be for the escrow agent to act as an insurance carrier or a representative on behalf of the user for resolving disputes with the application (Aura & Ellison, 2000). This flexibility with regard to not only the circumstances under which an escrow agent will help an application hold one of its user accountable but also the fashion in which it will do so makes identity escrow a particularly promising option for users and applications looking to customize accountability mechanisms to their particular preferences and concerns. As discussed in the previous chapter, customization of this sort can be valuable in helping design accountability mechanisms suited to the great diversity of available Internet applications as well as the great diversity of user priorities.

### 8.4.2 Scoped Identities

Inserting a trusted third party into the relationship between end-users and applications also allows for the possibility that escrow agents storing users' full identity profiles might be able to reveal only certain, relevant identity elements to applications. In this scenario, users would again provide more thorough identity credentials to a trusted third party which would then scope that identity, or tailor it, to the specific needs of a given application. For instance, an application might only need to know that its users were at least 18 years old, and no additional information about their identities, or even their specific ages. In this case, a third party could simply indicate to the application whether or not given users were 18, providing no further identifying information beyond that scope. Similarly, some applications might want to know the nationality of each of its users, in order to tailor their content to different jurisdictional regulations in a more rigorous manner than can currently be achieved using IP address tracing techniques. Trusted third parties could again be called on to release only the citizenship of users to that application, without divulging any additional details.

These scoped identities, in which third parties reveal to applications only that users belong to specific groups—the group of people older than 18, or the group of people who are U.S. citizens—rather than their individual identities can afford users a fairly high degree of anonymity. Lessig (2006, p. 51) notes that scoped identities have the potential in some cases to provide even greater privacy protections for users' identities than they enjoy in the physical world, writing:

> In real space, if you want to authenticate that you're over 21 and therefore
can buy a six-pack of beer, you show the clerk your drivers license. With that, he authenticates your age. But with that bit of data, he also gets access to your name, your address, and in some states, your social security number. Those other bits of data are not necessary for him to know ... The virtual wallet would be different. If you need to authenticate your age, the technology could authenticate that fact alone—indeed, it could authenticate simply that you’re over 21, or over 65, or under 18, without revealing anything more ... The technology is crafted to reveal just what you want it to reveal, without also revealing other stuff.

Combining these privacy-protecting scoped identities with the conditional anonymity mechanisms of identity escrow agents can be a particularly effective means of creating anonymous-accountable online identities. An application relying on such a system can satisfy itself that it knows enough about its users’ identities to allow them anonymous access to its services, while still being reassured that, should it need to enforce some more stringent accountability mechanism, it can turn to the escrow agent to revoke users’ anonymity. It is important to note, though, that in some cases, the supposedly anonymous attributes revealed under scoped identity schemes may, in fact, provide sufficient information to allow for de-anonymization of users (Narayanan & Shmatikov, 2008).

8.4.3 Linking Identities

Identity escrow agents may extend their services to numerous different applications, in which case users’ escrowed identities may be linked to multiple, separate anonymous identities associated with the different applications they use. This, in turn, creates the potential for linking together—through the escrow agent—the otherwise discrete online identities belonging to an individual user. In some instances this may be a valuable tool for pursuing criminal investigations or extending the reach of accountability mechanisms to span multiple applications, however, it can also present a risk to users’ privacy and the customization of appropriate application-specific accountability mechanisms. The accountability ramifications of linking together the different application-specific online identities associated with an individual user are discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.

8.4.4 Escrow Agents & Specialization

Implemented well, identity escrow mechanisms can help reassure users that their real identities are being protected while alleviating applications of the burdens of collecting and storing identifying information for their users. In doing so, identity escrow creates an additional point of control for Internet applications—the escrow agent. Just as applications may struggle with authenticating users’ identities, storing those identities securely, and making case-by-case judgments about when and how to use that information, so, too, may escrow agents. The primary advantage of transferring these burdens to a dedicated escrow entity instead of an individual application lies
in the fact that the escrow agent can specialize in areas like identity authentication and data security while applications are often focused on other functions and therefore unable to devote as much time or effort to protecting users’ identities. Shifting these responsibilities to a trusted third party can allow applications to focus more on developing their specific services. Still, despite these benefits, the addition of a new control point can complicate the trust relationships between applications and their end-users by introducing another potential source of vulnerability and insecurity.

8.5 Enforcement Challenges & Jurisdiction

Conditional anonymity schemes can provide a useful alternative or supplement to the accountability mechanisms offered by the investment-privilege identity trade-offs described in the previous chapter. In certain cases, providing a real identity—either directly to an application or to a trusted third party—can be viewed as a sort of investment on the part of the user since it allows the application operator to trace misbehaving identities and hold their real-world counterparts accountable. Using conditional anonymity as a means of holding users accountable can be made more difficult, however, by issues of legal inconsistencies and jurisdiction. Just because an application, or an escrow agent for that matter, can successfully identify the person responsible for some malicious activity within an online application does not mean that it will necessarily be easy or feasible for the application owner to hold that person accountable. If the offending party is located in a different jurisdiction than the application, and particularly if the user’s behavior is not viewed as criminal or inappropriate within their native jurisdiction, it can be extremely difficult for an application to rely on legal or judicial recourse as a means for holding users accountable.

These challenges are inherent in attempts to use conditional anonymity schemes for the purposes of external accountability. However, there are also ways of using conditional anonymity schemes to augment internal accountability mechanisms. Charging users fees for misbehavior or using their real identities to prevent them from continually creating new anonymous online identities can sometimes suffice to enforce an application’s accountability needs without involving any legal or jurisdictional element. From the perspective of application design, however, it is important to bear in mind that simply creating a mechanism for obtaining a user’s real identity is not, in itself, a guarantee that it will be possible to hold that user accountable. Accountability is distinct from attribution and careful consideration and analysis of design decisions is needed to determine the most appropriate and effective method of leveraging a user’s real identity to hold them accountable for past misbehavior and prevent future infractions.
Chapter 9

Aggregation, Federation & the Identity Layer

As users, we need to see our various identities as part of an integrated world which none the less respects our need for independent contexts.


One of the primary, underlying arguments of this analysis has been that different Internet applications require different approaches to identity, with accountability and anonymity mechanisms tailored to their specific functions and design goals. With the rapid proliferation of online applications, however, maintaining different, separate accounts, or identities, for each one can be both inconvenient and insecure for many users. Additionally, it can place a tremendous burden on application designers and operators to collect and protect identity information in a way that affords users an acceptable level of privacy while still enabling a reasonable degree of accountability. In the previous chapter, we discussed identity escrow mechanisms as one possible means of partially relieving applications of this burden by allowing them to rely on specialized online identity providers. Escrow agents are just one possible way to create online identities that can span several different applications. Other mechanisms such as website single sign-on accounts, centralized Internet identity providers, and federated identity management systems also provide users with a way to access multiple independent applications by means of a single online identity that exists, in some sense, just below the application layer—at the so-called “identity layer.”

At first glance, the notion of an identity layer may appear at odds with the argument that different applications require different, customized approaches to online identity and accountability. However, identity management systems can, in fact, allow for such customization and careful tailoring of appropriate identity schemes and accountability mechanisms, while still relieving designers of some of the responsibility for creating these schemes and mechanisms from scratch for every new Internet application. For instance, identity layer schemes can be used to enable scoped identities, bring users’ behavior in multiple different applications to the attention of their social networks, and expand the reach of individual application accountability mech-
anisms to impact numerous different virtual identities belonging to a single user. Thus, specialized identity management services that provide identity authentication and credentials to other online applications can be a valuable resource for application design. This chapter looks at several different identity management models, from application-specific identity silos to centralized and federated identity layer mechanisms, and analyzes the ramifications of each model for application-layer anonymity and accountability.

9.1 Laws of Identity & Accountability

Before evaluating different models of Internet identities, it is helpful first to consider what general traits an online identity system should and should not exhibit to promote accountability. Cameron (2005) proposes seven overarching “laws of identity” for digital identity systems. These include:

1. User control and consent: users must agree to any disclosure of their information by an identity system.

2. Minimal disclosure for a constrained use: An identity system should always disclose the minimum amount of identifying information that is needed for a user to get access to another application.

3. Justifiable parties: An identity system should only disclose identifying information to parties that require access to it for a justifiable reason.

4. Directed identity: An identity system should allow for both publicly broadcast identifiers and privately concealed identifiers.

5. Pluralism of operators and technologies: An identity system should allow for the coexistence of and interoperation between multiple identity technologies and providers.

6. Human integration: An identity system must incorporate consideration of its human users and ensure that they can reliably and easily use and communicate with the system.

7. Consistent experience across contexts: An identity system should provide users with a consistent experience while still allowing for separation of different contexts in which different identity credentials may be needed.

Cameron’s seven laws provide a useful starting point for analyzing online identity models, particularly if we refine them to focus more specifically on the desirable traits of accountable identity systems. For instance, Cameron’s notion of user control and consent is related to the idea that users should be aware of the accountability mechanisms used by a given application and informed of under exactly what circumstances any identifying information they provide may or may not be used to hold them responsible for their actions. For obvious reasons, it is probably not effective
or desirable to ask a user to consent to a disclosure of their information after they have engaged in some form of malicious online activity. However, it is important for application designers to outline as specifically as possible to users what types of application activity will result in such disclosures or other identity-based disciplinary measures. Similarly, Cameron’s law of minimal disclosure ties into the idea that an identity system should collect and disclose only as much identifying information as is needed for a user to be held accountable for their actions. Often, as discussed in the previous chapter, this may involve revealing minimal amounts of information about well behaved users but more information about misbehaving users, depending on the seriousness of their infractions. In this manner, we can develop seven laws of accountable identity systems which are loosely related to Cameron’s ideas but more specifically focused on designing for accountability.

1. User awareness and consent: An identity system should clearly inform users of the specific circumstances under which elements of their identifying information may be used, and in what way, to punish malicious activity and prevent further infractions. In particular, users should be made aware of the ways in which their identifying information will be scoped to suit the needs of different applications and be given control over how their actions within one application may be publicized or recorded by another.

2. Proportionality of disclosure and misbehavior: An identity system should disclose minimal identifying information about users who conform to appropriate uses and behavioral norms for an application. In the event of misbehavior, an identity system may disclose more identifying information about the offending users, only as needed to hold them accountable for their actions and in proportion with the seriousness of their infractions.

3. Justifiable parties: An identity system should only disclose identifying information about misbehaving users to parties that are directly involved in the mechanisms designed to hold those users accountable for their actions. Depending on the accountability mechanism, these parties may include actors such as application operators, escrow agents, identity management systems, courts of law, and even the population of other users within an application.

4. Public & private accountability mechanisms: An identity system should allow for both accountability mechanisms that function as a public signal to other users about the reputation of one of their fellow users, as well as those that provide private indicators to an application operator or law enforcement agency about the real identities of malicious users. Similarly, an identity system should provide mechanisms for both internal and external accountability.

5. Pluralism of accountability tools: An identity system should allow for the coexistence of multiple different accountability mechanisms and, where possible, provide users with choice about which of those tools they wish to be subject to, and to what extent.
6. Human integration: An identity system must incorporate consideration of whether its accountability mechanisms will appropriately impact its human users, how clearly these mechanisms will be communicated to users, and how effectively they will serve as deterrents of misbehavior.

7. Consistent experience across different accountability contexts: An identity system should provide users with a consistent experience while still allowing for a user who is held accountable for misbehavior in one context, or application, not necessarily to be held accountable for that same misbehavior in other contexts or applications, except where appropriate. In other words, malicious activity within one application should not automatically trigger accountability mechanisms for that same user in other applications, even if that user is using a common identity management system for both applications. However, in many cases it may be valuable to offer users the option of electing to be simultaneously held accountable within the separate contexts of multiple applications.

This seventh principle warrants some further discussion to clarify the ways in which linking online identities via identity management and aggregation systems can enable stronger forms of accountability.

### 9.1.1 Linking Identities for Accountability

Linking identity investment across different applications may provide very promising possibilities for implementing strong accountability mechanisms. For instance, a key question is whether malicious activity in one application should affect a user’s reputation (or privileges) in other applications that also use that same identity. Such schemes can be criticized for invading users’ privacy by making the consequences of their online misdeeds too far-reaching, beyond the specific context in which they were perpetrated. However, these systems also have the potential to be very powerful accountability mechanisms since they could greatly amplify the consequences of online misbehavior and therefore act as more effective deterrents. In some sense, allowing a single online identity to be linked across multiple applications can be viewed as a further form of investment in that identity. In these instances, users are not only willing to invest time and energy in building up an identity for a specific application, they are also willing to stake their reputations and identity status in several other applications on that same, single identity. This could serve as a fairly strong signal to application operators of how much a user has invested in a given identity and therefore how accountable that identity is, and how many privileges it should be given, accordingly.

Therefore, one possible solution to the concerns about the privacy implications of linking online identities across applications is to give users the choice of whether they want their identity provider to share reputational information associated with their identities between applications. In this manner, users who valued privacy and detached identities most highly would not be forced to aggregate their online identities, while other users would be able to reap the benefits of their previously established online reputations without having to go to the effort of building up an entirely new
online identity. Users who chose not to export their previous online identities and associated investments might be viewed with greater suspicion in new applications and be afforded fewer privileges, but this would be a natural and logical extension of the previously described investment-privilege trade-off framework.

Inter-application identity sharing systems could have tremendous accountability ramifications, in addition to the considerable user convenience and other benefits they offer to users and application operators. Giving users the option to link online identities across multiple different applications creates the possibility of implementing accountability mechanisms in which loss of privileges or status in one application reverberates to include loss of privileges and status in the other applications using that same identity. This enables application designers to leverage the accountability mechanisms of other applications to amplify the effects of their own tools for holding users responsible for misbehavior. It also affords end-users the luxury of not having to invest over and over again in new identities for each new application they join in order to gain full privileges from every online service they use. Instead, users would have the option of taking advantage of previous identity investments to enjoy greater privileges in new applications. Making this sharing of identities a choice, rather than requiring it, would allow users to continue to maintain some diversity of online identities, including the potential for siloed application-specific identities that they wish to keep separate from the rest of their other online identities. Even though some applications and some end-users may require separate or unlinked identities for various reasons, many others may be able to integrate their tailored accountability mechanisms, especially by tying application-specific privileges to the identity investments made by users in other applications and online contexts. This has the dual benefit of making investment in online identities more meaningful and worthwhile for end-users and also rendering the application-imposed consequences of malicious activity more significant and far-reaching.

9.2 Application Identity Silos

The seven accountability principles laid out in the previous section inform our further analysis of different models of identity management. Notably, these principles allow for the preservation of the central tenet of “application-layer accountability”—diversity of online identities and accountability mechanisms appropriate to the diversity of Internet applications—even at the slightly lower identity layer. To understand how this works, it is worth reviewing the “silo” approach to application identities that underlies most of the application-layer mechanisms discussed thus far.

The original model of online identities for Internet applications involves each application providing its own set of users with an application-specific identity. These identity “silos” allowed every online service to implement individual authorization and identification requirements, including the corresponding accountability mechanisms (Priem, Leenes, Kosta, & Kuczerawy, 2011). From the perspective of application designers, this model has the advantage of allowing for customization of appropriate, carefully tailored identity and accountability schemes for the needs and purposes of
each specific application. Furthermore, it enables each application to collect potentially useful or valuable data and identifying information about their users. However, it also has the disadvantage of requiring each individual application designer to create and implement an appropriate and effective identity mechanism, creating an entirely new dimension to the design challenges they face, and possibly one outside their interests or area of expertise. From the perspective of end-users, there are also clear advantages and disadvantages to the silo model. One positive consequence of maintaining a different identity for each different application is that end-users can customize their own identities for different applications, choosing how much of their real identity they wish to reveal as well as what specific traits they want to espouse for each online application they use. More negatively, however, as the number of available applications grows and users create identities for more and more of them, maintaining all these different accounts and remembering the necessary authentication information for each one can become burdensome to end-users. Additionally, creating accounts for new identities often requires end-users to enter the same personal information repeatedly (e.g., name, address, credit card number, etc.) which may be both tedious for the users as well as potentially insecure.

This set-up, in which applications, or service providers, also act as identity providers has several desirable accountability attributes. Since users input identifying information for each specific application, they know exactly what information each service provider has access to and can use for accountability purposes. Terms of Service agreements and privacy policies may still play an important role in informing users of exactly how and when that information may be used, but end-users at least have a clear sense of what identifying information they have provided within each “silo,” or application. Additionally, users are assured of having separate identity and accountability experiences in different application contexts since misbehavior, and the associated consequences, within one application will have no bearing on the identities held by that same user in other applications. For application designers and operators, however, there can be downsides to this strict separation of contexts: It may be valuable for a given application to know about the ways in which its users have misbehaved and been held accountable by other applications. In general, though, improving the experience of end-users, rather than application designers, has been the strongest driver of the implementation of aggregated identity-layer mechanisms that span multiple applications.

A 2007 study showed that Internet users maintained roughly 25 different password-protected online accounts, entered an average of 8 passwords per day, and regularly forgot these passwords and were forced to reset them (Florencio & Herley, 2007). As end-users accumulate more and more online identities, they may experience “password fatigue” and become overwhelmed by how many different passwords and accounts they must remember and maintain under the silo model (Sun, Boshmaf, Hawkey, & Beznosov, 2010). As the isolated identity silo model became unmanageable for many users with the increase in available online applications, some companies began experimenting with centralized single sign-on (SSO) identities that would allow users to access multiple different applications using the same, single identity. These experiments with SSO accounts spawned an extensive body of research on identity manage-
ment system design, ranging from centralized and federated models to mechanisms that afford end-users differing degrees of control over their identity attributes. While there is considerable literature on the technical implementation of such schemes, as well as their privacy and security ramifications, relatively little work has been done focusing on their effects on online accountability. In the following sections we explore some of the different models of identity management and aggregation, including centralized SSO identities and federated models, paying particular attention to the types of accountability afforded by these mechanisms.

9.3 Centralized Single Sign-On Identities

One of the earliest forms of identity management was for companies and networks that maintained multiple different applications to allow their users to access all of their services through a single, centralized account. The Kerberos authentication protocol for services provided on the same network follows this model, issuing users tickets that authenticate them to all the different network services operated under the same administrative control (Kormann & Rubin, 2000). Online, a company that offers an e-mail service, a chat service, and a social networking service, could take a similar approach by allowing a user to access all of these different applications using the same account. This form of identity management, called single organization single sign-on (SOSSO), may benefit users by mildly reducing the burdens associated with remembering information for multiple different accounts and benefit the application designers and operators by providing the opportunity to link individual users’ actions across multiple different applications (Priem et al., 2011). This has potential to be a useful trait for accountability mechanisms, since it suggests that a user who misbehaves within one application could also be flagged or punished across several other applications where one might worry they would also cause trouble. However, with the current diversity of companies owning and operating online applications, SOSSO solutions are very limited both in how much convenience they offer users and how much potential for increased accountability they provide to application designers. Furthermore, the SOSSO model of identity management still requires each new company to design and implement its own identity system, so it does not noticeably alleviate the accountability design burdens placed on many designers looking to create new applications.

From SOSSO technology, a natural next step was multi-organization SSO systems, like Microsoft’s Passport program. Passport allowed users to access many different applications owned and operated by a variety of different companies using a single Passport account. Users’ identity information is all stored centrally, by Microsoft, but once these users were authenticated by Microsoft they were also automatically considered authenticated by other service providers who joined the program and agreed to accept the Passport identity credentials (Josang & Pope, 2005)). In other words, end-users trust Microsoft to collect and maintain their identifying information and other applications, in turn, trust Microsoft to authenticate their users for them. When Passport users try to login to one of the program’s partner sites, they are redirected
to Microsoft’s login page where they are given an authentication cookie that can be used to access their desired application, as shown in Figure 9-1. Each partner site can designate how much identifying information users must provide to Microsoft in order to access it (the minimum amount being an e-mail address and password) and each user can, in turn, designate which pieces—if any—of this profile information Microsoft may share with the partner site by means of an additional “profile cookie.” Thus, both partner applications and end-users are able to customize their desired levels of authentication information and privacy, respectively, enabling the creation of application- and user-specific identity and accountability mechanisms within the broader, overarching Passport system. At the same time, the Passport system, by design, requires all partner sites to go through Microsoft to authenticate users, so the Passport model intrinsically violates Camerons law of justifiable parties since, even when there is no justifiable reason for Microsoft to be involved in these transactions and know which applications its users are trying to access, there is no way of avoiding disclosing that information to them (Chadwick, 2009).

![Figure 9-1: The architecture of Microsoft’s Passport program.](image)

Multiple-organization SSO models have some clear advantages over the single-organization SSO and identity silo set-ups. First, if a large number of applications are willing to trust a single other party to perform authentication, they can dramatically cut down the number of online identities a single end-user needs to maintain in order to access a variety of applications. Additionally, multi-organization SSO enables application designers to outsource their authentication and identity mecha-
nisms to a trusted party which may be more specialized or experienced in the area of identity management. The convenience these schemes offer to end-users and application designers alike, however, is tempered by the reluctance of some application designer to relinquish their users' profile information to a third party. Thus, from an accountability standpoint, these centralized multiple-organization SSO systems can enable the development of application-specific accountability mechanisms by allowing applications to determine what authentication information must be collected about its users while letting users decide whether or not to share that information directly with the application. This can allow for the implementation of scoped identities, in which users agree to release certain identity attributes to specific applications, without revealing their real identities. Since users' different virtual identities are stored centrally by a single entity, it may also be possible for that entity to link these identities so that changes to the status of a user's identity made for one application apply to all the other applications using that same identity for authentication purposes. This can be a valuable trait for creating more powerful accountability mechanisms that resonate across multiple applications, though it may require these applications to implement similar—or at least interoperable—accountability schemes in order for identity status changes in one application to be reasonably translated to similarly impact identities in other applications.

Although they exhibit some promising potential for accountability mechanisms, multi-organization SSO systems have come under fire for posing some serious security risks. SSO systems, which would ideally be designed to specialize in securing identity information and operated by experts in this area, often have major security flaws that allow attackers to sign in under other users' identities. One recent study identified 8 such flaws in a range of high-profile SSO providers, including Facebook, Google ID, PayPal Access, Freelancer, JanRain, Sears and FarmVille (Wang, Chen, & Wan, 2012). Several researchers have pointed out that centralized SSO schemes are particularly vulnerable because they feature a single point of failure—the login server—which is likely to be the target of denial-of-service attacks as well as attempts at unauthorized access (Kormann & Rubin, 2000). Thus, the security protections afforded by reducing the number of applications that store user identity and authentication information may be mitigated, or even outweighed, by the dangers of centrally storing all of that data in only one place. Decentralizing identity management systems, so that users can choose among many different identity providers while still enjoying the convenience of SSO, is one means of trying to allay concerns about these single-point-of-failure vulnerabilities. This decentralized, or federated, identity management model offers users greater choice of identity providers, but offers fewer benefits to applications than many centralized identity systems.

9.4 Federated Identity Models

Like centralized identity models, federated identity management systems can provide users with SSO ability that reduces the burdens of maintaining numerous different identities and remembering the associated authentication information. However, un-
like centralized models, in federated identity domains different applications all agree to recognize users who have been authenticated by any other partner service in the federation. In other words, when a user’s identity is authenticated by one application in the federation, the rest of the applications in that federation will automatically accept that same identity as authenticated (Josang & Pope, 2005). Systems like Shibboleth and OpenID follow this decentralized model, in which users can select their own identity provider, instead of being forced to use a single centralized provider. Since there is no central repository for all users’ identity information, the federated model does not feature the same single-point-of-failure vulnerabilities as the centralized model, however, these identity management schemes can still pose grave security risks. Relying parties in a federation typically redirect a user’s browser to their chosen identity provider for authentication and that identity provider must then pass the user’s browser a secure token that can be used to authenticate their identity to the target application. If the process of passing that token from the identity provider to the browser and then to the relying party is not sufficiently secure, it can allow attackers to gain unauthorized access to other users’ identities (Wang et al., 2012).

The differences between centralized and federated models in terms of user accountability are fairly minimal, though federated identity systems may complicate the issue of accountability slightly since there is no single authority responsible for maintaining users’ identities and holding them accountable for malicious activity. As in the case of the centralized model, it is possible for an application to try to hold a misbehaving user accountable by going to that user’s identity provider and requesting assistance in identifying and punishing the user, but in federated systems, applications must maintain multiple relationships with a variety of different identity providers. To help clarify these relationships, federated systems like Shibboleth allow both users and identity providers to set “Attribute Release Policies” governing which identity attributes may or may not be released to relying applications, allowing for tailored and scoped identities in a manner similar to Microsoft’s Passport system (Chadwick, 2009). Federated and centralized identity providers also have in common the capability to link different virtual identities associated with the same user, though in federated systems, where more identity providers are available for users to choose between, it may be easier for end-users to maintain multiple different, unlinked identities by entrusting each one to a different identity provider. Federated identity systems, like centralized models, also pose drawbacks to application providers who do not wish to give up access to their users’ identifying information.

Adoption of SSO systems—whether centralized or federated—has been hindered by several concerns and competing technologies. For instance, one study of users found that more than one-fifth of participants used their browser’s password management service to remember authentication credentials for their different online identities, essentially turning the browser into a simple identity management tool (Sun et al., 2011). Participants also expressed concerns about single-point-of-failure security issues and phishing attacks in which they would be redirected to fake login pages that would capture their authentication information. Notably, half of the respondents were unable to distinguish a fake Google login page from an authentic one. Without strong support and widespread adoption from end-users, it is unlikely that
applications themselves will drive a move towards more aggregated identity management systems, even though such mechanisms could potentially relieve them of some of the burden of collecting and protecting their users’ identities. Bonneau and Preibusch (2010) note, “deployment of an open, federated identity protocol such as OpenID will be opposed by current stakeholders on the web. Federated login not only removes sites’ pretext for collecting personal data but their ability to establish a trusted relationship with users.”

9.5 The Future of Online Identity Management

Though many end-users are content relying on password managers instead of more sophisticated identity management tools, and many applications are unwilling to lose the personal data they collect about their users, there is one model of identity management that seems to hold some promise for the future: popular social media applications acting as centralized identity providers. These multi-organization SSO systems, like Facebook Connect and Google ID, allow users to log in to other applications with their Facebook or Google accounts and can simultaneously enrich users’ application experiences and enhance application owners’ ability to collect in-depth data about their user base. Indeed, there is some evidence that these mechanisms are growing more popular as end-users and applications alike reap the benefits.

Since its launch in 2008, more than one million different relying parties had begun allowing users to log in to their applications via Facebook Connect and more than 250 million people used the service every month (Sun et al., 2010). By connecting to other applications through Facebook, end-users can connect with their Facebook friends in these other applications by offering or receiving recommendations and posting achievements and activities. Facebook, in turn, can collect even more data about what services and other applications are popular with its users. Finally, relying parties can take advantage of Facebook-provided user information and also the marketing potential of social media communities, by directing Facebook advertisements and targeting Facebook friends of current users.

Clearly, there are some circumstances and some applications for which such a social media-oriented identity system would not be desirable. In particular, social media identities rarely afford a high degree of anonymity since they are focused primarily on connecting people with their real-life friends and social circles. However, for applications where users do not desire strong anonymity and actively enjoy being able to interact with the social circles they’ve defined in other applications, this model can be a very advantageous way to minimize the number of different online identities an individual user must maintain. These shared inter-application identities may even be pseudonymous since the key factor is not the degree to which an online identity is linked to its user’s real identity but instead the degree to which the user has invested in that online identity.

Facebook Connect is much more than an authentication mechanism. It provides benefits to end-users and applications alike that go well beyond simply protecting identity information and ensuring that users are who they claim to be. Where sys-
tems like Microsoft Passport and Shibboleth are intended solely to authenticate users to different applications with greater convenience, Facebook Connect serves as a much richer identity tool in which users can transport their identity information, including social connections, reputation, and more, across a variety of different applications. Authentication is, in some sense, almost secondary to the other benefits this can provide to users and applications. Returning to our earlier discussion of investment in online identities, it seems unsurprising that users might want to be able to transport these profiles as they are investing more and more time in building them. Password fatigue aside, it can be tedious and time-consuming for end-users to have to invest substantial time (or money) in building up an identity for each new application they use. These investments are crucial to rendering online identities less discardable and therefore more accountable, but they require considerable time and effort on the part of end-users. The earlier case studies illustrate how some applications have successfully encouraged a large user base to invest in certain application-specific identities, from Facebook profiles to Yelp reputations. The move towards identity management systems like Facebook Connect may hint at those applications realizing just how valuable that investment is, not just to them but potentially to other applications as well.

Online identities that users have invested heavily in are valuable commodities to Internet applications. By allowing users to login through established applications like Facebook, designers of new applications can tailor the privilege side of the previously described investment-privilege trade-offs to their own applications, while still taking advantage of the investments users have already made in identities established with other applications.
Chapter 10

Conclusion

One way or another, people always wind up being held accountable.

—U.S. President Bill Clinton
June 13, 1996

Efforts to embed greater accountability in the Internet have ranged from designing protocols that prevent IP spoofing (Mirkovic & Reiher, 2008; Andersen et al., 2008) to calling for network-layer attribution mechanisms that enable tracing all packets back to specific users (McConnell, 2010; Davenport, 2002). Implementing these network-layer approaches pose some serious drawbacks: even when it is possible to reliably trace packets back to their originating machines, it may be impossible—or difficult—to identify the responsible user, and even if that user can also be successfully traced, jurisdictional borders may hinder that attribution process, as well as subsequent attempts to hold the identified user accountable. Furthermore, an accountability measure that is applied uniformly to the entire Internet cannot provide a variety of different types and degrees of accountability mechanisms suited to the current diversity of online applications. Application-layer approaches to accountability, by contrast, allow for tailoring specific accountable-anonymous identity mechanisms to the functionality and architecture of different Internet applications.

10.1 Anonymous-Accountable Online Identities

Several relevant observations emerge from a close analysis of these application-specific accountability mechanisms. These conclusions include:

- Anonymity and accountability are not mutually exclusive online. It is possible to design accountable-anonymous Internet identity schemes that incorporate elements of both anonymity protections and some accountability mechanisms.

  - Implementing accountability mechanisms at the application layer allows for the development of these accountable-anonymous schemes in a variety of ways tailored to suit different types of applications and the types of accountability and anonymity best suited to their form and functions.
Effective accountability mechanisms require forcing users to invest in their online identities to reduce the discardability of those identities. Users who are more heavily invested in their virtual identities can be more effectively held accountable for their online actions.

Identity investment-privilege trade-offs can allow applications to relax behavioral constraints placed on users who are more invested in their online identities, allowing for internal accountability mechanisms that take advantage of the diverse types of investments and privileges enabled by different applications.

Conditional anonymity schemes can enable both internal and external accountability by revoking anonymity protections of only those users who engage in malicious activity.

Identity-layer systems that manage or aggregate online identities can allow for inter-application accountability schemes in which a user’s misbehavior in one application has ramifications for the status of that same user’s other online identities, as well.

- Users who allow their different identities across multiple applications to be linked together for accountability purposes can be viewed as making a greater investment in their virtual identities and, accordingly, afforded greater privileges.

- It is often advantageous to allow for greater customization of accountability schemes both by different applications and by their individual users. In this manner, application designers can define an acceptable array of accountability options tailored to their applications and individual end-users are then able to select which of those options is best suited to their preferences. Such mechanisms can maximize both designer and end-user choice and help meet the diverse accountability and anonymity needs of the wide variety of available online applications as well as the billions of Internet users worldwide.

### 10.2 Layers of Accountability

There are many different types of accountability on the Internet, as in the physical world, including vertical and horizontal accountability, as well as internal and external. In several of the different accountability mechanisms discussed thus far, these different kinds of accountability are combined in ways intended to reinforce each other and strengthen the overall ability of applications to hold users responsible for their actions. A related approach to combining different types and degrees of accountability online involves embedding different layers of accountability within online identities.

Farkas et al. (2002) propose a two-layer system for accountability of online identities, in which the first layer associates a user’s real identity with a single “base” virtual identity and the second layer associates that user’s various different online
identities with that base identity. Both associations are encrypted and can be revealed only when deemed necessary by both a trusted computing base and a group of trusted users. The second layer of accountability thus enables applications to determine whether two different virtual entities are controlled by the same user, while the first layer allows for tracing the real identity of associated with a virtual identity, when necessary. These different layers can then be leveraged depending on how serious a user’s misconduct is and whether it calls for holding just the user’s virtual identity accountable, by banning him from creating additional identities within an application for instance, or instead warrants holding a real person accountable via legal action or other external mechanisms.

Designing online identities that incorporate different layers, or degrees, of accountability in this manner has the potential to be a useful tool for ensuring that even within individual applications, it is possible to adjust the ways in which malicious actors are held accountable depending on the severity of their actions. This allows for the possibility of tailoring accountability mechanisms not only to the functions of different applications and the preferences of individual end-users, but also to the type of misconduct for which a user is being held accountable.

10.3 The Way Forward For Online Accountability & Anonymity

A growing number of governments and individuals like McConnell (2010) argue that weaker accountability mechanisms are too high a price to pay for the anonymity afforded by the Internet. Davenport (2002, p. 35) goes so far as to declare: “The way forward is clear: embrace accountability and reject anonymous communications.” But calls like these for network-wide attribution capabilities have been countered by increasing pressures to improve and strengthen anonymity protections, demonstrating that the way forward is far from clear for online identities. Even within individual national governments, there is often disagreement about the best course of action for the future of anonymity and accountability on the Internet. While McConnell, a former officer of the U.S. Department of Defense, advocates for affixing license plates to packets, the U.S. Department of State has provided millions of dollars in funding for anonymity-protecting technologies that help dissidents and political activists living under oppressive regimes communicate securely and avoid censorship (Glanz & Markoff, 2011).

This ongoing tussle and the lack of any clear resolution between the two sides highlights the need for further analysis of how accountability and anonymity can best be reconciled to preserve the rich diversity of Internet applications available today and allow for even more online innovation to emerge in the future. Levmore (2010, p. 67) predicts:

Over time ... more Internet entrepreneurs will limit participation or require identification. There will remain a few sites ... occupying a niche like that in which we find porn shops in city centers, at the periphery
of most social interaction . . . ‘Respectable’ sites will require identification (non-anonymity) and this will severely limit sites where people comment on a professor or classmates anatomy or alleged promiscuity. There will be some loss of opportunities to flatter, criticize, and convey information. But inasmuch as this information would have been lost in the midst of much noise, most of us will not and should not mourn the loss.

However, even with the growing prevalence of social network identities being used by other applications through programs like Facebook Connect and Google ID, there is evidence that a significant number of Internet users would, in fact, mourn the total loss of their online anonymity.

Facebook and Google+ pride themselves on being able to identify the real names and identities of the large majority of their users though, as discussed in chapter 5, it is not clear that their accountability mechanisms are primarily dependent on being able to link their users to real identities. It remains possible—though sometimes difficult—for users of these social networking applications to maintain their anonymity to some degree, but for many Internet users, particularly those in cultures that highly value online anonymity, these opportunities may not be adequate. In Japan, for instance, Facebook has struggled to gain a prominent presence among other, competing social network sites which explicitly permit pseudonymous accounts. In 2011, Facebook had fewer than 2 million Japanese users (or less than 2 percent of the country’s Internet users), while popular Japanese social network applications Mixi, Gree, and Mobage-town—none of which require users to provide their real names—each boasted more than 20 million. Even Twitter, the American micro-blogging application which does not require linking handles to users’ real identities, has attracted about 10 million users in Japan, and cell phone surveys indicate that roughly 89 percent of Japanese Internet users are “reluctant to disclose their real names on the Web” (Tabuchi, 2011).

Real name policies have met with resistance in other countries as well. In Saudi Arabia, women often create social network profiles under fake names following an incident in 2008 when a Saudi Arabian woman was killed by her father for using her Facebook account to chat with a man. Similarly, in 2009 several Iranian users changed their last names on their Facebook profiles to “Irani” in the wake of Iranian government officials harassing citizens for their social media activities (Harris & Llanso, 2011). As Schneider (2009) points out:

> Various cultures resolve tension between anonymity and accountability in different ways, perhaps even selecting different trade-offs for their own traffic than for outsiders traffic. In short, there is no universal agreement on mandates for accountability.

For social network-based identity services like Facebook Connect and Google ID to achieve widespread dominance it may therefore be necessary for them to make greater allowances for user anonymity. Their current policies of strongly—though not always successfully—discouraging pseudonyms appear unlikely to provide the basis for a comprehensive, global Internet identity ecosystem. Such an ecosystem may incorporate
several of the different techniques discussed previously, including identity investment-privilege trade-offs, conditional anonymity schemes, scoped identities, and aggregated identity management systems. No individual method or form of identity is likely to suffice for constructing this ecosystem; it will require designing mechanisms to enable the appropriate combinations and layers of accountability and anonymity for virtual identities that meet the needs and preferences of different cultures, users, applications, and types of online misconduct, from theft to trolling.
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